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COLLEGE CALENDAR, 1950-51

Fall Quarter, 1950
Monday, September 11 .............................. Faculty Meeting, 9 a.m.
Tuesday, September 12 ....... Freshmen and other new students meet 9 a.m.
Wednesday, Thursday, September 13, 14 ........................ Orientation
Friday, September 15 .......................................... Registration
Monday, September 18 .................................. Classes begin, 8 a.m.
Friday, October 13 ............................... Eastern Division Meeting
Saturday, November 4 ........................................ Homecoming
Wednesday, November 22 ............... Thanksgiving recess begins 12 noon
Classes scheduled for 1:00 and 2:00 meet on
Wednesday, November 22, at 10:00 and 11:00
respectively
Monday, November 27 ............................... Classes resume 1 p.m.
Friday, December 8 .................................... Fall Quarter closes

Winter Quarter, 1950-51
Monday, December 11 ................................. Registration, 8 a.m.
Wednesday, December 20 ................. Christmas holiday begins, 12 noon
Classes scheduled for 1:00 and 2:00 meet on
Wednesday, December 20, at 10:00 and 11:00
respectively
Wednesday, January 3 ............................... Classes resume, 1 p.m.
Friday, March 9 ..................................... Winter Quarter closes

Spring Quarter, 1951
Monday, March 12 .................................... Registration, 8 a.m.
Thursday, March 22 ........................... Easter recess begins 12 noon
Tuesday, March 27 .................................. Classes resume, 1 p.m.
Sunday, May 27 ...................................... Baccalaureate, 3 p.m.
Saturday, June 2 ..................................... Spring Quarter closes
Sunday, June 3 ..................................... Commencement, 3 p.m.

* * * * *
Monday, June 11 ..................................... Summer Term begins

STATE OF ILLINOIS

ADLAI

E.

STEVENSON,

Governor

DEPARTMENT OF
REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION

THE TEACHERS COLLEGE BOARD
EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS
NOBLE J. PUFFER
Director of Registration and Education (Springfield)
Chairman
VERNON L. NICKELL
Superintendent of Public Instruction (Springfield)
Secretary

APPOINTED MEMBERS
RICHARD F. DuNN, Normal. .................................. 1943-1949
MRs. HELEN RosE PEGELow, Mattoon ......................... 1945-1951
IRA M. MEANS, Macomb ..................................... 1945-1951
LEWIS M. WALKER, Gilman ................................... 1945-1951
WILLIAM W. WIRTZ, DeKalb .................................... 1949-1953
DR. PRESTON BRADLEY, Chicago .............................. 1947-1953
RusSELL L. GurN, Danville ................................... 1947-1953
JosEPH F. BoHRER, Bloomington .............................. 1949-1955
DR. WILLIAM C. REAvis, Chicago ................................ 1949-1955
CHARLES G. LANPHIER ................ Co-ordinator (Springfield)

Under the provisions of the Civil Administrative Code for the consolidation of State Agencies under the direction of the Governor, the four State
Teachers Colleges of Illinois are controlled by a single board consisting of
eleven members: The Director of Registration and Education, who is exofficio chairman, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, who is ex--officio
secretary, and nine members appointed by the Governor for terms of six
years.

ADMINISTRATION
1949-1950
Office of the President
. .... President
. .... Secretary

RoBERT GuY BuzzARD, Ph.D ..... .
MARY CATHERINE ALLEN .......... .

Office of the Dean and Registrar
HoBART FRANKLIN HELLER, Ph.D ..
WILLIAM HENRY ZEIGEL, Ph.D ..
BLANCHE CLAIRE THOMAS.
HELEN JOSEPHINE WHALEN.
. ............ .
JOY CARLISLE.
.. ........ .
BETTY JEAN STORY .............. .

. .... Dean
.... Director of Admissions
. .... Registrar
. .... Secretary
. .. Stenographer
. ...... Clerk-Typist

Office of Dean of 'Vomen
ELIZABETH KNIGHT LAWSON, Ph.D ..
VIRGINIA BIGGS .............. .

. . Dean of Women
...... Secretary

Office of Dean of Men
RuDOLPH DoNALD ANFINSON, Ph.D ...
NoRMA ]EAN WrNKLEBLACK.

.Dean of Men
. Stenographer

Office of Veterans Services
RuDoLPH DoNALD ANFINSON, Ph.D ..
NoRMA ]EAN WINKLEBLACK.
MARGARET J. McGuRTY.

. ..... Director
. .... Secretary
........ Stenographer

Office of the Director of Training Schools
HARRY Lours METTER, Ph.D.. . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director of Teacher Training and Placement
RAYMOND P. HARRIS, Ed.D..
. ... Principal of High School
ARTHUR UsHER EDWARDS, Ph.D..
. . Principal of Elementary School
HANS CHRISTIAN OLSEN, Ph.D ................ Director of Rural Education
DoRoTHY MAE BECK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Secretary
SHIRLEY A. GRUBB.
. ..... Stenographer
HELEN MARIE MoLTz ..
. .................. Stenographer
]EAN LoursE PEAK ...... .
............
. .. Stenographer

Office of Extension
BRYAN HEISE, Ph.D ..

. Director of Extension

Office of Health Service
CHARLES LEVI MAXWELL, M.D ..
MARY ELLEN THOMPSON, R.N .. .
1CATHERINE JEAN KENT, R.N ....... .
MARY JuNE BLAND, R.N ..... .
2 KATHERYN WEBER STONE .. .
EvELYN LuciLLE RoBY ........... .

College Physician
. ..... College Nurse
. ...... Nurse
. .Nurse
. . Stenographer
. . Stenographer

Office of Director of Public Relations
STANLEY MuNSON ELAM, A.M ..
ELOISE GATELY, B.S. in Ed ..

..... Director
. . Secretary

Business Office
RAYMOND Rasco GREGG, A.M ..
VIOLET BIRD TAYLOR, B.A ..
DoROTHY VIRGINIA DAvis.
CLEO BLEDSOE WALLS.
JUNE ARDITH HARDING
NAIDA MURiEL TIPPETT.
MARGARET HILBERT GREATHOUSE.

. .......... Business Manager
.... Secretary
. Stenographer
. ............. Bookkeeper
..... Stenographer
.. Stenographer
. ..... Stenographer

Office of Textbook Library
HENRY JoHNSON ARNOLD, A.M ....
JEAN GHERE .......... .

.... Manager of Textbook Library
. ... Typist

Pemberton Hall
BARBARA LomsE JoNES, M.A ....
MARIE ELIZABETH PooLE, M.S ..

.. Social Director of Dormitory
. ............ Dietitian

Library
RoscoE FREDERICK ScHAUPP, Ph.D ..
H2LEN TscHANNEN ..... .
VIRGINIA REID ...... .
J oELLEN CHANCELLOR.

. . Librarian
... Typist
. ..... Typist
. ..... Steno6rapher

Buildings and Grounds
.............. Plant Maintenance Engineer
JoHN GERALD HANEY.
CAMILLE FRANCOIS MoNIER.
Superintendent of Grounds
EDGAR BERT RENNELS.
. ... Superintendent of Buildings
JOHN LIVINGSTON ..
. . . . . . . . . . . . ............ Superintendent of Heating
•Resigned December 1 ,1949.
'Resigned March 1.5, 1950.

EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE
CHARLESTON
FACULTY, 1949-1950
Asterisk (*) indicates Head of Department.
Double Asterisk (**) indicates Acting Head of Department.
Date of joining staff in parentheses.

ADMINISTRATION
RoBERT GuY BuzzARD, Ph.D.. . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. ...

President

Diploma, Illinois State Normal University, 1914; S.B., 1916, S.M., The University of Chicago, 1917; Ph.D., Clark University, 192.5; A.M., University of
Illinois, 1938. (1933)
HoBART FRANKLIN HELLER, Ph.D..

. .......

Dean

B.S., Gettysburg College, 1924; A.M., 1931, Ph.D., Columbia University,
1940. (1931)
EuzABETll KNIGHT LAwsoN, Ph.D..

. .............

Dean of Women

A.B., 1927, M.A., Bucknell University, 1935; Ph.D., New York University,
1939. (1939)
RuDOLPH

. .Dean
of Men and Director Veterans Services

DoNALD ANFINSON, Ph.D..........

B.E., State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minnesota, 1932; M.A, 1933, Ph.D.,
University of Minnesota, 1939. (1940)
STANLEY MuNSON ELAM, A.M •.

.. Director
of Public Relations and Alumni Services

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1938; A.M., University of
Illinois, 1942. (1946)
WILLIAM HENRY ZEIGEL, Ph.D..

. .........

Director of Admissions

B.S., Kirksville State Teachers College, 1925; A.M., 1926, Ph.D., University
of Missouri, 1930. (1937)

..... Registrar (1922)

BLANCHE CLAIRE THOMAS.
RAYMOND Rasco GREGG, A.M..

. . .

Business Manager

Diploma, Southern Illinois State Normal University, 1917; Ph.B., 1922, A.M.,
The University of Chicago, 1923; Graduate study, The University of Chicago,
summers, 1926, 1927, 1929. 1930, 1933, and 1934. (1934)
HARRY Lours METTER, Ph.D..

. . . . . . . . . . Director of
Teacher Training and Placement

Diploma, Southern Illinois State Normal University, 1921; B.S., 1924, M.S.,
1925, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1933. (1934)
RAYMOND PARKS HARRIS, Ed.D. . . . . . . . .

. .......

Principal of High School

B.S., Millikin University, 1930; M.A., University of Illinois, 1934; Ed.D.,
Columbia University, 1942. (1949)
ARTHUR UsHER EDWARDS, Ph.D......

.Principal of Elementary School

A.B., Iowa State Teachers College, 1924; A.M., 1928, Ph.D., State University
of Iowa, 1932. (1937)
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Director of Rural Education

HANS CHRISTIAN OLSEN, Ph.D • . . . . . . . . . . . .

A.B., Nebraska State Teachers College, 1920; A.M., 1922, Ph.D., Columbia
University, 1926. (1938)
BRYAN HEISE, Ph.D • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

Director of Extension

A.B., 1919, A.M., Ohio State University, 1926; Ph.D., University of Michigan,
1937.

(1937)

CHARLES LEVI MAXWELL, M.D • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

M.D., Ohio State University, 1916.

College Phvsician

(1948)

VIRGINIA CAROLYN GILBERT, M.N • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Health Co-ordinator on Kellogg Foundation
B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1940; M.N., Western Reserve
University, 1946. (1948)
MARY ELLEN THOMPSON, R.N • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • .

College Nurse

Student, North Dakota Agricultural College, 1903-4; Student, State Normal
School, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1905-6; Graduate, St . .John's Training School
for Nurses, Fargo, North Dakota, 1916. (1930)
MARY JuNE BLAND, R.N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nurse

R.N., Wesley Memorial Hospital, Chicago.

(1949)

'CATHERINE JEAN KENT, R.N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nurse

St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Youngstown, Ohio.

(1949)

BARBARA LouiSE JoNEs, M.A • . . . . . . . . . . . .

Social Director of Dormitory

Diploma, Creston Iowa .Junior College, 1944; B.A., Drake University, 1946;
M.A., Syracuse University, 1948. (1948)
MARIE ELIZABETH PooLE, M.S • . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dietitian, College Dormitory

B.S., Texas State College for Women, 1940; M.S., Louisiana State University,
1943.

(1948)

RuTH HENDERSON GAERTNER, B.S.

in

Ed • . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cafeteria Manager

B.S. in Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1945; Graduate study,
Iowa State College, summers, 1947, 1948, and 1949. (1947)
HE.NRY JoHNSON ARNOLD, A.M . . . . . . . . . . .

Manager of Textbook Library

A.B .. DePauw University, 1923; A.M., University of Illinois, 1928.
Loms G. ScHMIDT, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(1935)

Director of Extra-Curricular Activities

B.S .. Stout Institute, 1943; M.S., 1947, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1949.
(1949)
ARTHUR FRANCIS BYRNES, M.Ed . . . . . . . . . . . Director

of Audio-Visual Aids

B.S., Manhattan College (New York), 1940; M.Ed., Springfield College, 1942;
Graduate study, New York University, summers, 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949.
(1949)

.ART
MILDRED RuTH WHITING, Ph.D.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B.F.A., 1928, A.M., 1933, Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1938.

Professor

(1936)

CALVIN CouNTRYMAN, A.M • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

Ph.B., The University of Chicago, 1934; A.M., Colorado State College of Edu_ _ _ _c_ation, 1941; Graduate study, University of Minnesota, summer, 1949. (1945)
'Resigned December 1, 1949.
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CARL EDWIN SHULL, M.A.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.Instructor

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1939; M.A., George Peabody
College for Teachers, 1940; Graduate study, Art Institute of Chicago, 1941,
1942, 1946; Ohio Rtate university, summers, 194>l, Hl49. (1947)

Instructor

DoRis GEORGINA LEMKE BARCLAY, M.Ed . . . . . . . .

B.S., 1947, M.Ed., Wayne University, 1949.

(1948)
. ... . Instructor

RAYMOND EDWARD OsERMAYR, M.S..

B.S., Milwaukee State Teachers College, 1948; :VI.S .. university of Wisconsin,
1949. (1949)

BIOLOGICAL SciENCE

Botany
ERNEST LINCOLN STOVER, Ph.D.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

B.S., 1917, M.S., Ohio State University, 1919; Ph.D., The University of
Chicago, 1924. Resident Doctor, University of ·washington Biological Station, summer, 1926; University of Michigan Biological Station. summer. 1932;
Cornell University, summer, 1936; University of Wyoming Science Camp,
summer, 1940. (1923)
HIRAM FREDERICK THuT, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

A.B., Bluffton College, 1925; A.M .. 1926, Ph.D .. Ohio St&te University, 1930;
Resident Doctor, Iowa State College, summer, 1939; Cornell University,
summer, 1941. (1932)
KENNETH EuGENE DAMANN, Ph.D......

. ...

Associate Professor

B.S., Kent State University, 1938; M.S. 1940. Ph.D .. Northwestern Vniversity, 1943. (1947)

Zoology
WALTER MERRITT ScRUGGs, Ph. D.* . .

. . . . . . . . . . .

. ...

Professor

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1928; M.S., University of
Illinois, 1935; Ph.D .. Harvard university, 1942. (1929)
. . Professor

HAROLD MAXON CAVINS, Ed.D.............. .

B.S., University of Illinois, 1924; M.S., The Pennsylvania State College, 1928;
Ed.D .. Stanford University, 1941. (1928)
RICHARD THOMAS HARTLEY, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Associate Professor

A.B., Peru State Teachers College, 1927; M.S .. 1930, Ph.D., State University
of Iowa, 1943. (1944)
HARRY EDWARD PETERKA, Ph.D..

.Associate Professor

A.B., Yankton College, 1928; M.A., University of South Dakota, 1931; Ph.D.,
University of Kansas, 1935. (1947)
GARLAND TAvNER RIEGEL, Ph.D..

. ...

Associate Professor

A.A .. Hannibal-LaGrange College, 1934; B.S., 1938, M.S, 1940, Ph.D.,
University of Illinois, 1947; Postdoctorate Fellowship, University of Illinois,
Hl47-48. (1948)
ToM ATKINS STOMBAUGH, M.S........

. ..

Assistant Professor

B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1941; M.S., University of Illinois,
1946; Graduate study, University of Illinois, 1946-1948. (Substitute) (1948)
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Hygiene
HAROLD MAxoN CAVINS, Ed. D . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ..

Professor

B.S., University of Illinois, 1924; M.S., The Pennsylvania State College,
1928; Ed.D., Stanford University, 1941. (1928)
. Associate

RICHARD THOMAS HARTLEY, Ph.D.. . . . . . . .

Professor

A.B., Peru State Teachers College, 1927; M.S., 1930, Ph.D., State University
of Iowa, 1943. (1944)

. .. Associate Professor

CHARLES LEVI MAXWELL, M.D •....

M.D., Ohio State University, 1916.

(1948)
. . . . . . . . Instructor

VIRGINIA CAROLYN GILBERT, M.N..

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1940; M.N .. Western Reserve
University, 1946. (1948)

BusiNESS EDUCATION
]AMES MrcHAEL THOMPSON, Ed. D.*......

. .

Professor

B.S., Nebraska State Teachers College, 1929; A.M .. Colorado State College of
Education, 1933; Ed.D., New York University, 1936. (1937)
EARL SAMUEL DrcKERSON, Ed. D... . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. .

Professor

B.S., Indiana State Teachers College, 1930; M.S., University of Illinois, 1934;
Ed.D., New York University, 1941. (1935)
JESSIE MARTHA HuNTER, A.M.. . .

. Assistant

Professor

Normal Diploma, Ferris Institute, 1917; Palmer Method Summer Schools,
Cedar Rapids, 1922, Boulder, 1924; A.B., 1931, A.M., Michigan State College,
1932; Graduate study, Columbia University, 1935-36. (1937)
CLIFFORD LAWRENCE FAGAN, Ph.D..........

. .. . Assistant

Professor

B.S .. in Ed., State Teachers College, Kirksville, :vfissonri, 1937; M.A., 1940,
Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 1949. (1949)
BERTRAND PRESTON HoLLEY, M.A............

. .......

Instructor

A.B., Murray State College, Kentucky, 1944; M.A., Northwestern University,
1947; Graduate study, Indiana University, summer 1948; Northwestern
University, summer, 1949. (1946)
JAMES FRANCis GIFFIN, M.C.S..

. .......

Instructor

B.S., in Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1946; M.C.S., Indiana
University, 1947; Graduate study, Indiana University, summer 1948; Northwestern University, summer, 1949. (1947)
RoY MAx, JR., M.B.A ....

... Instructor

B.S., in B.A., Bowling Green State University, 1948; M.B.A., University of
Denver, 1949. (1949)

EDUCATION
EMMA REINHARDT, Ph.D.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

Diploma, Illinois State Normal University, 1921; A.B., 1924, A.M., 1925,
Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1927. (1927)
HARRY Lours METTER, Ph.D.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. Professor

Diploma, Southern Illinois State Normal University, 1921; B.S., 1924, M.S.,
1925, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1933. (1934)
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BRYAN HETS<'. Ph.D.. . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

A.B .. 1919. A.M., Ohio State University. 1926; Ph.D .. University of Michigan,
1937.

(1937)

HANS CHRISTIAN OLSEN, Ph.D.... . . . .

. ...

Professor

A.B .. Nebraska State Teachers College, 1920; A.M., 1922, Ph.D., Columbia
University, 1926. (1938)
. . Associate

DoNALD ALLEN RoTHSCHILD, Ph.D.. . . . .

Professor

A.B., 1924, A.M., University of Illinois, 1927; Ph.D., State University of
Iowa, 1932; Part-time study, University of Illinois, 1937-38. (1934)
WILLIAM HENRY ZEIGEL, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Associate Professor

B.S., Kirksville State Teachers College, 1925; A.M., 1926, Ph.D., University
of Missouri, 1930. (1937)
ARTHUR UsHER EDWARDS, Ph.D...

. ..

Associate Professor

A.B .. Iowa State Teachers College, 1924; A.M .. 1928, Ph.D., State University
of Iowa, 1932. (1937)
. . Associate

ELIZABETH KNIGHT LAwsoN, Ph.D.. . . .

Professor

A.B., 1927, M.A., Bucknell University, 193.'5; Ph.D .. New York University,
1939.

(1939)

.Associate Professor

RAYMOND PARKS HARRIS, Ed.D..

B.S., Millikin l..'niversity, 1930; M.A., University of Illinois, 1934; Ed.D.,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1942. (Hl49)
THOMAS ARTHUR PHILLIPS, M.Ed.. . . . . . . . . .

. .....

Assistant Professor

B.S., Southern Illinois State Normal University, 1938; M.Ed., University of
Illinois, 1947. (1948)
ARTHUR FRANCIS BYRNES, M.Ed............

. . . . . . Assistant

Professor

B.S., Manhattan College (New York), 1940; M.Ed., Springfield College. 1942;
Graduate study, New York University, summers, 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1949.
(1949)
Loms

G.

ScHMIDT, Ph.D.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ........

Assistant Professor

B.S., Stout Institute, 1943; M.S., 1947, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1949.
(1949)

ENGLISH
HowARD DE FoREST WmGER, Ph.D.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

A.B., Yale University, 1910; A.M., 1930, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1940.
(1912)
EuGENE MELVILLE WAFFLE, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

A.B., Indiana State Teachers College, 1925; A.M., Columbia University, 1932;
Ph.D., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1939. (1926)
GLADYS' WINIFRED EKE BERG, Ph.D.. .

. ....

Associate Professor

B.S., 1927, M.A., Northwestern University, 1930; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1942. (1945)
FRANCIS WILLARD PALMER, Ph.D......

. . . . . . . . . . Associate

B.A., 1934, M.A., 1936, Ph D., State Univers'ty of Iowa, 1939.
RoBERT LEE BLAIR, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

(194.5)

Associate Professor

B.A., 1928, M.A., Ohio State University, 1929; Ph.D .. University of Illinois,
1936; Postgraduate study, The University of Chicago, summer, 1936; New
York University. summers, 1945, 1946. (1946)
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RuTH HuFF CLINE, Ph.D .......................... Associate Professor
B.A .. Bridgewater College, 1922; M.A., Vanderbilt University, 1926; M.A.,
Radcliffe College, 1928; Ph.D., The University of Chicago, 1939. (1947)
JUDD KLINE, Ph.D.. . . . .
. ........... Associate Professor
B.S., 1935, M.A., 1942. Ph.D .. University of Minnesota. 1947. (1948)
WINNIE DAvis NEELY, M.A ....................... Assistant Professor
Diploma, Alabama Girls Technical Institute, 1912; B.S., 1924, M.A., George
Peabody College for Teachers, 1928; Graduate study, University of Wiscon- ·
sin, 1930-33, summers, 1934, 1936, 1937, and 1939. (1934)
EMMA CHENAULT KELLY, A.M ....................... . Assistant Professor
A.B., University of Kentucky, 1927; A.M., Columbia University, 1937; Graduate study, New York University, summers 194R, 1919. (1946)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
KEviN JosEPH GuiNAGH, Ph.D.* ........................... Professor
A.B., 1919, A.M., St. Vincent College, 1921; Graduate study, Catholic Uni..
versity of America, 1921-23; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1931; Part-time
study, University of Illinois, 1938. (1931)
ELLEN ELIZABETH MICHAEL, Ph.D .................. Associate Professor
A.B., Coe College, 1\l28; A.M., The University of Chicago, 1929; Graduate
study, The University of Chicago, summer, 1934; Columbia University,
summer, 1935; Institut de Phonetique, Paris, summer, 1936; Middlebury
College, summers, 1939 and 1940; University of Mexico, summer, 1941; University of Illinois, summer, 1942; Ph.D., Laval University, 1948. (1930)
RuTH CARMAN, A.M..
. ... Assistant Professor
Diploma, Eastern Illinois State Normal School, 1910; Ph.B., University of
Wisconsin. 1913; A.M., University of Illinois, 1925; Summer session, American
Academy of Rome, 1927; Graduate study, University of Colorado, summer,
1928; Vergil Cruise, summer, 1930; Graduate study, University of Maine,
summer, 193.'5; Colorado State Teachers College. summer, 1937; University of
Colorado, summers. 1940, 1941, and 1947. (1914)

GEOGRAPHY
BYRON KuRTZ BARTON, Ph.D.* ................................. Professor
B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1938; M.A., 1939, Ph.D., University of
Nebraska, 1949. (1948)
RosE ZELLER, Ph.D ....................................... Professor
B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1926; A.M., 1930, Ph.D., Clark
University, 1940. (On leave 1949-.'iO.) (1930)
RuBY MILDRED HARRis, S.M ...................... Associate Professor
Diploma, Eastern Illinois State Normal School, 1912; S.B., 1922, S.M., The
University of Chicago, 1932; Graduate study, The University of Chicago,
summer, 1936, spring and summer, 1941. (1923)

. Assist:mt Professor
HAROLD ]AMES RETALLICK, A.M ............... .
B.S., State Teachers College, Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 1938; A.M., Clark University, 1947. (Substitute.) (1949)

HoME EcoNOMics
SADIE OcKEY MoRRIS, Ph.D.*
.............. Professor
B.S., 1922, M.S., Utah State Agricultural College, 1923; Ph.D., Colu'Tibia
University, Hl33; Postgraduate study, Iowa State College, summer, 193.'5;
University of California, summer. 1938. (1939)
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Faculty
RuTH SCHMALHAUSEN, Ed. D..

. ..

Associate Professor

Ph.B., The University of Chicago, 1923; A.M., Columbia University, 1932;
Ed.D., Pennsylvania State College, 1944. (On leave 1949-50.) (1937)
. ... . Instructor

HELEN LouiSE DEviNNEY, A.M.....

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1935; A.M., Columbia University, 1940; Graduate study, Columbia University, summers, 194.5, 1946.
(1943)
RUTH HENDERSON GAERTNER, B.S.

in

. Instructor

Ed.. . . . . . . . . .

B.S., in Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1945; Graduate study,
Iowa Rtate College, summers, 1947, 1948, and Hl49. (1947)

Instructor

MARIE ELIZABETH PooLE, M.S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B.S., Texas State College for ·women, 1940; M.S., Louisiana State University,
1943.

(1948)

1PAuLINE REBECCA DE HAss, M.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant

B.S., Lincoln College, 1922; M.A., Columbia University, 1945.

Professor

(Substitute.)

(1949)
2MARJORIE AcHESON MoRRISON, M.S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

B.S., Iowa State College, 1930; :Vf.S., Purdue University, 1939.

(Substitute.)

(19.'50)

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

.Professor

WALTER ALLEN KLEHM, E d . D . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A.B., North Central College, 1924; M.A., University of Illinois, 1929; Ed.D.,
University of Missouri, 1936. (1938)
RussELL HENRY LANDIS, Ed. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ...

Professor

B.S., The Stout Institute, 1930; M.S., Iowa State College, 1934; Ed.D., Pennsylvania State College, 1940. (1 930)
EwELL WELDON FowLER, Ed.D.......

.

.Associate Professor

B.S., East Texas State Teachers College, 1934; M.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1937; Ed.D., University of :V1issouri, 1949. (1941)
HARRY GuNDERSON, Ed. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Associate

Professor

B.S. in Ed., Ohio State University, 1932; M.S., in Ed., 1940, Ed.D., Indiana
University, 1949. (1948)
CHARLES ARTHUR ELLIOTT, M . E d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.Instructor

B. Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1931: M.Ed., University of
Missouri, 1946; Graduate study, University of Missouri. summer, 1949. (1946)
RoBERT BATES THRALL, M.S....... .

. . . . . . . . .

. ....

Instructor

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1932; M.S., University of Illinois, 1938. (Part-time instructor.) (1945)

LIBRARY
RoscoE FREDERICK ScHAUPP, Ph.D.* . . . . . . . . . .

Professor and Librarian

A.B., University of Nebraska, 1926; M.A., 1929, Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1934; A.B.L.S., University of Michigan, 1939. (1945)
HARRIET LovE, M.S • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor

A.B., Vassar College, 1926; Certificate, Library School of the University of
Wisconsin, 1927; M.S., School of Library Science, Western Reserve University,
_ _ _1_932.
1

(1932)

Resigned January 28, 19.'50.
January 31, 1950.

2Appointed
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MARGARET LoRENA EKSTRAND, A.M. in L.S . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor

B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1933; B.S., in L.S., George Peabody
College for Teachers, 1942; A.M. in L.S., University of Michigan, 1948. (1942)
. . Assistant

MARY ELizABETH ScoTT, M.S... . . . . . .

Professor

A.B. in L.S., 1935, A.B., University of Oklahoma, 1936; M.S., Columbia
University. 1943. (1948)
]AMES GLENN EBERHARDT, M.S. in L.S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor

B.A. in Ed., University of Florida, 1940; M.S. in L.S., George Peabody College
for Teachers, 1949. (1949)
LEE ANNA ]EWELL SMocK, A . M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ..

Instructor

B.A., Bethany College, 1925; A.M., University of Kansas, 1931; B.S. in L.S.,
University of Illinois, 1942. (1944)
MARY STELLA CARR, A.M........

.

.Instructor and High School Librarian

A.B., Hanover College, 1948; A.M., George Peabody College for Teachers,
1949.

(1949)

MATHEMATICS
LAWRENCE ALBERT RINGENBERG, Ph.D.*... . .

. .....

Professor

A.B., B.S. in Ed., Bowling Green State University, 1937; M.A., 1939, Ph.D.,
Ohio State Gniversity, 1941. (1947)
HoBART FRANKLIN HELLER, Ph.D...... . .

. .....

Professor

B.S., Gettysburg College, 1924; A.M., 1931, Ph.D., Columbia University,
1940.

(1931)

RuTH HosTETLER, A.M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor

Diploma, Ertstern Illinois State Normal School, 1908; S.B., The University
of Chicago, 1917; A.M., Columbia University, 1936; Graduate study, University of Illinois, summer, 1939. (1929)
LESTER RAYMOND VAN DE VENTER, M.S.

0

•••••••••••

.. Instructor

B. Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1938; M.S., University of
Illinois, 1941; Graduate study, University of Illinois, summers, 1947, 1948,
and 1949. (1946)

Music
LEo

J.

DvoRAK, P h . D . * . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ....... .

Professor

B.A., B.M., Upper Iowa University, 1932; M.A., 1933, Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 1939. (1940)
ETHEL IRENE HANSON, A.M.. . . . . . .

. Assistant

Professor

Diploma, Milwaukee State Teachers College, 1916; B.M., 1924, A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1935; Graduate study, University of Southern California,
summer, 1941. (1927)
RoBERT AusTIN WARNER, M.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor

A.B., Iowa State Teachers College, 1933; M.A., Eastman School of Music,
University of Rochester, 1938; Graduate study, University of Michigan,
1948-49.

(1938)

BovD, M.A....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant Professor
B.M., 1940, M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1946; Graduate study, University
of Wisconsin, summer, 1946, 1946-47, and summer, 1947; University of Iowa,
summer, 1949. (1947)

EARL WooDROW
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Faculty
GEORGE S. WESTCOTT, Ph.D • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AssiJtant

Professor

B.A., Adams State College (Colorado), 1945; M.A .. 1947, Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 1949. (1949)
IsABELLE EuNICE McCLUNG, M.A • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . Instructor

B.A., State University of Iowa, 1943; M.A., Columbia University, 1949.
(1949)
CATHERINE ANNE SMITH, M.M • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B.M., 1947, M.M .. Indiana University, 1948.

Instructor

(1949)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Men
CHARLES PHILLIP LANTZ, Pd. D.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

B.S., Gettysburg College, 1908; M.S., The Pennsylvania State College, 1936;
Pd.D., Gettysburg College, 1938. (1911)
CLIFTON WASHINGTON WHITE, Ed. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Associate Professor

B.A., University of Denver. 1930; M.S., 1941, Ed.D., University of Oregon,
1946. (1947)
WILLIAM ALBERT HEALEY, P.E. Dir • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . Assistant

Professor

B.S., Whitewater Wisconsin State Teachers College, 1935; M.A .. State University of Iowa, 1938; P.E. Dir., Indiana University, 1949. (1946)
MAYNARD O'BRIEN, M.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant

Professor

B.S .. Illinois Wesleyan University, 1931; M.S .. University of Illinois, 1946.
(1946)
REx VIRGIL DARLING, P.E. Dir• . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant

Professor

B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1938; M.S., Indiana University, 1946;
P.E. Dir., Indiana University, 1949. (1945)
HENRY GEORGE MILLER, M.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

B.S., 1932, M.A .. State University of Iowa. 1936.

(Substitute.)

(1948)

Women
FLORENCE McAFEE, Ed. D.*. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ..

Professor

A.B., The Pennsylvania State College, 1922; Two-year certificate, Graduate
Department of Hygiene and Physical Education, Wellesley College, 1924;
A.M., Columbia University, 1931; Ed.D., New York University, 1940. (1924)
EDITH CRAWFORD HAIGHT, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Associate Professor

A.B., The Women's College of the University of North Carolina, 1915; Twoyear certificate, Graduate Department of Hygiene and Physical Education,
Wellesley College, 1919; A.M., Columbia University, 1926; Ph.D., New York
University, 1944. (1938)
WINIFRED HENRIETTA BALLY, M.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1933; M.A., New York University,
1937. (1946)
DoROTHY MAE HART, M.S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

B.S. in Ed., Southern Illinois Normal University, 1946; M.S., University of
Illinois, 1947. (1947)
MARY KATHRYN BABCOCK, M.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

B.S., Michigan State College, 1946; M.A .. Columbia University, 1948. (1948)
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Chemistry
HARRIS EuGENE PHIPPS, Ph.D.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

A.B., 1926, A.M., Oberlin College, 1928; Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1931.
(1931)
LAWSON FRANCIS MARCY, Ph.D • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Associate Professor

A.B., Evansville College, 1924; M.A., Columbia University, 1926; Ph.D.,
Ohio State University, 1943. (1944)
MELVIN ORVIL FoREMAN, Ph.D • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

Associate Professor

B.S., Capitol University, 1925; S.M., Ph.D., The University of Chicago, 1929.
(1946)
SIDNEY RusSELL STEELE, Ph.D • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . • Associate

Professor

B.S., University of Toledo, 1939; Ph.D., Ohio Stltte University, 1943. (1947)

Physics
ORA LEE RAILSBAcK, Pa.D.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A.B., 1923, A.M., 1924, Ph.D., Indiana University, 1937.
GLENN QuENTIN LEFLER, Ph.D • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

(1925)

Associate Professor

A.B., 1929, A.M., 1932, Ph.D., Indiana Univereity, 1936.

(1946)

RoBERT CLINTON WADDELL, M.S • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

B.S. in Ed., Eastern Illinois State College, 1947; M.S., University of Illinois,
1948; Graduate study, Iowa State College, summer, 1949. (1948)
GoRDON MoREHOUSE MARTIN, M.S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.Instructor

B.S., Purdue University, 1938; M.S., University of Idaho, 1939; Graduate
study, University of Minnesota, 1942-43, and fall and winter, 1943-44. (1949)

SociAL SciENCE
CHARLES HuBERT CoLEMAN, Ph.D.* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor

A.B., George Washington University, 1924; A.M., 1926, Ph.D., Columbia
University, 1933. (1926)
GLENN HuRoN SEYMOUR, Ph.D • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professor

A.B., 1924, A.M., 1925, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1929; Postgraduate
study, University of Wisconsh1, summer, 1939. (1929)
DoNALD RHODES ALTER, Ph. D ..................... Associate

Professor

B.S. in Ed., University of Missouri, 1920; A.M., Columbia University, 1924;
Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1934; Postgraduate study, Harvard University,
summer, 1938. (1934)
WILLIAM GERBING WooD, Ph.D • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Associate Professor

A.B., Illinois Wesleyan University, 1927; A.M., 1933, Ph.D., University of
Illinois, 1938. (1938)
RAYMOND ARTHUR PLATH, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Associate Professor

B.S., 1933, M.Ph., 1936, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1939.
MoRRISON SHARP, Ph.D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(1946)

Associate Professor

A.B., 1929, A.M., 1933, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1938; Postgraduate study,
Boston University, 1939-40; Harvard University School of Education, summer,
1942.

(1947)
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. Instructor

BARBARA LomsE JONES, M.A.. . . . . . . .

Diploma, Creston Junior College, 1944; B.A., Drake Univereity, 1946; M.A.,
Syracuse University, 1948. (1948)

SPEECH
]AMES GLENN Ross, Ph.D.*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. .....

B.A., 1925, M.A., 1928, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1933.
ELBERT RAYMOND MosEs, Ph.D.....

. .

Professor

(1934)

Associate Professor

B.A., University of Pittsburg, 1932; :v!.S., 1934, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1936. (1946)
PEARL BRYANT, Ph.D.. . . . . . .

. .

Associate Professor

A.B., Missouri Wesleyan College, 1921; M.A., 1924, Ph.D., Northwestern
University, 1941. (1947)
EARNEST GLENDON GABBARD, M.A • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor

A.B., Berea College, 1941; M.A., State University of Iowa. 1947.

TRAINING

(1947)

ScHooLs

HARRY Louis METTER,

Ph.D.* ............................ Director
of Teacher Training and Placement

Diploma, Southern Illinois State ~ormal t:niversity, 1921; B.S., 1924, M.S.,
192.'\, Ph.D., University of Illinois. 1933. (1934)

Elementary School
ARTHUR USHER EDWARDS, Ph. D ...................

Associate Professor
and Principal of Elementary School

A.B., Iowa State Teachers College, 1924; A.M., 1928, Ph.D., University of
Iowa, 1932. (1937)
EDITH P. LEVAKE, A.M • . . . . .

Assistant Professor and Eighth Grade Critic

Diploma, State Normal School, Platteville, Wisconsin, 1910; B.S., The University of Chicago, 1927; A.M., University of Southern California, 1935;
Graduate study, University of Mexico. summer, 1938; University of Vermont,
summer, 1940. (1924)
LEAH IDA STEVENS CASTLE, S.M.. . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor
and Seventh Grade Critic

. ...........

Diploma, Illinois State Normal University, 1917; S.B., 1924, S.M., The University of Chicago, 1934; Graduate study, Columbia University, summer,
1937; University of Colorado, summer, 1939; University of Southern California,
summer, 1941. (1920)
LoRENE ELIZABETH ZEIGLER, M.A..

. Instructor

and Sixth Grade Critic

B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1042; M.A., Northwestern University, 1947. (1947)

Assistant Professor
and Fifth Grade Critic

FLORENCE EsT ALENE REID, M.A • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Diploma, National Kindergarten and Elementary School, 1921; B.A., Iowa
State Teachers College, 1930; M.A., University of Iowa, 1937; Graduate
study, Pennsylvania State College, summer, 1939; University of Iowa, summer,
1944.

(1946)
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MYRTLE ARNOLD, A.M • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant

Professor
and Fourth Grade Critic

Diploma, St. Cloud State Teachers College, 1917; B.S., University of Minnesota, 1930; A.M., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1935; Graduate
study, University of Wyoming, summer, 1939; University of Southern California, 1945-46. (1930)

Assistant Professor
and Third Grade Critic

NANNILEE SAUNDERS, A.M • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B.S., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1929; A.M., Columbia University,
1935; Graduate study, George Peabody College for Teachers, summer, 1940,
year 1948-49. (1935)

Instructor
and Second Grade Critic

VELMA VALERA Cox, M.Ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B.S .. 1935, M.Ed .. University of Missouri, 1948.

(1948)

EsTHER SILVERSTEIN, M.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

and First Grade Critic

B.S., Indiana State Teachers College, 1937; M.A., University of Illinois, 1946.
(1949)
ALINE RuTH ELLIOTT, M.A . . . . . . . . . . . • Instructor

in Physical Education

B.S. in Ed., Kansas State Teachers College, 1927; M.A., University of Iowa,
1940. (On leave 1949-50.) (1944)
ETHEL IRENE HANSON, A.M . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor in Music

Diploma, Milwaukee State Teachers College, 1916; B.M., 1924, A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1935; Graduate study, University of Southern California,
summer, 1941. (1927)
]EsSIE MARTHA HuNTER, A.M . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor in Penmanship

Normal Diploma, Ferris Institute, 1917; Palmer Method Summer Schools,
Cedar Rapids, 1922, Boulder, 1924; A.B., 1931, A.M., Michigan State College,
1932; Graduate study, Columbia University, 1935-36. (1937)
CHARLOTTE LAVERNE LAMBERT, M.A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

B.A .. Evansville College, 1944; Graduate study, University of Wisconsin,
1946-47; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1949. (Substitute.) (1949)
HARRIET LovE, M.S • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor and Librarian

A.B., Vassar College, 1926; Certificate, Library School of the University of
Wisconsin, 1927; M.S., School of Library Science, Western Reserve University,
1932.

(1932)

CLARA MARGARET PRIEST, A.M • . . . . . . . . . .

Instructor in Home Economics

B.S., 1946, A.M., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1947.
RoBERT BATES THRALL, M.S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor

(1947)

in Manual Arts

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1932; M.S., University of
Illinois, 1938. (Part-time instructor.). (1945)
PARIS JoHN VAN HoRN, P.E.

Dir..................... . Assistant Professor
in Physical Education and Athletic Coach

B.S., Indiana State Teachers College, 1926; M.S., 1935, P.E. Dir., Indiana University, 1947. (1935)
VIRGINIA OcTAVIA WHEELER, A.M • . . . . . . . . . . Assistant

Professor of Art

B.S. in Ed., 1929, A.M., University of Missouri, 1931; Graduate study, University of Missouri, 1940-42. (1944)
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Eastern State High School
RAYMOND PARKS HARRIS, Ed. D..

. ...

Principal of High School

B.S .. Millikin University, 1930; M.A .. University of Illinois, 1934; Ed.D.,
Columbia University, 1942. (HJ49)
. Instructor
in Girls' Physical Education

WINIFRED HENRIETTA BALLY, M.A.. . .

B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1933; M.A .. New York University,
1937.

(1946)

MARY STELLA CARR, A.M..

. . Instructor

and High School Librarian

A.B., Hanover College, 1948; A.M., George Peabody College for Teachers,
1949.

(1949)

CALVIN CouNTRYMAN, A.M........ . . . .

. .......

Instructor in Art

Ph.B., The University of Chicago, 1934; A.M .. Colorado State College of
Education, 1941; Graduate study, University of :v!innesota, summer, 1949.
(1945)
LENA BoYD ELLINGTON', A.M . . . . . . .

Assistant Professor in Social Science

A.B., Mississippi State College for Women, 1906; A.M., Columbia University,
1914; Graduate study, The University of Chicago, summers, 1920, 192.5, 1933,
and 193.5; University of California, summer, 1928; The George Washington
University, summer, 1938; University of Mexico, summer, 1941. (1920)
WALTER LuciEN ELMORE, M.A ...

.Instructor in Men's Physical Education

A.B., Georgetown College, 1942; M.A., University of Kentucky, 1948.
Guss Loms GRIMM, M.Ed.. . .

. ...............•..

(1948)

Assistant Professor

B.M., Grinnell College, 1938; M.M.E., M.Ed., University of Kansas, 1949.
(1949)
RuBY MILDRED HARRIS, S.M..

.

Associate

Pr~fessor

in Geography

Diploma, Eastern Illinois State Normal School, 1912; S.B .. 1922, S.M .. The
University of Chicago, 1932; Graduate study, The University of Chicago,
summer, 1936, spring and summer, 1941. (1923)
GERTRUDE HENDRIX, M.S., A.M . . . . .

Assistant Professor in Mathematics

A.B .. DePauw University, 1926; M.S. (Education), 1930, A.M. (Mathemotics), University of Illinois, 1935; Graduate study, The University of Chicar o, 1946-4 7. (1930)
. Assistant Professor
in Chemistry and Physics

ARNOLD JOHN HoFFMAN, M.S..

B.S., Eureka College, 1930; M.S., University of Illinois, 1932.
LELA LouisE JOHNSoN, M.C.S.

. ..........

(1945)

Instructor in Business

A.B., 1931. M.C.R., Indiana University, 1946; Graduate study. New York
University. summer. 1949. (1947)
ARVILLA RosA KNuTH, A.M..

. ... . Instructor

in Spanish and Latin

B.A., Juniata College (Pa.), 1947; A.M., Radcliffe College, 1949.
DoROTHY MAYNARD LEE, M.A..

. ..

(1949)

Assistant Professor in English

B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1932; M.A., University of Illinois,
1940; Graduate study, The University of Chicago, summers, 1933, 1934, and
1936; University of Illinois, summers, 1946, 1947, and 1948. (1945)
leA MARKS, M.S.. . .

. Assistant

Professor in Biological Science

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1927; M.S., Ohio State University, 1929; Graduate study, State University of Iowa, 1929-30; University
of Michigan, summers, 1935, 1936, and 1938. (1932)
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MILDRED DoLE MoRGAN, M.A •....

Instructor in English and Dean qf Girls

B.S., University of Illinois, 1929; M.A., Columbia University, 1934; Graduate
study, University of Wisconsin, summer, 1941; Columbia University, summers,
1946, 1948, and 1949. (1946)
CLARA MARGARET PRIEST, A.M...

. .

Instructor in Homemaking

B.S., 1946, A.M., George Peabody College for Teachers, 1947.
RoBERTA LEE Poos, A.M..

. ....

(1947)

Instructor in English and Speech

B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1927; A.M., University of Illinois,
1935; Graduate study, Pennsylvania College for vVomen, summer, 1937.
(1935)
0THO }AMES QuiCK, M.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Instructor in Industrial Arts

B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State Teachers College, 1936; M.A., University of
Minnesota, 1946: Graduate study, Cornell University, summer, 1949. (1946)
RoBERT CLEMENTS RYLE, M.A......

. . Instructor

in Social Science

A.B., Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College, 1945; M.A .. Ohio State University, 1948. (1948)

.Assistant Professor
in Physical Education and .1th!etic Coach

PARIS JoHN VAN HoRN, P.E. Dir....

B.S., Indiana State Teachers College, 1926; M.S .. 1935, P.E. Dir., Indiana
University, 1947. (1935)

EXTENSION

. DirectJr of E,·tension, Educ<~tion
. . Education

BRYAN HEISE, Ph.D . . . .
ARTHUR FRANCIS BYRNES, M.Ed •...
DoNALD RHODES ALTER, Ph.D . . . . . .
CALVIN CouNTRYMAN, A.M ..

VIRGINIA CAROLYN GILBERT, M.N . . . . . . . . . . . .
RuBY MILDRED HARRIS, S.M ..
ELBERT RAYMOND

MosEs, Ph.D •.

. ..... Education

HANS CHRISTIAN OLSEN, Ph.D ..
ORA LEE RAILSBACK, Ph.D •.

0

. . Social Science
. .Art
. ..... . Hygiene
. .... . Geography
. ........ Speech
. . Physical Science

••

. Industrial Arts

RoBERT BATES THRALL, M.S ..
WILLIAM GERBING Woon, Ph.D •...

. Social Science

FAcULTY AssisTANTs

......... . Women's Physical Education

MARY B. SHULL, M.M ..

. ................ . Print Shop

RoBERT LuHR . . . . . . . . . . .

DISABILITY LEAVE
CHARLES STOCKMAN SPOONER, Ph.D ..
GILBERT T. CARSON, A.M.

0

0.

ALICE McKINNEY, A.M •...
FLORENCE LEONE FAIR, A.B ..

. . Professor
. ........ Assistant Professor
.............. Instructor
. ............ Secretary
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EMERITUS FACULTY

Professor Emeritus
LL.D .. ....................... Professor Emeritus
ANNIE LAuRA WELLER, A.B., S.B .................. . Professor Emeritus
EosoN H. TAYLOR, Ph.D ......................... . Professor Emeritus
IsABEL McKINNEY, A.M • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor Emeritus
MARY JosEPHINE BooTH, B.L.S ............... . Associate Professor and
Librarian Emeritus
. Associate Professor Emeritus
ALBERT B. CROWE, A.M • . . . .
EDITH E. RAGAN . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... Assistant Professor Emeritus
. ............... Instructor Emeritus
GiLBERTA CoFFMAN . . . . . . .
FisKE ALLEN, A.M • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SIMEON

E.

THoMAS,

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
OBJECTIVE
The general objective of the Eastern Illinois State College is to provide
persons who have chosen teaching as a life work with an integrated general
and professional education.
In harmony with this objective the prospective teacher is expected:
(1) To develop scholarship in the subject matter of the chosen teaching
fields and an appreciation of the acquisition of scholarship.
(2) To acquire the professional techniques and understandings basic
to the development of teaching skill.
(3) To grow personally into that degree of fitness which characterizes
the good teacher and which functions in making the teacher a constructive
influence in the guidance of youth.
(4) To integrate the above accomplishments into an appreciation of the
contributions of the past, and to emphasize the obligation of a teacher in the
public schools to further the common enterprises which advance the democratic scheme of human living.

ORGANIZATION
The Eastern Illinois State College comprises the College and the Training
Schools.
The Training Schools include the Elementary School of grades one to
eight inclusive, and the Eastern State High School of grades nine to twelve
inclusive. The Eastern State High School is recognized as standard by the
Office of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and is on the accredited list of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

RATING
The Eastern Illinois State College is recognized with full standing as a
College in the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. It
is an accredited college in the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, and is recognized as an institution whose degree admits
to full graduate standing in the University of Illinois. The College :is also an
institutional member of the American Council on Education.

LOCATION
Charleston, county seat of Coles County, is located on the New York
Central (Big Four) Railroad running between St. Louis and Indianapolis, and
on the Nickel Plate Railroad running between St. Louis and Toledo. The
main line of the Illinois Central Railroad, extending south from Chicago,
passes through Mattoon, twelve miles to the west of Charleston. The city
has a population of 10,000.
Charleston is on Illinois Route 16, running west through Litchfield,
Hillsboro, Pana, Shelbyville, Mattoon, and eastward to Paris and Terre
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Haute, Indiana. Illinois Route 130 begins at Charleston and extends south
through Greenup, Newton, and Olney to Albion.
A bus line connects Charleston with Mattoon, Decatur, and Springfield
to the west, and with Paris, Terre Haute, and Indianapolis to the east.

HISTORY
In order to provide more adequate facilities for the training of teachers
for the public schools of the state, the General Assembly of Illinois, by an act,
approved May 22, 1895, established the Eastern Illinois State Normal School.
By an act approved June 3, 1921, the institution was named "Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College at Charleston." By an act approved July 21, 1947,
the name of the College was changed to "Eastern Illinois State College."
On September 7, 1895, the five trustees provided for in the act selected
a beautiful forty-acre tract of land three-quarters of a mile south of the public
square of Charleston. The citizens of Charleston bought the land and presented it to the state.
December 2, 1895, the contract was made for the erection of the building
at a cost of $180,000. The corner stone was laid on the afternoon of May 27,
1896. The building and grounds were dedicated August 29, 1899, and on
September 12, 1899, the institution was opened to students.
S. M. Inglis, chosen in 1898 to be the first president of the institution,
died before he could assume his office. Livingston C. Lord became the first
president, opening the school on September 12, 1899, and served as administrator until his death, May 15, 1933. Edson H. Taylor, Professor of
Mathematics, served as acting president from May 16, 1933, until September
30, 1933. Robert G. Buzzard began service as the second president on
October 1, 1933.
During the first year there were nineteen members of the faculty and two
hundred and forty students. At the end of the first year, June, 1900, four
students were granted the diploma of the school.
During the summers from 1901 to 1919, a six weeks session was offered
for teachers. From 1920 to 1932, the College offered a twelve weeks summer
quarter. In 1933 and 1934 a six weeks summer term was offered. From
1935 to 1941 an eight weeks summer term was offered. In 1942 a ten weeks
summer term was offered, divided into two half terms of five weeks each. In
1943 an eleven weeks summer term was offered, divided into two half termsthe first term of six weeks and the second term of five weeks. A mid-spring
session of six weeks was offered from 1920 to 1929. Since 1944 summer
sessions of eight weeks have been offered with certain courses available during
the first six weeks of the term from 1944 to 1947.
In 1907 the power of conferring degrees was granted to the institution
by the General Assembly. Courses leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Education (B.Ed.) were announced in 1920. Beginning with the class of
1944 the degree was changed to Bachelor of Science in Education (B.S. in
Ed.).

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Grounds. The grounds cover an area of one hundred and forty-seven
acres including the original tract of forty acres which became the campus
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proper, seventy-two acres purchased in 1931 and named Lincoln Field, and
several adjoining parcels purchased in 1946 and 1947.
The recent acquisitions were made in order to provide space for a twentyfive year plan of campus development. This plan is based upon a study of
the probable expansion of college functions. The Lincoln Field area is to be
developed mainly for physical and health education and recreation purposes.
Work toward this objective was begun in 1948 with extensive re-grading of
the area and the construction of an athletic field, tennis courts, softball
diamonds, and other practice fields. The golf course which had been laid out on
Lincoln Field several years before is to be re-designed. In the recently purchased
tract east of the main campus an athletic field for Eastern State High School is
being constructed. Projects currently underway should, when completed, give
the College superior facilities for a modern program of recreational activities.
The main campus is being newly graded and landscaped in harmony
with the twenty-five year plan. Work on this project was begun in 1948
with the construction of new sidewalks and the laying out of adequate parking areas.

Main Building. The main building is a three-story structure, three
hundred and twenty-three feet in length, built of rough Bedford stone. It
is in the Norman style, with a tower which is the neighborhood landmark. In
this building are offices, the assembly room, music and art rooms, and classrooms.
Pemberton Hall. The General Assembly of 1907 appropriated $100,000
for a woman's building and gymnasium-the first appropriation for a woman's
building ever made in the State of Illinois. A fine stone structure was finished
and occupied January 4, 1909. The building contains rooms for ninety-one
girls, a dining room, and spacious living rooms.
Training School Building. The General Assembly of 1911 appropriated
$75,000 for a training school building. It is of smooth Bedford stone, and
was completed in 1913. It provides a double classroom for each grade and
contains a children's library, laboratory room~ for art and music, and offices.
Practical Arts Building. The General Assembly of 1925 appropriated
$175,000 for a practical arts building which was completed in 1929. This
building furnishes facilities for students who wish to specialize in industrial
arts or home economics.
Shops are provided for practice in hand and machine woodwork, sheet
metal work, general and machine metal work, electrical construction and installation, printing, mechanical drawing, woodfinishing and crafts.
The Home Economics Department is located on the second floor of this
building. Here are food laboratories, sewing rooms, fitting rooms, a lecture
room, a dining room, a unit kitchen, foods classroom, offices and reception
room.
Health Education Building. In 1935 the General Assembly appropriated $1,000,000 for buildings and improvements at the state teachers colleges.
The Teachers College Board allotted $350,000 for the construction of a Health
Education building and a Science building at Charleston. The Federal
Public Works Administration added $285,750 as a building grant. The Health
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Education building cost approximately $490,000.
1938.

It was dedicated May 14.

The building contains a men's gymnasium with bleacher capacity of
approximately two thousand, a women's gymnasium, classrooms, quarters
for the college health service, and rooms for corrective gymnastics, the dance,
and other purposes. A kitchen which adjoins the women's gymnasium makes
it possible to use the building for banquets, and a well-equipped stage with
dressing rooms permits the use of the men's gymnasium as an auditorium
with a combined seating capacity of three thousand persons on the main floor
and the bleachers.
Science Building. An additional allotment of $175,000 was made to
provide funds for the completion of the Science building. Its total cost with
equipment was approximately $383,000. It was completed in September,
1939. It contains classrooms and laboratories for the departments of Botany,
Chemistry, Geography, Physics, and Zoology.
The Mary J. Booth Library. The library building, completed in 1950, is one
of the best of its kind in the Middle West. Intended as a cultural center of the
College, care was taken to provide excellent facilities for study and recreational
activities. Among the features are the Franklyn L. Andrews Recorded Music
Room, named for a member of the English department from 1929 until his death
in 1944; the Paul Turner Sargent Art Gallery, named for the prominent Illinois
artist, an alumnus of the class of 1906, and a small auditorium. The visual education service has quarters in this building. A smoking lounge is provided for
the use of faculty and students. Total cost of the building and equipment was
approximately $2,200,000.
Greenhouse. A four-room greenhouse contains many plants of unusual interest and serves as an adjunct to the botanical laboratories.

Additional facilities for field observation and for obtaining laboratory
materials are offered by a forest plantation within five minutes walk of the
biological laboratories.
Veterans Housing Units. Apartments for married veteran students and a
small dormitory for single veterans have been provided by the erecting and remodeling of barracks buildings from war surplus and by the establishing of a trailer
camp with trailers provided out of war surplus. These furnish accommodations
for approximately one hundred and thirty-five student families.
Cafeteria and Student Lounge. Temporary buildings were erected in
1947 to house the activities of a college cafeteria and student lounge.
Annex. A temporary frame structure containing class rooms and offices for
foreign languages and psychology and offices for the college publications was
erected on the south campus in 1949.

EXPENSES
Fees. Tuition is free to legal residents of Illinois. Tuition of $10.00
a quarter in addition to all fees described below is required of others.

Fees for each quarter (12 weeks) are $25.00, distributed as follows~
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Registration ........................................... $10.00
Student Activities Fee ................................... 10 00

Book Rental Fee (see p. 36). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$20 00
5. 00

Total. . .......................................... $25 . 00
Fees for extension courses ara listed on page 55.
A deposit of $3.00 is required for a breakage fee ticket in all chemistry
courses except Chemistry 340. Refund is made at the end of the quarter of
amount not used for actual breakage and normal usage.
Fees for materials used are paid in certain courses rn art, home economics,
and industria'! arts. Completed projects are the property of the student.
The foregoing statement applies to all art courses, industrial arts courses
Nos. 135, 226, 275, 336, 356, 437, 457, 460, and to home economics courses
Nos. 201 and 304.
Laboratory fees may be charged students taking certain courses to cover
supplies and breakage. The amount of the fee is stated in the course description.

A fee of $7.50 is charged for each applied music course taken by a student ·
whose major and minors are in fields other than music. All students in the
music currioulumare required to provide themselves with music materials as
recommended by the instructor for study purposes.
A towel deposit of $1.75 is required of each student in physical education
each quarter. Seventy-five cents of this amount is refunded when the towel
is returned at the end of quarter.
A locker deposit of $1.75 is required for each locker issued.
returned to the student when the padlock is returned.

This fee is

A fee of $3.00 is charged students enrolled in Physical Education 182 (Bowling).
Candidates for graduation must make application for graduation at the
Registrar's Office and pay the $10.00 graduation fee by April 1. This fee
covers all graduation expenses, including use of cap and gown.
The original transcript of a student's record with one carbon copy will
be mailed upon request without cost to the student; a transcript fee of $1.00
is charged for additional copies of this transcript sent later.
There is no refund of any fees in case a student withdraws his registration
after the first ten days of the quarter. Application for this refund must be received by the Registrar within ten days after the official registration day.

Penalties. An extra fee of $3.00 is charged anyone who registers after
the registration dates shown in the catalogue.
An extra fee of $3.00 is charged anyone who fails to pay all fees in the
Business Office on the date of his registration.
A fee of $1.00 is charged if a change in program is made after the third
day of the quarter.
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A fee of $1.00 is charged if the student's record in the textbook library
is not clear at the close of any quarter. Grades are withheld and registration
denied until the record has been cleared.
A fee of fifty cents is charged if the student's record at the general library
is not clear at the close of any quarter. Grades are withheld and permission
to register denied until the record has been cleared.
A fee of $1.00 per test is charged for failure of any new student to take
any of the tests scheduled as a part of orientation on the days when they are
scheduled.
A fee of fifty cents is charged if three prints of the student's photograph
to be taken by the official photographer are not filed in the Registrar's Office
within three weeks after registration. There is no charge for the photographs if they are taken within the three weeks' period.
Board and Room. Pemberton Hall. The women's dormitory provides
room, including heat and light, with privilege of laundry at rates of $24 to
$30 a quarter, payable quarterly in advance. Board at Pemberton Hall costs
$9.00 per week, payable monthly in advance. A limited number of students
may secure board only.

Room rent is paid in full at the beginning of each term; board is paid monthly
in advance starting with the beginning of each term. Arrangements may be
made to pay the entire board bill at the beginning of a term if desired.
Room rent and board payments may be refunded when:
1. The student withdraws from college upon the recommendation of
her physician;
2. Severe illness or death in the family necessitates her withdrawal;
3. The student and her family are unable to finance her continuation in
college.
Students may receive no refund of board payments for the week in which they
withdraw from college, and no refund of room payment for the month in which
they withdraw from college.
A deposit of $10.00 is required for a reservation at Pemberton Hall.
This deposit is credited to the student as part of the first month's payment.
It is refunded if the student cancels her reservation two weeks prior to the opening of the quarter.
Application for a reservation in Pemberton Hall should be made to the Director of Pemberton Hall.

Housing Bureau. The College maintains a Housing Bureau to assist
students in finding rooms. Householders who have rooms to rent to students
are registered with the Bureau; the rooms are inspected and when approved
are added to the list of available rooms. Approved rooming houses display
cards with such announcement.
Students are required to live in approved houses except when special
permission to room elsewhere has been secured from the Dean of Men or the
Dean of Women. The Dean of Men is in charge of the approved list of
rooms for men and the Dean of Women is in charge of the list for women.
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Room without board can be obtained in houses on the approved list for
$3.00 to $4.00 a week for each student (two students sharing a room).

Fraternity and Sorority Houses. A limited number of students secure board
and room in the houses of the sororities and fraternities to which they belong.
Married Students. Application for information regarding accommodations in the trailer camp or the apartments should be made to the Director
of Veterans Services.
The College Cafeteria.
reasonable cost.

Meals are provided Monday through Friday at

FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS
Scholarships. Military Scholarships. Any person entering wartime
military service from Illinois and receiving an honorable discharge is eligible
to a Teachers College Military Scholarship good for four years of training at
any of the five teacher-training institutions. This scholarship covers the
fees (registration, book rent, and student activity fee) due at the beginning
of each quarter or term. Veterans who apply for and use the Military Scholarship pay only laboratory fees and fees for supplies and materials. This
scholarship may be secured by presenting a certified copy of an honorable
discharge to the Director of Veterans Services.

Teachers College Scholarships. These scholarships were first authorized
by an act of the General Assembly in 1935, which was amended in 1945 as
follows: The principal of each recognized four-year public and parochial
high school shall certify to the county superintendent of schools of the county in
which the high school is located the names and addresses of all students who
ranked scholastically in the upper third of their graduating class and who graduated
from such school during the last preceding calendar year in the order of their
scholastic rank at the time of graduation. The student must signify his intention
to prepare to teach in the public schools of Illinois. The county superintendent
shall then certify the names of these students to the Superintendent of Public Instruction who shall issue to each student a scholarship which shall be accepted
by any state normal university or teachers college if the student meets the admission requirements of the college.
The holder of a Teachers College Scholarship must make application for
enrollment in the College by August 15. The scholarship is forfeited if the
holder is not enrolled within ten days after the opening of the quarter. The
student must present the scholarship to the Registrar on registration day.
Laboratory fees and fees for supplies and materials are not covered by the
scholarship. The scholarship may be used by the student in lieu of the fees
to a total of not more than $80 in any fiscal year.

Lindly Scholarships. Holders of valid Lindly Scholarships, issued before 1936 and received at the time of graduation from the eighth grade, pay
only $10.00 for the student activity fee and the book rental fee of $5.00. The
scholarship must be presented on registration day.
University of Illinois Graduate Scholarship. The University of Illinois
offers a graduate scholarship to a degree graduate of not more than three
years standing, engaged in education work, of the value of remission of fees
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and a remuneration of seven hundred dollars. The student nominated by
the faculty for 1949-50 was William Wright Campbell, a major in Chemistry.

The Livingston C. Lord Memorial Scholarship. The Alumni Association
of the College has established a scholarship fund in memory of Livingston C.
Lord, President of the College, 1899-1933.
This scholarship is awarded annually at Commencement from the interest on the fund to a junior or senior student whose character, scholarship,
and skill in teaching promise service of distinction in the field of education.
The award for 1949-50 was made to James Edward Gindler.

Pi Omega Pi Scholarship. In order to further interest in scholarship,
the Alpha Chi Chapter of Pi Omega Pi awards annually ten dollars ($10.00) to
the freshman Business Education major who at the end of the winter quarter
has attained the highest general scholastic average. In order to qualify
for the award the student shall also have attained at least an average of B (2.0)
in a prescribed Business Education curriculum and shall hold active membership in the Business Club. In cases where candidates present equivalent
scholastic ratings, preference will be given the candidate who indicates the
greatest promise and interest in business education; such decision is made by
members of the Chapter.
Paul Turner Sargent Memorial Scholarship. The Art Club and Kappa
Pi sponsor a scholarship in memory of Paul Turner Sargent, landscape painter
and alumnus of the College. An award of thirty dollars ($30) is made annually to a high school senior for study in art at this institution during the following school year.

Loan Funds. The Student Loan Fund. The Student Loan Fund of the
Eastern Illinois State College makes it possible for a student in the junior
or senior year to borrow, at a low rate of interest on a personal note, a sum
of money that will help him to remain in college and complete the course.
A grade point average of 1.5 (half way between C and B) is required.
Under the will of the late Dr. W. D. Morgan, of Charleston, there is
given to the Student Loan Fund the annual income from about six thousand
dollars, which is one-seventh of the estate. An additional amount will be
received at the death of certain heirs.
In 1934 there was left to the College by the will of the late John L. Whisnand, of Charleston, upon the death of his widow, a portion of his estate as
an endowment, the income from the endowment to be available for financial
assistance to deserving students. The amount in trust with The Charleston
National Bank as trustee is $5,765.91.

The Adelia Carothers Fund. A fund known as "The Adelia Carothers
Fund" has been established by Mrs. Ida Carothers Merriam and Mr. Charles
G. Carothers in memory of their mother. This fund is to be loaned to
young women students of high character and scholarship during the last
half of their course.
The Kate Booker Stapp Fund. This fund is available to women students in
teaching curricula who are widows (or whose husbands are incapacitated)
with at least one child under the age of eighteen. The fund was established
in 1948 by a gift of $400 from Miss Helen Stapp in honor of her mother.
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The Alexander Briggs Loan Fund. This fund was established in 1949
by a gift of $500 from Miss Margaret Briggs in memory of her father,
Alexander Briggs, the contractor who completed the Main Building of the College,
to be used for loans to students, preferably in mathematics.
Veterans. The College is cooperating with the Veterans Administration
in the programs for the education and rehabilitation of veterans under Public
Law 346 (the G. I. Bill) and Public Law 16 (Vocational Rehabilitation Act).

Any man or woman, discharged or released under conditions other than
dishonorable, who has served ninety days or more in active military or naval
service between September 16, 1940 and July 25, 1947, exclusive of time spent in
the service academies or special college training programs of the Army or Navy,
who desires a retraining or refresher course, is eligible for educational benefits
under Public Law 346, and veterans with service-incurred disabilities may be
entitled to educational benefits under Public Law 16.
Under Public Law 346, eligible veterans are entitled to one year of education, which, upon satisfactory completion, may be extended to equal the
veteran's length of service (exclusive of ninety days and of special service
courses) but not to exceed a total of forty-eight months, with subsistence
allowances of $75, $105, or $120 a month and the payment of all tuition,
laboratory, library and health fees, books, supplies, etc., not to exceed $500
for a school year. There are varying benefits under Public Law 16, determined in each case by the Veterans Administration.
Any student intending to register under the provision of Public Law 346
should present an Original or Supplemental Certificate of Eligibility on the
day of registration. This certificate should be obtained by application to the
nearest Veterans Administration Office.
Veterans who wish to enroll under Public Law 346 o~ Public Law 16
should make arrangement with the Director of Veterans Services at the
College. Admission to the College need not wait for final approval of the
application by the Veterans Administration.
Educational Benefit Act. The Illinois Educational Benefit Act of 1935
has been amended to read as follows:
Section 1. It is the duty of the Department of Registration and Education to
provide, insofar as moneys are appropriated to it for such purposes, for matriculation
and tuition fees, board, room rent, books and supplies for the use and benefit of children,
not under sixteen and not over twenty-two years of age, who have for twelve months
prior to their application for these benefits had their domicile in the State of Illinois, of
World War I veterans who were killed in action or who died between April 6, 1917,
and July 2, 1921, and of World War II veterans who were killed in action or died after
December 6, 1941 and before the cessation of hostilities of such war, as a result of service
in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps of the United States, or from other causes in
World War I or World War II; which orphans are attending or may attend a state educational institution of a secondary, or college grade, a business college, or any high
school, vocational training school or other educational institution in this State where
courses of instruction are provided in subjects which would tend to enable such orphans
to engage in any useful trade, occupation or profession. Said children shall be admitted to state institutions of secondary or college grade free of tuition. Provided
however, that not more than one hundred and fifty dollars ($150) shall be paid for any
one child for any one school year.

Application blanks to benefit from this act may be obtained from Noble J.
Puffer, Director of the Department of Registration and Education, Springfield,
Illinois.
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Health Service. The College Health Service maintains offices and examination rooms in the Health Education Building. A college physician
and two nurses are employed. This service supervises the annual physical
examination of students and the general health condition of the college community as recommended by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education.

Students receive seven days of free hospital care upon recommendation of the
Health Service. The Hospitalization Board, composed of faculty members and
elected students, assists in the determination of policy for the hospitalization plan.
The Health Council is a committee of faculty members whose function it is to
consider problems related to the health of students, including the college environment in its relationship to student health, and to consider ways in which the College
may aid public schools in implementing the Basic Plan for Student Health and
Health Education as it was formulated by the Illinois Joint Committee on School
Health. The following persons comprised the Council in 1949-.50: Harold M.
Cavins, Chairman; Hobart F. Heller, Dean; R. D. Anfinson, Dean of Men; Dr.
C. L. Maxwell, College Physician; Mr. Edwards, Miss Gilbert, Miss Harris, Mr.
Heise, Mr. Lantz, Miss Lawson, Miss McAfee, Mr. Metter, Mrs. Morris, Miss
Thompson, Mr. White.
Speech Clinic. The Speech Clinic is housed in a suite of rooms in Pemberton
Hall. The services are available without charge to children of the community and
to college students with speech defects. Students in the courses in speech correction obtain their required clinical practice by working with these cases under
supervision.
Library. Over 66,000 volumes and approximately 425 current periodicals
are available in the college library for the use of students and faculty. About
12,000 bound magazines, used extensively in reference work, form an important part of the collection. In addition, the library maintains extensive
pamphlet and picture collections. A reserve system is operated for the convenience of faculty and students. All technical work in connection with the
selection, cataloging, and circulation of library materials is performed by
professionally trained librarians. An orientation course in the use of the
library (Library Science 120) is given by members of the staff, and is required
in all curricula.

Separate high school and elementary school libraries are operated as
part of the college library system. Full-time trained librarians are in charge
of these collections, which contain over 10,000 books and 50 current periodicals.
Textbook Library. Basic textbooks for college courses are loaned to
students through the Textbook Library. The book rental fee is paid at the
tlme of registration in consideration of this service. Laboratory manuals,
special notebooks, and other materials not classified as basic textbooks must
be purchased by the student as needed.

Textbooks must be returned in satisfactory condition by a specified
time at the end of each quarter, and damage other than that of ordinary wear
must be paid for by the student. Students who note damage in textbooks
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issued to them must report such condition to the manager of the Textbook
Library within the first two weeks or be held liable for the damage. Grades
are withheld, permission to register denied, and a fine of $1.00 is imposed if
the student's record in this library is not clear.

Entertainment Course. The College joins with a large membership of Charleston citizens to form the Charleston Community Concerts Association, which
has for its purpose the presentation of an annual series of high quality concerts
to which students are admitted free.
The concerts presented in 1949-50 were:
October 31 ~William Schatzkamer, pianist
January 23~The Columbia Grand Opera Quartet
March 8~The Houston Symphony Orchestra
April 10~Elena Nikolaidi, contralto

Bureau of Teacher Placement. The Bureau of Teacher Placement
serves the public school officials of Illinois by assisting them to secure wellqualified teachers. It serves the students and alumni by assisting them to
secure positions.
The Bureau of Teacher Placement furnishes to prospective employers
information needed in considering applicants. This information is in pamphlet form and consists of the applicant's photograph, personal data, scholastic
record, student-teaching record, high-school record, experience record, extracurricular activity record, and references from faculty members and the
home community.
The Bureau maintains a follow-up service by means of reports from supervising
officers of schools in which graduates have been placed in teaching positions.
The services of the Bureau are free to students who have been enrolled in
the College for at least one year and registration with the Bureau is preraquisite.
to graduation. Alumni who wish to register with the Bureau are charged a $1.00
registration fee.

Assembly. College assembly is held once each week with a program
phnned by a board of three faculty members and fiva students chosen by the
Student Council.
Student Lounge. The student lounge is under the supervision of the
Student Council. It is located in a temporary building adjoining the college
cafeteria.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Government and Regulations. In the belief that the extra-curricular
activities of a college may help to promote desirable personal growth, such
activities are encouraged. Activities that increase interest in departmental
or subject-matter fields, in music, in dramatics and public speaking, in journalism, in organized social life, in current affairs. and in recreation and athletics
form the college program. There is a Student Council made up of representatives from the Men's Union, the Women's League, the social fraternities and sororities, the unaffiliated students, the classes, and the dormitories.
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Extra-curricular activities and the Student Health Service are financed
by a Student Activities Fee paid at the time of registration. This fee covers
admission to the numbers of the Entertainment Course, to athletic events,
to the musical programs, to college debates and oratorical contests, and entitles the student to a copy of the weekly paper, The Eastern State News,
and if in attendance the three quarters of the regular year, to a copy of the
college annual, The Warbler. This fee is divided among the various activities
by an Apportionment Board. The major activities are in turn governed by
boards composed of faculty and students, with student representation in
majority. The boards for 1949-50 with their chairmen are as follows:
BOARD

CHAIRMAN

Apportionment ................ . .... Earl S. Dickerson
. .... Elbert R. Moses
Assembly Board.
. . Charles P. Lantz
Athletics and Sports.
Entertainment.
. ....... Glenn H. Seymour
Forensics and Dramatics.
. . J. Glenn Ross
Health and Hospitalization.
. ....... Harold M. Cavins
Music Activities.
. ... Leo J. Dvorak
Social Activities.
. . Elizabeth K. Lawson
Student Publications ................. Francis W. Palmer
Each organization receiving funds from the Student Activities Fee presents an annual accounting of receipts and disbursements through the President of the College to the State Teachers College Board.
The following regulations govern student activities:
1. No extra-curricular organization, club, sorority, or fraternity may
be organized without recognition by the faculty committee on student organizations.

2. All organizations must file a copy of their constitution and by-laws
with the faculty committee.
3. Any organization whose activities are suspended by the President of
the College must apply to the faculty committee for reinstatement.
4. No organization may have a business or social meeting or a rehearsal
on the campus without a faculty adviser present.
5. No student may hold more than one of the following offices in student
organizations:
Class President
Editor of the Warbler or News
Business Manager of the Warbler or News
President of a fraternity or sorority
Treasurer of a fraternity or sorority
President of the Men's Union
President of the Women's League
President of the Student Council
President of the Women's Athletic Association
A student elected to one of these major offices in student organizations
may not hold more than one other office in class or other student activity.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,..,.,.......
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All officers must maintain the academic standing required for admission
to student teaching.

All organizations must file with the chairman of the faculty committee
a list of all officers as soon as they are elected.
6. A student who is on probation may participate in extra-curricular
activities only with the permission of the Dean.

Publications. An eight-to-ten-page newspaper, The Eastern State News
(originally The Normal School News, then successively The Teachers College News
and The Eastern Teachers News) is published by a student staff with a faculty
adviser. It appears each Wednesday except after holidays and final examinations.
Special issues appear on special occasions. Publication during summer school is
usually maintained on a modified schedule. Staff membership is open to all students. The editor and business manager are appointed by the Board of Student
Publications, upon written application. Staff organization is then completed by
the two appointed members. Most staff members find it advisable to enroll in
journalism courses offered by the Department of English. Since 1930 the News
has stood high in competitive ranking among the college newspapers of Illinois,
and for the last twenty years it has held the enviable rating of "first class" in the
Columbia competition. In 1935 and from 1937 to 1950 the News received the
highest distinction of medalist in the Columbia rating, as well as All-Columbian
from 1936 to 1949; and in 1936, 1937, 1945, 1946, and 1948-50 the highest honor
of All-American in the University of Minnesota contest. The Eastern State News
is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press, the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association, and the Illinois College Press Association.
The college yearbook, The Warbler, is issued annually as a pictorial and
achievement record of the college year. A student editorial staff, supervised by a
faculty adviser, is responsible for the publication. Staff membership is open to
any student in the college. The Warbler of 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, and 1943
was rated medalist by Columbia University. The 1949 Warbler received a "first
place." From the Associated Collegiate Press The Warbler received All-American
rating in 1938, 1!)39, and 1943, and "first class" in 1948 and 1949.

Social Activities" The Social Activities Board has charge of student
social affairs and is responsible for arranging the social calendar, for maintaining a balanced social program, and for exercising general supervision of
all social activities of the College. Social functions are scheduled on the social
calendar after approval of the board. No social affair may continue after
midnight on Saturday night. The Dean of Women and the Dean of Men
are members of the Social Activities Board. The general social life of the
College is carried on by The Men's Union and The Women's League, working
in cooperation with the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women.
Athletic Activities. The College is a member of the Illinois Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference, generally known as the "Little Nineteen Conference,"
and maintains athletic teams for intercollegiate competition in football,
basketball, baseball, track, tennis, golf, and cross-country running. A wellorganized program of intra-mural games for men is carried out.
Varsity Club. Wearers of the varsity monogram achieved through
athletic competition are organized into the Varsity Club. This group of
men endeavors to promote the various phases of college athletics.
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Women's Athletic Association. The purpose of this association is to
ad vance the standards of sportsmanship and promote athletics. It is organized into clubs, such as hockey, soccer, badminton, bowling, basketball,
baseball, archery, golf, tennis, social dancing, and the modern dance. Any
woman is eligible for club membership and the ·w. A. A. letter is awarded to
those who receive ten credits. The organization sponsors co-educational
recreation activities, "Sports Days" with other colleges of the state, and a
spring dance recital.
Speech Activities. Dramatics. The dramatics organization is known
as "The Players." Its leading activities include the annual presentation of
three major productions. Tryouts for parts in most of these plays are open
to all students. A system of regular meetings deals practically with the activities connected with the amateur stage and permits student production
of a series of one-act plays. Accumulated participation in dramatics elects
to membership in Illinois Epsilon Chapter of Theta Alpha Phi, n.ationa.l
honorary dramatics society.
The auditorium in the Health Education Building has a large stage with
modern equipment.

Forensics. Intercollegiate forensic affiliations include Pi Kappa Delta,
a national honorary society, the Illinois Intercollegiate Debate League, and
the Illinois Intercollegiate Oratorical Association.
The climax of Eastern's successful "Golden Jubilee" forensic season came
in April, 1949, when Jahala Foote and Norma Metter, representing Eastern as a
debate team in the Pi Kappa Delta national tournament held at Bradley University, won seven of eight debates for the highest possible award. Don Carmichael
won the corresponding gold medal award in extempore speaking. Over 600 students from more than 130 colleges participated in the nation-wide tournament.
In 1949-50 the College was host to sixteen colleges in the Thirteenth Annual
Debate Tournament.
Off-campus student participation in forensics included tournaments at Bradley
University, Northwestern University, DePauw University, Indiana State Teachers
College, Northern Illinois State Teachers College, College of St. Thomas, Illinois
Wesleyan University (State Oratorical Contest), Augustana College (State Debate Tournament), and Illinois State Normal University (Pi Kappa Delta Joint
Province Convention and Tournament).
On December 16 and 17 the College was represented in the first Student
Legislative Assembly to be held in the State House at Springfield. The event was
sponsored by the Illinois Speech Association.
During the year student speakers had various opportunities to appear
before community organizations to discuss contemporary problems.

Radio. Student speakers regularly participate in the radio programs
which the College began sponsoring in 1946-47. These programs are produced daily in the College studio and are broadcast by remote control over
Station WLBH in Mattoon.
Music Activities. A variety of music organizations provides opportunities for musical growth through enjoyable activities which in turn, contribute
richly to the life of the College. Instrumental organizations include a uni-
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formed marching band which functions during the football season, a concert
band of complete instrumentation, and an orchestra. The major choral
organizations are the College Chorus and the Cecilian Singers. Small vocal
and instrumental ensembles afford additional opportunities for students to
study and perform music.
The music organizations provide music for various programs throughout
the year, uniting to present "The Messiah" at Christmas in alternate years.
A standard opera with complete score and authentic setting is presented at
periodic intervals. The College Chorus, the Cecilian Singers, the Band,
the Orchestra, and selected ensembles annually present public concerts and
represent the College in concert tours through eastern and central Illinois.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Student Council. The Student Council is made up of representatives
from the Men's Union, the Women's League, the social fraternities and sororities, the unaffiliated students, the classes and the dormitories, with the president elected at large.
All-Student Organizations. Men's Union. All men students are, by
right of registration, members of the Men's Union. Organized during 193031, the group endeavors to create a feeling of unity among the men and to
promote all-school activities.

Women's League. Every woman upon registration becomes automatically a member of the Women's League. Organized during 1930-31, the
League promotes solidarity of social life and service among the women students.
It is governed by a Council of Nine, elected by the membership at large and
representing each of the four classes.
Independent Student Union. This is an organization of students who
are not affiliated with social fraternities or sororities. Its purpose is to foster
college loyalty and democratic student government.
Departmental Clubs. Alpha Beta Gamma, a student branch of the
National Association of Childhood Education, the purpose of which is to
promote the education of young children. Students in the elementary education curriculum are eligible for membership.
Amateur Radio Club, a club to increase interest in the field of radio
electronics.
Arcadian Club, a student organization interested in developing leadership in and through recreational and social activities such as community
sings, folk dances, games, and dramatics. It aims also to develop mutual
understanding and appreciation of rural and city communities through discussions, talks, and moving pictures.
Art Club, an organization of students interested in art. The club sponsors
exhibitions, lectures on art and other subjects, and social affairs for its members.

Business Club, organized to promote the professional growth, recreation,
and general welfare of students in the Business Education department.
The Forum, a discussion group of faculty and students interested in
current economic, political, and social problems.
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French Club, organized for improving conversation in French and the
study of French life.
Geography Club, sponsored by students using geography as a major or
minor teaching subject.
Home Economics Club, an organization for young women enrolled in home
economics with its primary objective to further the professional and social
life of its members
Industrial Arts Club, organized for the professional and social advancement of young men expecting to teach in this field, and serving as campus
hosts for the Illinois Twenty-first District Round Table of Industrial Arts
Teachers which comes to the campus four times a year.
Mathematics Club, formed by students desiring to discuss phases of
mathematics not included in regular courses in that subject.
Music Education Club, a joint club for students, faculty, and others interested in music education. The activities of the organization are planned
to promote professional interest in the field and to give a purposeful perspective to those planning to teach.
The Players, open to students interested in the technique of dramatic art.
Joint meetings are held with Theta Alpha Phi, and the club functions as
preliminary training for membership in the fraternity.
Science Club, organized by students of botany, zoology, physics, chemistry, and geography.
Sigma Delta, a local journalistic club formed in 1930 to stimulate the
expression of student opinion through the college newspaper. Membership
is open to all students interested in journalism. Faculty and townspeople
are welcome to attend meetings during which special speakers are presented.
Social Science Honorary Society, a local society to promote and recognize
superior work in the field of social science.
Spanish Honorary Society, a local society to promote interest in the
Spanish language and to foster closer relations with Spanish America.
Speakers Club, open to students interested in speech activities, such as
debating, oratory, extempore speaking, and discussion. Joint meetings are
held with the Sigma Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, national honorary forensic
fraternity, to which qualified members of "The Speakers" are elected on the
basis of intercollegiate participation.
Writers Club, sponsored by the Department of English to encourage
attempts at creative writing. Joint meetings are held with the Sigma Tau
Delta fraternity, and the club functions as preliminary training for membership in the fraternity.

Religious Clubs. Christian Fellowship Organization, an organization of
students who show a preference for the Christian Church.
Gamma Delta, an international organization of Lutheran students.
Newman Club, a club of Catholic culture and fellowship. It is organized
in order to deepen the spiritual and enrich the temporal lives of its members
through .a balanced program of religious, intellectual, and social activities;
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to bring the students of Catholic faith together; and to assist the College and
its students whenever possible.

Wesley Fellowship, an organization open to students who are members of,
or who prefer, the Methodist Church. Meetings are devoted to cultural and
social programs.
Service Clubs. Eastern State Club, a campus organization formed in
1937, with membership limited to thirty-five students. It directs its efforts
toward promoting greater student, faculty, and alumni interest in college
affairs. The organization may elect one faculty member to honorary membership each year. Honorary members are: President Robert G. Buzzard,
Winnie Davis Neely, Elizabeth K. Lawson, and Hobart F. Heller.
Social Fraternities. Phi Sigma Epsilon, Delta Chapter of this national
social fraternity in teachers colleges, was installed March 4, 1930. The
fraternity selects its members according to their scholarship, their social
activities, and their general cooperation in promoting college life.

Sigma Tau Gamma, Alpha Alpha Chapter of this national social fraternity
in teachers colleges, was installed in November, 1941. From 1929 to 1941 it
existed as Fidelia, a local fraternity. The members are selected according
to their prominence in worthy school enterprises, and their social, scholastic,
and athletic aptitudes.
Kappa Sigma Kappa, Tau Chapter of this national social frat~rnity in
state colleges and universities, was installed February 27, 1947. Organized
in November, 1946, the group originally existed as Mu Gamma, a local fraternity. Members are chosen according to scholarship, leadership, and participation in school activities.
Sigma Pi, Beta Gamma Chapter, a national social fraternity, was installed
June 10, 1949, with the members of Chi Rho, a local fraternity, initiated as charter
members. Membership is limited to approximately forty men who are chosen
according to participation in college activities, for leadership, social abilities,
and scholarship.
Social Sororities. Sigma Sigma Sigma, Alpha Psi Chapter, a national
sorority, was installed February 28, 1942, with the members of Alpha Tau
Nu, a local sorority, initiated as chapter members. There is a strong alumnae
group in an effectively organized chapter. The chapter maintains a sorority
house. Members are chosen for promise and achievement in scholarship,
moral integrity, unselfishness, social grace, leadership, and intelligent participation in school activities.

Delta Sigma Epsilon, Alpha Nu Chapter, a national sorority, was installed March 13, 1943, with the members of Chi Delta Gamma, a local
sorority, initiated as charter members. The chapter has a sorority house
occupied by the undergraduates and used as headquarters for the alumnae.
It has a large, strong alumnae group and an active membership of about
twenty-five. Members are chosen for their scholastic ability, leadership, and
talent for living.
Delta Zeta, Gamma Nu Chapter, was installed in March, 1949, with the
members of Phi Beta, a local sorority, initiated as charter members. There is
a strong alumnae organization in Charleston and the sorority maintains a
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sorority house occupied by the undergraduates and used as headquarters for
their activities, along with those of the alumnae. Members are chosen for
promise in the development of scholarship, character, social grace, and loyal
associations.

National Honorary Fraternities. Kappa Delta Pi. Beta Psi Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi, an international honor society in education, was installed
January 2, 1931. Students are elected to membership primarily upon the
basis of high scholarship, good character, and promise of success in teaching.
Election to membership is held twice each year.
Sigma Tau Delta. Upsilon Gamma Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, a
national professional English fraternity, was installed February 15, 1932.
Only honor students in English in the senior college are eligible and the number initiated is limited by the national constitution. Associate and local
members are chosen from among students who show marked ability in written
expression.
Epsilon Pi Tau. Iota Chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau, a national honorary
fraternity in industrial arts, was installed May 25, 1933. Membership is
limited to students with high scholarship in industrial arts and with personal
qualifications that promise success in teaching.
Kappa Mu Epsilon. Illinois Beta Chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon, a
national professional fraternity in mathematics, was installed April 11, 1935.
This fraternity promotes interest and stimulates scholastic achievement in
mathematics, and works in close cooperation with the Mathematics Club.
Theta Alpha Phi. Illinois Epsilon Chapter of Theta Alpha Phi, a national
honorary fraternity in dramatics, was installed June 6, 1938. Membership
in this society is awarded on the basis of merit in dramatics. The purposes
of the organization are to increase interest, stimulate creativeness, and foster
artistic achievement in all of the allied arts and crafts of the theater. In
pursuance of these ends, the fraternity cooperates with "The Players."
Kappa Pi. Chi Chapter of Kappa Pi, a national honorary art fraternity,
was installed May 15, 1939. Men and women in the senior college who meet
the national requirements for scholarship in art and personal qualifications
are eligible for election. Activities are coordinated closely with those of the
Art Club.
Pi Kappa Delta. Illinois Sigma Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, a national
honorary fraternity in forensics, was installed May 4, 1940. Membership
in this society is awarded on the basis of creditable participation in intercollegiate debate, oratory, and extempore speaking. Degrees of distinction,
honor and proficiency are conferred on the basis of merit and achievement.
The fraternity works in conjunction with "The Speakers."
Pi Omega Pi. Alpha Chi Chapter of Pi Omega Pi, a national honorary
fraternity in business education, was installed May 26, 1940. The purposes
of this fraternity are to promote the general advancement of business education, encourage and foster high ethical standards in business and professional life, develop wholesome fellowship, and teach the ideal of service
as the basis of all worthy enterprise. This organization cooperates with the
activities of the Business Club.
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Gamma Theta Upsilon. Rho Chapter of Gamma Theta Upsilon, a
national professional geography fraternity, was installed July 9, 1940. The
purpose is to promote geography in education. Only geography majors and
minors of high scholarship are elected to membership. The fraternity cooperates with the Geography Club.
Pi Delta Epsilon. The Eastern Illinois State College Chapter of Pi Delta
Epsilon, a national honorary fraternity in journalism, was installed May 18, 1949.
Membership is limited to students who have served one year on the staff of a college
student publication. Purpose of the organization is to promote high standards of
journalism.

Service Fraternities. Alpha Phi Omega. Delta Psi Chapter of this
national service fraternity was installed on March 30, 1947. The stated
purposes of this fraternity are leadership, friendship, and service. Membership is based upon experience in the Boy Scouts of America and adherence
to the Scout Oath and Law. Service projects are designed to promote the
welfare of the College, the community, the state, and the nation.

ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS
The Alumni Association. The officers of the Alumni Association for
1949-50 are Jewell Emmerich Bauman (Mrs. Jack Bauman), '43, President, 220
North Church Street, Newton; J. Rex Hovius, '36, Vice-President, 3021 Richmond Avenue, Mattoon; and C. Roscoe Hampton, '17, Secretary and Treasurer,
925 Dempster Street, Evanston. These officers were elected at Homecoming,
1949.
Executive Committee. Carrie Jordan Manuell (Mrs. Thomas Manuell),
'12, 827 West Macon, Decatur; Walter E. McAllister, '43, 325 South Sycamore, Centralia; Jean Henderson Marlin (Mrs. James Marlin), '44, 832
George Street, Chicago 14; Leon Stewart, '41, 15 Cherry Street, Rantoul;
Robert Frame, '43, 1025 Ottawa Avenue, Ottawa.
State Committee. Robert Wright, '38, Casey; William Peters, '31,
1803 West Street, Peru; Arthur C. Forster, '23, Paris.
Joint Council. The Alumni organizations of the five state colleges and
universities for teacher education have joined to form an Alumni Council.
Each institution is represented by the President of the College, the Alumni
Association president, two representatives of the Alumni Association, and
the College public relations officer or alumni services director.
During the year 1950 the two Alumni Association representatives to the
Joint Council from the College are Donald K. Neal, '40, 1002 North Madison
Street, Bloomington, and Arthur C. Forster, '23, Paris.

Associated Eastern State Clubs. Beginning with a Cumberland County
club organized in December, 1946, a number of Eastern State Clubs have been
reorganized, totaling eighteen in M~trch, 1950. Thes~ units, usually c'Junty
wide, provide an agency for fellowship among teachers, keep graduates and
former students in touch with each other and with the college program, and
are instrumental in furthering a mutual service program for the college and
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its alumni. Dinner meetings are held, with students and faculty members
from the campus taking part in the program.
On Alumni Day in May or June, officers of the clubs meet on the campus
to choose an Executive Council composed of ten persons to direct the affairs
of the clubs.
The president of the Alumni Association automatically becomes a member of the Council and the president of the student Eastern State Club on
campus is an ex-officio member, as is the college public relations and alumni
services director, Stanley Elam. Other Council members are elected for
two year terms.
In 1947 the Associated Clubs and the Alumni Association issued the
first Eastern Alumnus, a quarterly magazine mailed to subscribers all over the
United States and several foreign countries. An effort is made to send at
le:tst one copy of the Alumnus to each graduate during the course of one year,
whether or not that graduate is a subscriber. Subscription rates are $1.50
for one year, $2.25 for two years, and $3.00 for three years. Renewals are at the
rate of $1.00 for one year, $1.75 for two years, and $2.25 for three years. Subscription includes membership in the Eastern Alumni Association.

THE CERTIFICATING LAW
I.

A limited elementary school certificate may be obtained as follows:
(A) Applicants who have completed sixty semester hours of work
in elementary training courses including ten semester hours of
education, five semester hours of which shall be in student
teaching, are eligible for an examination which if passed successfully entitles them to a certificate.*
(B) Applicants who hold a bachelor's degree in elementary education with a minimum of sixteen semester hours in education
including at least five semester hours in student teaching.

II.
follows:

A limited kindergarten-primary certificate may be obtained as
(A) Applicants who have completed sixty semester hours of work,
including ten semester hours of education, five semester hours
of which shall be in student teaching, are eligible for an examination which if passed successfully entitles them to a certificate.
(B) Applicants who hold a bachelor's degree with at least sixty
semester hours in a recognized kindergarten-primary training
school with a minimum of sixteen semester hours in education,
including at least five semester hours in student teaching.

*Students planning to take the state examination for certificate to teach in the
elementary or rural schools at the end of two years of college work should consult out·
line on p ..58 when they enroll.
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III. Graduation with the degree from a high-school curriculum gives
a limited high-school certificate.
IV. If the student has taught successfully for four years he may also
have a supervisory certificate.

It is the uniform practice of the five teachers colleges in Illinois that
institutional credit blanks applying for a certificate shall be sent only to the
State Examining Board.

Note: For certification and graduation requirements relative to scholarship. see pp. 51 and 52.

ESSENTIAL FEATURES PERTAINING TO LIMITED CERTIFICATES PROVIDED FOR IN THE CERTIFICATING LAW ENACTED BY THE
SIXTY-SECOND GENERAL ASSEMBLY. 1941

....

NAME OF LIMITED CERTIFICATE

00

Analysis of Main Features of Certificates

(1)

I.

High School

Special

Kindergarten
Primary

Elementary

Vocational

Junior
College

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

4 yr.
Teaching;
supervision

4 yr.
Teaching;

4 yr.
Teaching;
supervision

4 yr.
Teaching

1-12

7-12

1-12

4 yr.
Teaching;
supervision
kindergarten
1-3

1-9

7-12

13-14

120
16
4 yr.

120
16'
0

120'
16'
0

120 2
16'
0

120
16'
0

Prescribed
by Board•
{ 1~

Master's'
20
0

Success;
growth

Success;
growth

Success;
growth

Success;
growth

Success;
growth

15
15
120'

Success;
growth

ScOPE oF VALIDITY:

(a) Duration of time.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(b) General duties permitted..........
(c) Grades of school system.............
II.

Supervisory

4 yr.
Teaching

4 yr.
Teaching;
supervision

REQUIREMENTS FOR ISSUE ON CREDITS:

(a) College semester hours
............
(b) Semester hours in education. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(c) Teaching experience............
....
(d) 4Renewal conditions.

.......

t::tj

::::,
<:~;)

III.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ISSUE BY EXAMINATION:

(a) College semester hours. . . . . . . . . .
......
(b) Teaching experience. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(c) Number of subjects written..........
(d) College semester hours for renewal!. First renewal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Second renewal.. . . . . . . . . . .
3. Third renewal, etc....... . . .
IV.

~

60'
0
Prescribed
by Board

60'
0
Prescribed
by Board

75
90
120

75
90
120

75
90
120

CoNDITioNs oF ExcHANGE FOR LIFE CERTIFICATE:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

I

605
0
Prescribed
by Board

Years of successful experience..............
Super. 4 yr.7
College semester hours required.... . . . . . . . .
Master's
College semester hours in education. . . . . . . .
22
Name of certificate received..... . . .
Life
Supervisory

4 yr. 7
Master's
22
Life
High School

4 yr.7
Master's
22
Life
Special

Minimum amount of training in the subject to be determined by the Examining Board.
2 Inc1uding 60 semester hours in a recognized kindergarten-primary training school.
3lncluding 5 semester hours in practice teaching.
4 Evidence of successful teaching and professional growth are prerequisite to the renewal of all certificates.
5 Ten semester hours in education, of which five shall be in practice teaching.
1

4 yr. 7
Master's
22
Life
Kindergarten
Primary

4 yr.7
Master's
22
Life
Elementary

6Must meet requirements of Examining Board.
7Two years of which shall have been in Illinois.
•Including major in field taught.
9lncluding 16 semester hours in education.

""'"
~
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Left-Visiting
high s c h o o I
students view
physics laboratory equipment.

Right, above-Science students study eclipse
of moon.

Right, below-First grade students at campus elementary training school "learn by
doing."

Left-Music department offers
individual instruction in a
variety of instruments.

Above-"Golden Jubilee"
class of 1949 in Commencement procession.

Above-College students of Speech Correction at work in
Speech Clinic.

Left-Quadrangle as
it appears following
campus re-landscaping.

II. INSTRUCTION
DIVISION OF THE YEAR
The regular college year consists of three quarters of twelve weeks each.
In addition, there is a summer term of eight weeks.

ADMISSION
An application blank may be obtained by
writing to the Registrar. The blank contains sections to be filled out by the
applicant, after which it must be sent to the high school from which the applicant was graduated and is then sent directly to the College by the principal
of the high school.
Application blanks (together with transcripts in case the applicant has been
enrolled in other colleges) must be sent to the Registrar at least two weeks before
the beginning of the quarter in which admission is desired, in order to insure
proper consideration.
Procedure for Admission.

Admission to the Freshman Class. Graduation from a recognized or
accredited four-year high school admits to membership in the freshman class.
Individuals with high school diplomas granted as a result of passing a General
Educational Development Test are admitted on the same terms as other
high school:gradua.tes. Probationary admission is granted upon presentation
of fifteen acceptable units from a recognized high school. In case of probationary admission requirements for high school graduation must be completed during the freshman year.
Admission of Transfer Students. Transcripts of work in other colleges
must be sent to the Registrar by the colleges. A student who has been
dropped or placed on probation by another college may be admitted on the
same conditions under which he would have been re-admitted to that college.
Notification of Acceptance. A registration permit is mailed to the prospective student when his application for admission and other admission
documents have been found acceptable.
Special Students. Residents of Illinois who are at least twenty-one
years old may be admitted as special students to take such courses as they
may be qualified to study without the necessity of conforming to requirements for a degree or a diploma.
Credit for Courses in Other Colleges. Advanced standing may be granted
for courses satisfactorily completed in other recognized colleges when equivaent or similar courses are offered at Eastern Illinois State College.
College Credit for Military Service. Veterans of World War II who
completed basic training are given four quarter hours credit in hygiene and
are exempted from required physical education courses. Certain experiences
in military service may be submitted for evaluation for advanced standing.
The recommendations contained in the Handbook of the American Council
on Education are used as a basis for such evaluation, provided the courses
can be considered as reasonable substitutes for work ordinarily accepted by
the College.
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Correspondence and Extension Courses. Correspondence and extension courses taken through accredited colleges may be submitted for advanced standing. The total credit accepted toward graduation may not
exceed forty-eight quarter hours.
College Credit for General Educational Development Tests. Veterans
who have never been enrolled in another college may take college level General
Educational Development Tests either before entering or within the first
month of residence and submit their scores for evaluation. Persons interested in these tests should apply to the Director of Veterans Services.

ACADEMIC COUNSELING AND REGISTRATION
New Students. All students who are entering Eastern Illinois State
College for the first time, whether as first quarter freshmen or as students
with advanced standing, are required to be present for all of the sessions of
an orientation program. This program includes testing, conferences with
advisers, and other meetings. Required orientation meetings for 1950-51
are held on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, September 12, 13, and 14,
1950, with the first session at nine o'clock on Tuesday, September 12. The
orientation program continues through the college year with a series of meetings to be announced.
Each new student is assigned to an adviser who assists him in the preparation of his academic program. During the orientation days, the adviser and
the student together plan his courses for the entire year-a procedure known
as pre-registration. This plan may be modified from time to time during the
year upon recommendation of the adviser and approval of the Dean.
It is expected that the student and his adviser will plan courses that are
consistent with the requirements of the curriculum which the student has
chosen.
Pre-registration. During the Spring Quarter of each year students who
plan to return to the campus confer with their advisers in order to pre-register
for work to be done during the next year. The pre-registration program is
subject to change upon the recommendation of the adviser and the approval
of the Dean.
Registration. All students who have pre-registered either during the
preceding Spring Quarter or during the orientation days will register on
Friday, September 15, 1950, according t~ the following schedule:

8- 9
9-10
10-11
1- 2

A
E
L
S

through
through
through
through

D
K
R
Z

Students who wish to register on that day and who have not pre-registered may meet their advisers after 2 p.m. and may be permitted to register
for classes in which there are vacancies. Pre-rep-istered students who fail to
register at their appointed time forfeit their priority in classes for which they
were pre-registered.
No student may register for a course not regularly scheduled.
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

The degree of Bachelor of Science in Education (B.S. in Ed.) is conferred
upon successful completion of a four-year curriculum as described in this
bulletin. A Junior College Diploma is awarded upon successful completion
of one of the two-year curricula described in this bulletin. Graduation with
a degree or a Junior College Diploma is subject to the following regulations:

Degree. Each curriculum leading to the B.S. in Ed. degree prescribes
192 quarter hours of regular courses together with a one quarter hour course
in library use and required courses in physical education. Two of the curricula, Business Education and Elementary Education, require in addition
a one quarter hour course in penmanship.
The physical education requirement is nine quarter hours. The requirement is in harmony with the general residence requirement in physical
education as described on pages Ill and 114.
Credit earned in dramatics or in music organizations is in excess of the
total required for graduation except for ensemble credit given to students
with a major or a minor in music.
The total amount of credit which can be earned toward graduation in
correspondence courses and extension courses is forty-eight quarter hours.
Seniors whose grade point average for courses taken in this institution
is lower than 1.0 are not permitted to transfer credits from other colleges.
A year of residence work is required for the degree.
of student teaching must be completed in residence.

At least one quarter

The Junior English Examination must have been passed successfully
by a candidate for the degree. See page 87.
One-third of the student's credits toward graduation must be in courses
not open to freshmen and sophomores. This is a standard of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. Courses numbered in the
300's and 400's are not open to freshmen and sophomores and hence are
indica ted by this rule.
An average of 1.0 in all courses, with no more than one-fourth of the
student's grades below C, constitutes a minimum scholarship requirement for
graduation. In addition, the courses in the candidate's major subject must
average 1.0.
Students who plan to teach in high schools should see that their records
satisfy the requirements of the Illinois Examining Board and the North
Central Association.
Registration with the Bureau of Teacher Placement is a requirement for
graduation.

Diploma. At least one year of residence work is required for the Junior
College Diploma.
Three-fourths of the candidate's grades must be C or above, and the
grade point average of all courses must be 1.0 or higher.
The physical education requirement for graduation with a Junior College
Diploma is one quarter hour of credit for each quarter in residence.
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Special Requirements tor Degree or Diploma. A graduation fee of $10
is due and payable by April 1 from all candidates for graduation. This fee
covers graduation expenses including the use of cap and gown.

A photograph, size not larger than 1Yz" x 2Yz ",is required of each candidate for graduation for the files of the Registrar's Office.
A student who is not more than twelve quarter hours behind the class
on April 1 may apply for graduation and pay the fee. He will be a:~owed
to participate in the Commencement exercises with the class and will receive
his degree or diploma at the close of the summer term if he completes the
work by that time. In special cases the time for completing the work may be
extended to September 1.
The list of candidates for graduation is based on the checking of April 1.
No names will be added to the list of candidates for graduation after April 1.

SCHOLARSHIP
Grades.

Grades are expressed in letters, with equivalents as follows:

A, Excellent ............................ 3 grade points
B, Good ............................... 2 grade points
C, Average ............................. 1 grade point
D, Passing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 grade point
F, Failure ............................. -1 grade point
E, Incomplete work
W, Withdrew
The grade of E is given only when there exists a plan for completion of
the work. This plan must include the date on which the work is to be completed. If work is made up according to the plan the grade earned by the
student replaces the grade of E. In case the work is not made up according
to the plan, the grade of E stands on the student's record. The grade of E
is presumed to be given only when through illness or because of some other
important reason the student's normal progress in the course has be m delayed.
Honors. Graduation honors are figured on the basis of the scholarship
record at the end of the Winter Quarter of the senior year, and in the case of
the Junior College Diploma at the end of the Winter Quarter of the second
year.

Graduation with High Honors requires that a student receive a grade
of A in three-fourths of his academic courses and an average of 2.0 in the
remainder.
Graduation with Honors requires a grade of A in one-half of the student's
academic courses, B or higher in an additional one-fourth, and an average of
1.0 in the remainder.
Graduation honors are noted on the diploma and announced at Commencement.
Scholarship honors are on the same basis as graduation honors and announ.ced for each quarter during the first month of the next regular quarter.

------------~-·---·---····----····--
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Admission to Student Teaching. Scholarship requirement for admission
to student teaching is an average of 1.0 or higher. Other prerequisites for
admission to student teaching are listed on page 86.
Scholarship Requirements for Graduation.

(See Graduation Require-

ments. p. 51.)
Extra Work. A normal load of work in any of the three quarters of the
school year is sixteen quarter hours of regular academic courses. In a summer term the normal load is twelve quarter hours. No freshman may register
for additional work during his first quarter. No student may register for
additional work during the first quarter in which he has student teaching.
With the above exceptions, a student whose grade point average in any quarter
or summer term is 2.0 or higher may register for four quarter hours of extra
work during the next period of residence.
Probation. A student is considered to be on probation during a quarter
if in the preceding quarter he received in regular four quarter hour courses
any of the following:
1. A total of less than two grade points.
2. Three grades of D.
3. A grade of F in one course and an average less than 1.0 in the remaining courses.
4. Grades of F in two courses.
5. A student whose cumulative average at any time after one year's
residence is lower than 1.0 is on probation.
6. A student who has not passed Library 120 during the first three
quarters of residence is on probation until he has made a passing
grade in the course.
A student who is on probation is reported as on probation if his record is
sent to another college.
Students on probation are not permitted to take more than twelve
quarter hours of academic courses in a regular quarter nor more than eight
quarter hours in a summer term.
Exclusion. A student who fails in three courses (twelve quarter hours)
in any quarter is dropped from the College.
A student who after two consecutive quarters of probation status has not
attained good standing is excluded from attendance for a period of one calendar year unless he is given special permission by the Dean to remain. He
is reported as "Dropped on account of low scholarship" if his record is transferred to another institution.

WITHDRAWAL
Withdrawal from College. A student who wishes to withdraw from the
College before the end of a quarter must notify the Registrar at the time of
withdrawal. Such a student receives grades of W in all courses, except
that if the withdrawal takes place after the close of the ninth week of the
quarter grades of W are recorded only for cours"s in which he is doing pa~sing
work, with grades of F for courses in which he is failing.
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If a student discontinues attendance in all classes without notifying the
Registrar of intention to withdraw from the College grades of F are recorded
in all courses, and his record marked "Dropped for low scholarship" if transferred to another institution.
Withdrawal from a Course. A student may drop a course at any time
upon the recommendation of his adviser and the approval of the Dean. If
the course is dropped after the beginning of the third week a grade of W is
recorded only if the work done up to that time is of passing quality; if it is
not of passing quality a grade of F is recorded.

ATTENDANCE AT CLASSES
Students are expected to attend all classes for which they are registered
unless prevented by illness or some other urgent reason. Students who have
been absent because of illness must present a permit from the Health Service
upon returning to classes. If attendance at a class is discontinued without
official withdrawal from the course. a grade of F is recorded in the course.

CREDIT
The unit of measure is the quarter hour, representing one hour a week of
prepared work for twelve weeks. It is equivalent to two-thirds of a semester
hour.
A year's work is equivalent to 48 quarter hours (32 semester hours)
of prepared work. A year's work in one subject is equivalent to 12 quarter
hours (8 semester hours). The normal load in one quarter is 16 quarter
hours of prepared work.
Seniors enrolled in freshman courses are allowed only eight quarter
hours of credit [or twelve quarter hours work.
Credit earned in drama tics, glee club, choir, chorus, orchestra, or band
is in excess of the total required for graduation except for those whose major
or minor is music. Such students receive certain stated credits under the
title "Ensemble."
A statement of the amount of credit is included in the description of each
course.

NUMBERING OF COURSES
Courses numbered 100-199 are freshman courses; 200-299, sophomore
courses; 300-399, junior courses; 400-499, senior courses. Courses numbered
300-499 are not open to freshmen or sophomores and courses numbered 100199 may not be taken for full credit by seniors.

EXTENSION SERVICE
The organization of Extension courses has made it possible for the College
to assist teachers in service to continue their education. Extension work to
the extent of not more than 48 quarter hours of credit may be accepted toward
graduation.
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Organization. Classes may be organized in communities in which twenty
or more students can agree upon an acceptable course. The courses offered
are usually on junior or senior year level, but freshman or sophomore coursl's
may be offered if desired.
COURSES OFFERED IN
Co·urse Number

Center

1949-50
Instructor

Art E224 ..................... Mt. Carmel.
.......... Mr. Countryman
Education E226. . . . ......... Fairfield ..
. ......... Dr. Heise
Education E326 ............... Paris
Olney ................... Dr. Heise
Education E344 ............... Mattoon
Hillsboro ................ Dr. Heise
Education E447 ............... Olney ................... Dr. Heise
Education E450 ............... Marshall
Charleston ............... Dr. Olsen
Education E456 ............... Taylorville
Pana .................... Mr. Byrnes
Geography E236. . .
. ....... Flora
Vandalia
Shelbyvilb.
. .......... Miss Harris
Hygiene E320 ................. Hillsboro
Effingham ............... Miss Gilbert
Industrial Arts E225 ........... Newton ................. Mr. Thrall
Physical Science ElOO. . . ..... Mattoon ................ Dr. Railsback
Social Science E138. . . . . . . ... Flora ................... Dr. Alter
Social Science E455.... . ..... Robinson ................ Dr. Wood
Speech E345. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Tuscola ................. Dr. Moses
Speech E433 .................. Toledo .................. Dr. Moses
For description of courses, refer to respective departments under "Description of Courses."

Entrance. The courses are open to high-school graduates. They may
be audited or taken for credit. The regular fees are required of auditors.
Credit. Classes meet in weekly periods of one hundred fifty minutes
for sixteen weeks. Four quarter hours of credit are given upon satisfactory
completion of a course.
Fees. The fees are $7.50 for each course with an additional charge of
$1.50 for textbook rental. When textbooks cannot be supplied by the college
textbook library the rental fee is waived and the members of the class must
buy their own books.
Veterans of World Wars I and II who were residents of Illinois at the
time of entering the service upon presentation of an honorable discharge are
granted a Teachers College military scholarship to cover the fees and textbook
rental ($9.00).
Address all requests for bulletins and other inquiries concerning this
work to the Director of Extension.
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TRAINING SCHOOLS
Campus Training Schools.

Purpose. The purpose of the College in maintaining Campus Training Schools is twofold, to provide a laboratory school in which students
and members of the faculty may test the methods of instruction and the
educational theories taught in the College, and to furnish a school wherein
students may develop craftsmanship in teaching by observing expert teaching
and by actual teaching under supervision.
Organization and Admission. The Campus Training Schools consist of the Elementary School of eight grades, and the High School of four
grades. The number of students who can be admitted is limited. Pupils
desiring admission are registered, and admitted in order of registration when
vacancies occur.
Pupils once admitted to the school for the regular school year retain their
places until completing the course, unless they are unreasonably irregular in
attendance or fail to appear on the opening day of the school year without
notice to the training school office of their intention to appear later.

Elementary School. In the first eight grades the immediate direction
of the work of each grade and the responsibility for its progress is with the
training teacher of the grade. The training teachers, with the Director of
Teacher Training, plan the work of their grades, discuss with the student
teachers their plans for teaching and do enough of the teaching to keep the
progress of the pupils at a high standard. Training teachers for art, music,
penmanship, and physical education have charge of these subjects in all
grades. The academic departments of the College have in all cases an advisory relationship to the Training Schools.
The materials fee amounts to $2.50 for each 12 weeks' quarter.

High School. The Eastern State High School is recognized by the State
Department of Education and is accredited by the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and was accredited by the University of
Illinois until that institution abandoned its policy of accrediting high schools.
Pupils who have completed the eight grades may enter the ninth grade which
is the first year of a four-year high school. Full credit is allowed students
entering from other accredited high schools. Sixteen units are required for
graduation.
The fees for each 12 weeks' quarter amount to $5.00.
Off-Campus Student Teaching.

Students who are preparing to teach Vocational Home Economics are
assigned to public high schools to do student teaching on an all-day basis
for a period of nine weeks. During this time they earn twelve quarter hours
of credit. During the school year, 1949-50, assignments were made to the
high schools at Pana, Noble, Shelbyville, and Windsor.
In 1949-50 off-campus student teaching assignments in other subjects
than home economics were made to the Decatur, Mattoon, Oakland, Paris
Robinson, and Charleston high schools.
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Observation, Participation and Supervised Student Teaching.

Observation. The facilities of the Training Schools are available to
college classes for directed observation. Persons who wish to observe must
consult the Director of Teacher Training. Sophomores are required to do
directed observation in connection with several of their courses. The work
is designed to prepare them to meet problems of teaching which may arise
in their courses in supervised student teaching, and to enable them to see
the application of their courses in educational psychology, reading, arithmetic, handwriting, and science. In the main the observation of a lesson is
preceded by a discussion of the aims, materials, and methods to be employed and is followed by a discussion in which the teacher and the director
of the observation participate.
Participation. The gradual introduction of the student to the problem
of teaching adapts itself to the form of the sequence: observation--participation-teaching. However, in practice, an independent course in participation
is considered a wasteful procedure; it is usually combined either with observation or with a teaching course. In this College participation is a part of, and
a guiding principle in, the student teaching courses.
Supervised Student Teaching. Students who plan to take the state
teachers' examination before completing the raquired four years of work are
required to take 100 clock hours of supervised student teaching. Candidates
for the degree are required to take 150 clock hours of supervised student
teaching.
Student teachers are assigned to training teachers by the Director of
Teacher Training. For special regulations governing admission to student
teaching see under "Scholarship," p. 52.

CURRICULA
I. CURRICULA FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
Four-Year Curriculum
This curriculum is intended to prepare for teaching in the first nine grades
of the public schools. The degree of Bachelor of Science in Education is
conferred upon its completion, and graduates are recommended for a Limited
Elementary Certificate.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 122 or 124 or 126
Hygiene 120, Mathematics 120, 121
Social Science 137, 138, 139
Biology 126, 127, 128
Business Education 120
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 324, 325, 343
Social Science 233, 234, 235
Elective, Geography 221, 236
Elective, Indus. Arts 225, Music 228
Physical Education 315, 316, 317
Junior English Examination

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Music 120, Geography 120, Education

SENIOR YEAR
Teaching 441, 442, 443
English 234, 348, * Speech 345
Elective, Education 344, Education 447
Advanced Elective (Year)

228

Art 130, Art 224, Industrial Arts 224
Physical Science 100, 101, 102
Education 230, 231, 232
Physical Education (Year)
*Or English 343 or 344 or 449.
Note: Those preparing for the lower grades should choose English 122 instead
of English 124 or 126.

···········-···~-··--------------------------------
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Two-Year Curriculum
The following courses are suggested to students who wish to obtain a
Limited Elementary Certificate by examination. Examinations are given
by the Examining Board of the State Department of Education.
FIRST YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
English 120, 121, 122 or 124 or 126
Biology 126, 127. 128
Mathematics 120, 121, Music 120
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120, Business Education 120

SECOND YEAR
Education 324, Teaching 220, 221
Social Science 233, 234, 23.5
Industrial Arts 224 or 225, Geography
120, Education 228
Hygiene 120, Art 224, Geography 130
Physical Education 315. 316, 317

II. CURRICULA FOR HIGH-SCHOOL TEACHERS
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Education is conferred upon the
completion of any of the curricula described in this section, and graduates
are recommended for a Limited High School Certificate.
The curricula are listed according to major. The student takes at least
36 quarter hours in his major exclusive of courses in methods. At least one
minor of 24 quarter hours is required. Each curriculum provides for a number of elective courses. Students are urged to use electives, in the main, to
build additional minors. A few courses are not accepted as electives in
certain curricula. These exceptions are noted in the Description of Courses.
The student's program for graduation must be approved by the Dean of
the College before it is accepted as fulfilling requirements.
The following courses are common to all curricula for High School
Teachers:
English 120, 121, 125
Laboratory Science (Year)
Hygiene 120
Social Science (8 to 12 quarter hours, including at least 4 quarter
hours in American History.)
Speech 345
Education 230, 231, 232, 343, 344\ 345
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Library 120
•Except majors in Home Economics and Music.

ART
The curriculum in art is designed to give the student basic knowledge
and skills with practice work so that he may develop his ability to do creative
work in the visual arts. The materials of the various art subjects have been
organized so that the student is prepared to teach art both in the elementary
grades and in high school, thus enabling him to handle all of the art, if necessary, in a school system. The creative work is emphasized in design, color,
and drawing, and their many applications. Courses in history and appreciation are given as background.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Hygiene 120, Social Science 233 or 234,
138 or 139
Laboratory Science (Year)
Art 130, 131, 132
Library 120
Physical Education (Year)

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 343, 345, Teaching 441
Minor Subject (Year)
Speech 345, Art 344, 340
Art 345, 449, 355
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Minor Subject or Elective (Year)
Art 236, 237, 238
Art 234, 226, 228
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
Teaching 442, 443, Art 453
Minor Subject or Elective (Year)
Art 447 or 352, 448 or 455, 460
Elective, Elective, Education 344

Requirements for a Minor in Art:
Elementary Curriculum: Art 130, 131, 132, 239 or 227, 226, 236 or 237
or 238 or 351, 345. Art 345 should be taken instead of Art 224 by majors in
Elementary Education. One quarter of teaching of art is recommended.
High School Curricula: Art 130, 131 or 234, 132, 226, 228 or 355, 236
or 237 or 238 or 351, 340 or 453. One quarter of teaching of art is recommended.
Home Economics Curriculum: Art 130, 131, 226, 234 or 239, 236 or
237 or 238 or 351, 340, 344. One quarter of teaching of art is recommended.
Note: There are a few exceptions to the above requirements which are noted in
the outline of the major field.

BUSINESS EDUCATION
(1) Secretarial Studies
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Business Education 210,211, 212
Business Education 140, 142
Hygiene 120
Laboratory Science (Year)
Library 120
Physical Education (Year)

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 343, 344, 34~
Business Education 247, 248, 249 or 351
352, 353
Business Education 340S, 340T
Speech 34.5
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Business Education 223, 224, 225
Social Science 254, 255, 256
Social Science 233 or 234 or 235
Business Education 141, Elective
Business Education 120
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
Advanced Elective (Year)
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Business Education 446, 447, Elective
Advanced Minor Subject (Year)

(2) Accountin~
FRESHMAN YEAR
En,lish 120, 121, 125
Business Education 212 and two of the
following: 110, 111, 112, 210, 211
Laboratory Science (Year)
Business Education 140, 142
Hygiene 120
Library 120
Physical Education (Year)

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 343, 344, 34;
Business Education 330, 331, 332
Business Education 340B; 3401 or 340S or
340T
Elective
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Education 230,231, 232
Business Education 230, 231, 232
Social Science 254, 255, 256
Social Science 233 or 234 or 235
Business Education 141
Elective
Business Education 120
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
Business Education 247, 248, 249 or 351
352, 353
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Business Education 446, 447
Speech 345
Advanced Minor Subject (Year)
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(3) Accounting and Secretarial Studies
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Business Education 212 and two of the
following: 110, 111, 112, 210, 211
Laboratory Science (Year)
Business Education 140, 142
Hygiene 120
J,ibrary 120
Physical Education (Year)

JUNIOR YEAR
Social Science 254, 255, 256
Education 343, 344, 345
Business Education 330 or 331 or 332
Business Education 340B, 3401, 340S,
340T (Elect two)
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Social Science 233 or 234 or 235
Business Rducation 230, 231, 232
Business Education 123, 124, 125 or 223,
224, 22.5 (Any three in sequence)
Business Education 141
Business Education 120
Physical Education (Year)

SEKIOR YEAR
Advanced Elective (Year)
Business Education 446, 44 7
Speech 345
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Advanced Minor Subject (Year)

Requirements for a Minor in Business Education:
It is suggested that the minor be taken in shorthand and typewriting;
accounting and business law; accounting and typewriting; or accounting
and marketing. The general requirement for a minor is one year's work in
each of two fields.

No credit is given for less than a year's work in any of the following
fields for a minor in business education: accounting, shorthand, and typewriting.

Placement Test:
Students who have had one or two years of work in bookkeeping, shorthand, or typewriting should take a placement test in these subjects.
Students who pass the bookkeeping test on single proprietorship will be
permitted to take the second term of accounting, This test includes a theory
test and the demonstration of the student's ability to complete the work at
the end of a fiscal period from a trial balance and adjusting data.
Students who can write shorthand at a minimum rate of 60 words per
minute for five minutes with 98 per cent accuracy will be allowed to take advanced shorthand.
Students who typewrite for ten minutes at a mm1mum rate of 40 net
words per minute with five errors or less will be allowed to take advanced
typewriting,

ENGLISH
Students wishing to accumulate additional minors or a second teaching
major may omit certain of the English courses listed below by arrangement
with the head of the department. Care must always be taken to include
enough senior college courses and to plan a balanced program of English
study.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 126
Laboratory Science (Year)
Elective (Year)
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 343, 344, 345
Speech 34~. Social Science 233 or 234,
English 340
English 343, 344, Art 351
English 346, 347, 348
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
English 235, 231, 237 (or 3 Electives)
Education 230, 231, 232
Hygiene 120, Elective (2 quarters)
English 230, 236, 234
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Minor Subject (Year)
Social Science 343, 344, 345
English 449, 450, 451

Notes: 1. Any student entering the College with a deficiency in the basic skills
in English-reading, writing, spelling, elements of grammar and good usage-may be
required to take work ih remedial English in addition to the required freshman composition courses.
2. Fourteen English courses are required for graduation in the English curriculum.
3. Students with from two to four years of high-school Latin may arrange for a
Latin minor or for a joint major in English and Latin, by consulting the heads of these
departments.
Recommended for a Minor in English:
English 230, 231, 234, 235, 236 (or 343), 237 (or 239); 346, 347, 348, 449
may be used for credit toward a minor in English, or other courses by arrange-ment. It is recommended that the following be always included: English 230
or 231, 234, and 236.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
(1) Latin
FRESHMAN YEAR
Latin 123, 124, 125*
English 120, 121, 125
Laboratory Science or Elective (Year)
Social Science 137, 138, Hygiene 120
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Latin 343, 344, 345
Speech 345, Social Science 233 or 234,
Latin 340
Education 343, 344, 345
Modern Foreign Language (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
SENIOR YEAR
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Latin 230, 231, 232
Edu~ation 230, 231, 232
Latin 446, 447, 448
Modern Foreign Language (Year)
Advanced Elective (Year)
Elective or Laboratory Science (Year)
Elective (Year)
Physical Education (Year)
*If student has had four years of high-school Latin, he should take Latin 230,
231. 232 and one year of advanced college Latin.

(2) French
FRESHMAN YEAR
French 130, 131, 132*
English 120, 121, 125
Laboratory Science (Year)
Social Science 233 or 234, Elective,
Hygiene 120
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
French 333, 334, 335
Education 343, 344, 345
Speech 345, Geography 343, French 340
Suggested Minor (German, Latin or
Spanish)
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Teaching 441, 442, 443
French 230, 231, 232
French 436, 437, 438
Education 230, 231, 232
Social Science 346, 347, 348
Elective (Year)
Advanced Elective (Year)
Elective (Year)
Suggested Minor (German, Latin or
Physical Education (Year)
Spanish)
*Students who have credit for two years of French in high school should register
for French 230, 231, 232.
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(3) Spanish
FRESHMAN YEAR
Spanish 130, 131, 132*
English 120, 121, 125
Laboratory Science (Year)
Social Science 233 or 234, Geography
331 (231), Hygiene 120
Physical Educatwn (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Spanish 336, 337. 338
Spanish 341, 342, 340
Education 343, 344, 345
Suggested Minot (French, German or
Latin)
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Spanish 230, 231, 232
Spanish 430, 431, 432 or 433, 434, 435
Education 230, 231, 232
Suggested Minor (French, German or
Elective (Year)
Latin)
Elective (Year)
Elective (8 q.h.), Speech 345
Physical Education (Year)
*Students who have credit for two years of Spanish in high school should register
for Spanish 230, 231, 232.

GEOGRAPHY
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Laboratory Science (Year)
Elective (Year)
Geography 120, 221, 130
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 343, 344, 345
Elective (Year)
Social Science 3.54, 355, Speech 345
Geography 447, 344, 446
~Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Social Science (2 quarters)*
Hygiene 120
Geography 233, 236, 240
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
Teaching 441. 442, 443
Geography 340, 331 or 343 or 345 (any
two)
Advanced Elective (Year)
Minor Subject (Year)

*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.
Requirements for a Minor in Geography:
For elementary grades or department teachers, Geography 120, 130,
221, 240, 236 and 340G; for high-school teachers, Geography 120, 130, 221,
240, 236, and 447.

HOME ECONOMICS*
FRESHMAN YEAR
Art 130, 131, Hygiene 120
English 120, 121, 125
Home Economics 101, 102, 201 or 202
Elective, Chemistry 130, 131
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Home Economics 345, 304, 346
Home Economics 330, 347, 340
Social Science 330, Home Economics 344,
Art 344
Elective (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Chemistry 210, 211, Social Science 235
Education 230, 231, 232
Home Economics 202, 203, 204
Elective, Home Economics 232, 245 and
246
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
Teaching 441, Social Science 453 or 454
or 455, Speech 345
Teaching 442, Education 343, 345
Teaching 443, Elective, Elective
Education 458, Elective, Elective

Requirements for a Minor in General Home Economics:
Home Economics 101, 102, 201, 202, 203, 232 or 347.
*A 1.5 average is required to qualify for teaching in Vocational schools.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Industrial Arts 134, 136, 150
Laboratory Science or Elective (Year)
H)~~ne 120, Art 129, Industrial Arts
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Industrial Arts 336, Social Science 330,
Industrial Arts 340
Industrial Arts 352, 354, Elective
Education 343, 344, Elective
Social Science 233, 234, Speech 345
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Elective or Laboratory Science (Year)
Industrial Arts 231, 232, 226
Industrial Arts 259, 260, Elective (4 hrs.)
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
Elective (Year)
Industrial Arts 345 (2 hrs.), 365 (2 hrs.)
350, 355
Education 345 or 4.58
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Elective (8 hrs.)
Notes. 1. An academic minor is required.
2. For good cause exemptions or substitutions will be allowed in Printing or
Machine Shop.
3. One of the three quarters in student teaching is required in the minor subject.

Requirements for a Minor in Industrial Arts:
Industrial Arts 134, 135, 136, 150, 231, and 340A.

MATHEMATICS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Elective (Year)
Mathematics 132'. Elective, 133
Mathematics 130, 131, 134
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

I JUNIOR YEAR
Education 343, 344, 345
Speech 345, Elective, Mathematics 340
Minor Subject (Year)
Mathematics 343, 344, 345
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
SENIOR YEAR
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Education 230, 231, 232
Advanced Elective (Year)
Social Science (2 quarters),* Hygiene 120
Minor Subject (Year)
Laboratory Science (Year)
Mathematics 235, 236, 228
Advanced Elective (Year)
Physical Education (Year)
*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.
'Required only if student does not have high school credit for Solid Geometry.

Requirements for a Minor in Mathematics:
Mathematics 130, 131, 134, 228, 235, and 236. If Solid Geometry was
not taken in high school, Mathematics 132 must be added.

MUSIC
I. (High School Certificate)
FRESHMAN YEAR
Music 146, 147 (4 q. h.), Hygiene 120
Music 123, 124, 125 (6 q. h.)
English 120, 121, 125
Laboratory Science (Year)
Applied Music (6 q. h.)
Ensemble (No credit)
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Music 351, 352, Music 337 (2 q. h.)
Music 356 (2 q. h.), Music 340, Music
347 (2 q. h.)
Education 343, Speech 345, Education 345
Minor Subject (Year)
Applied Music (5 q. h.)
Ensemble (3 q. h.)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
SENIOR YEAR
Music 230, 231, 232
Music 449, 450
Music 236, 237, 238 (6 q. h.)
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Education 230, 231, 232
Minor Subject (Year)
Social Science (2 quarters),* Music 339
Advanced Elective (Year)
Applied Music (6 q. h.)
Applied Music (4 q. h.)
Ensemble (3 q. h.)
Ensemble (3 q. h.)
Physical Education (Year)
*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.
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Notes:
1. Applied music (21 q. h.), including two years of piano, one or two years of
voice and one year of study on some band or orchestral instrument. is required of all
music majors.
Minimum proficiency requirements to be satisfied through examination given by
the music faculty committee include:
(a) Major applied field: Creditable public appearance in the student's
major performance field.
(b) Piano: Ability to play music of hymn-tune difficulty at sight, with
good tone and correct rhythm, and ability to improvise a musically acceptable
accompaniment for a simple melody.
(c) Voice: Ability to sing pleasingly and without faulty vocal habits
and ability to read at sight any part of a four-part song of hymn-tune or simple
folk-song difficulty.
2. A student may be excused from any instrumental technique course if he demonstrates to the music faculty committee the ability to play, with good tone and reasonable
facility, the instruments involved.
3. Participation in the band, orchestra. and chorus each quarter for four years is
required. Credit is given at the end of the spring quarter of the last three years as
indicated on page 110.
Requirements for a Minor in Music:

Elementary School Music: Music 123, 124, 125, 230, 231, 228, 449,
Piano (3 quarters) and Voice (3 quarters), a total of 26 quarter hours. Ability
to teach music satisfactorily in the grades as demonstrated through supervised teaching in the Elementary Training School. Participation in at least
one of the following college music organizations each year of residence: Chorus,
Cecilian Singers, Orchestra or Band.
High School Vocal Music: Music 123, 124, 125, 230, 231, 449, 340, Piano
(3 quarters) and Voice (6 quarters), a total of 29 quarter hours. Ability to
develop choral organizations effectively, as ·demonstrated through supervised
teaching in the Eastern State High School. Participation in college choral
organizations each year of residence.
Instrumental Music: Music 123, 124, 125, 230, 231; Music 146, 147,
236, 237, 238, 337, 356 (three to five quarters); Music 347, 449, 450, a total
of 28 to 32 quarter hours. Ability to teach beginning pupils on band and
orchestral instruments, and ability to develop instrumental organizations
effectively, as demonstrated through supervised teaching in the Training
Schools. Participation in the Band and Orchestra each year of residence.

MUSIC
II. (Limited State Special Certificate in Music)
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Laboratory Science (Year)
Music 123, 124, 125 (6 q. h.)
Music 146, 147, 238 (6 q. h.)
Applied Music (6 q. h.)
PJ!ysical Education (Year)
Library 120.

JUNIOR YEAR
Music 351. 352, 353
Elective, Music 339, Music 337 (2 q. h.)
Education 343, Elective. Elective
Music 449 (2 q. h.). 450 (4 q. h.)
Applied Music (6 q. h.)
Physical Education (Year)
Ensemble (3 q. h.)

SENIOR YEAR
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Social Science (8 q. h.)*
Teaching 441. 442. 443
Speech 345. Music 347 (2 q. h.)
Hygiene 120
Music 340, Music 451 (2 q. h.)
Education 230. 231, 232
Elective (Year)
Music 236, 356, 237 (6 q. h.)
Elective (8 q. h.)
Music 230, 231, 232
Applied Music (3 q. h.)
Applied Music (6 q. h.)
Ensemble (3 q. h.)
Physical Education (Year)
Ensemble (3 q. h.)
*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(1) Men

FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Physical Education 120, 121, 122
Minor Subject (Year)
Zoology 120, 121, 225
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120
·

JUNIOR YEAR
Speech 345, Elective, Physical Education
340
Physical Education 347, 348, 349
Physiology 345, Physical Education 350,
451
Education 343, 344, 345
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Physical Education, 226, 227, 244
Education 230, 231, 232
Social Science 233, 234, Hygiene 120
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEA,R
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Physical Education 452, 453, Elective
Second Minor Subject (Year)
Second Minor Subject (Year)

Requirements for a Minor in Physical Education:
Physical Education 120, 122, 226, 227 (any three of these courses);
Physical Education 347, 348, 34(), 350, 452 (any three of these courses);
Physical Education 121 may be substituted but is not recommended.

(2) Women
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Zoology 120, 121, 225
Physical Education 130, 131, 132
Hygiene 120, Social Science (2 qrs.) *
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 343, 344, 345
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education 346, Hygiene 320,
Ph;vsical Education 353
PhysiCal Education 352, Speech 345,
Elective
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
SENIOR YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education 244, 235, Physiology
345
Physical Education 450, 451, 456
Physical Education 233, 234, 236
Minor Subject (Year)
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)
*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.
Requirements for a Minor in Physical Education:
Physical Education 346 and 458 and four other courses chosen from P.E.
233, 234, 132, 353, Hygiene 320.

All majors register for two activities each term of residence and each
minor one activity each term of residence unless excused by the staff of the
physical education department as having satisfactory skill in the activities.
All majors and minors are expected to take part in and receive credit in the
activities of women's athletic association each year of residence. Majors
are required to participate in at least two dance recitals (one in the freshman
or sophomore year and one in the junior or senior year) and to assist with one
or more sports days.

SCIENCE (Biological)
Note: The botany and zoology curricula are so arranged that the student may
not only have four years of work in botany or zoology (including one year of methods
and practice teaching), but that he may also have three minor subjects of six quarters
each, which qualify him to teach six different subjects in accredited high schools.
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(1) Botany
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Elective (Year)
Chemistry 130, 131, 132
Botany 120, 121, 122
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Speech 345, Education 345, Geography
236
Education 343, 344, Botany 340
Botany 344, 343, 346 (446)
Zoology 230, 231, 232 (or Zoology 343, 344
345)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
SENIOR YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Social Science (2 quarters),* Hygiene 120
Elective (Year)
Zoology 120, 121, 122
Advanced Elective (Year)
Botany 230, 231, 232
Zoology 343, 344, 345 (or elective)
Physical Education (Year)
*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.

(2) Zoology
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Elective (Year)
Chemistry 130, 131, 132
Zoology 120, 121, 122
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Speech 345, Education 345, Zoology 340
Education 343, 344, Geography 236
Botany 230, 231, 232
Zoology 343, 344, 345
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
SENIOR YEAR
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Education 230, 231, 232
Advanced Elective (Year)
Social Science (2 quarters),* Hygiene 120
Botany 343, 344, 345 (or Adv. Elec.)
Botany 120, 121, 122
Elective (Year)
Zoology 230, 231, 232
Physical Education (Year)
*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233. 234, 235.
Requirements for a Minor in Botany or Zoology:
One year of the beginning course and three other courses to be determined
by the head of the department.

SCIENCE (Physical)
(1) Chemistry
FRESHMAN YEAR
Chemistry 130, 131, 132
English 120, 121, 125
Mathematics 130, 131, 134
Elective (Year) (Preferably Physics 130,
131, 132)
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Chemistry 343, 344, 345
Speech 345, Advanced Elective, Chemistry 340
Elective (Year)
Education 345, 343, Elective
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Chemistry 233, 234, 235
Education 344, Elective (2 quars.)
Education 230, 231, 232
Chemistry 446, 447, 448, or Chemistry
Hygiene 120, Social Science (2 quarters)*
450, Elective (2 quars.)
Elective (Year) (Preferably Mathematics
Advanced Elective (Year)
235, 236, 345)
Physical Education (Year)
*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.
Requirements for a Minor in Chemistry:
Chemistry 130, 131, 132 and three other courses in chemistry, (seep. 125).
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(2) Physics

FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Physics 130, 131, 132
Mathematics 130, 131, 134
Elective (Year) (Preferably Chemistry
130, 131' 132)

Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Physics (Year)
Education 343, Education 344, Physics
340

Social Science (2 quars.) *
Hygiene 120
Elective (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
SENIOR YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Education 345, Speech 345, Elective (1
Physics 236, 237, 335
quarter)
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Mathematics 235, 236, 345
Elective (Year)
Physics (Year) or Elective (Year)
Advanced Elective (Year)
Physical Education (Year)
*At least one quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.
Requirements for a Minor in Physics:
Physics 130, 131, 132 and Physics 236, 237 and 335.
Possible Minors:
erably German).

Mathematics, Chemistry, Foreign Language (pref

SOCIAL SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Laboratory Science (Year)
Social Science 137, 138, 139
Geography 120, 130, Hygiene 120
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Education 345, 343, Speech 345
Social Science 346, 34 7, 348
Social Science 361, 362, 365
Elective (2 quarters), Social Science 340
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Education 230, 231, 232
Social Science 233, 234, 235
Elective (Year)
Elective (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SENIOR YEAR
Education 344, Geography 447, Elective
(1 quarter)
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Elective (Year)
Social Science 354, 3.55, 356, or 453, 454,
455

Requirements for a Minor in Social Science:
Social Science 233, 234, 235, and any other year's sequence in Social
Science.

SPEECH
FRESHMAN YEAR
Speech 130, 131, 132
English 120, 121, 125
Minor Subject (Year)
Laboratory Science (Year)
Physical Education (Year)
Library 120

JUNIOR YEAR
Speech 337 or 335, 331, 445
Education 343, 344, 345
Social Science (Year)*
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)

SOPHOMORE YEAR
SENIOR YEAR
Speech 244, 250, 246
Teaching 441, 442, 443
Education 230, 231, 232
Speech 433, 434 or 446, 435 or 431
H:ygiene 120, Zoology 225 or Art 256,
Minor Subject (Year)
Music 229
Advanced Elective (Year)
Minor Subject (Year)
Physical Education (Year)
*One quarter must be chosen from Social Science 233, 234, 235.
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Note: Speech majors who expect to qualify for certification as speech correction·
ists should include among their electives the following courses: Speech 248, 434, 435,
Zoology 225, Physiology 345, Education 451 or Education 4.55.
Requirements for a Minor in Speech:
Speech 130, 131, 132, 331, 433, and 445.

III. TWO-YEAR GENERAL COLLEGE CURRICULA
The Junior College Diploma is granted upon completion of any of the
following curricula:

GENERAL CURRICULUM
This curriculum offers a wide choice of electives but requires that they
conform to a pattern which encourages both depth and breadth of education.
The curriculum is recommended to students who have not yet decided upon
a field of major interest and wish to explore several fields, to students who have
definite plans for transferring to other colleges at the end of the first two
years, and to students who wish to round out their education with two years
of general college work. It may be adapted readily to needs of students who
are interested in business careers.
By proper choice of electives students who complete this curriculum
are able to satisfy the requirements for a degree in botany, chemistry, business education, English, foreign languages, geography, mathematics, physics,
social science, or zoology with two additional years of residence in the College.
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Social Science 233, 234, 235
Laboratory Science•
Forei!:n Language•
Elective'
Elective•
Electives
Elective'
Physical Education
Physical Education
Library 120
1May be one year of Botany, General Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology or
General Physical Science.
•Must be selected so that the four subjects are in four different fields. Courses in
Education may not be counted as electives.
•If the student has had two years of foreigo language in high school he may substitute an elective.
•Must be the second year in some subject studied during the first year.
5 May be the second year in some subject studied during the first year.

COURSES BASIC TO ENGINEERING
This curriculum is designed for students who plan to transfer to colleges
of engineering at the end of the second year. The courses parallel those
required in the first two years in many such schools. Students who complete
this curriculum and decide to remain at the College may have junior status
in a curriculum with a major in mathematics, physics, or chemistry.
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
Physics 130, 131, 132
English 120, 121, 125
Mathematics 235, 236, 345
Chemistry 130, 131, 132
Suggested Electives (12 q. h.)
Mathematics 130, 131. 134
Approved Electives (12 q. h.)
Industrial Arts 231, 232, Elective
Physical Education
Physical Education
Library 120
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PRE-MEDICAL COURSES

The courses in this curriculum correspond to courses usually required
for admission to medical schools. The student should consult the catalogue
of the school he proposes to enter before choosing electives.
FIRST YEAR
Chemistry 130, 131, 132
English 120, 121, 125
Zoology 120, 121, 232
Electives (12 q. h.)
Physical Education
Library 120

SECOND YEAR
Chemistry 234, 343, 344
Foreign Language (Year)
Physics 130, 131. 132
Social Science (Year)
Physical Education

Recommended electives:
Chemistry 235, 345, 346, Education 231, 232, Zoology 346, 446, Botany
120, 121, 122, Mathematics 130, 131, 134, Social Sciences, Geography.

PRE-DENTAL COURSES
FIRST YEAR
Chemistry 130, 131, 132
English 120, 121, 125
Zoology 120, 121, Hygiene 120
Electives (12 q. h.)
Physical Education
Library 120

SECOND YEAR
Chemistry 343, 344, Zoology 122
Foreign Language (Year)
Physics 130, 131, 132
Electives (12 q. h.)
Physical Education

Recommended electives:
Chemistry 345, 234, 235, Education 231, Zoology 346, 446, Botany 120,
121, 122, Mathematics 130, 131, Social Sciences, Geography.

COURSES BASIC TO STUDY OF JOURNALISM
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
English 235, 236, 237, or 230, 231, 234
Laboratory Science (Year)
English 210J, 211J, 212J
Elective'
Social Science 233, 234, 235
Elective 2
Elective'
Physical Education
Physical Education
Library 120
1 Students who have not had foreign language in high school should elect a year of
foreign language.
'Social Science 137, 138, 139 are strongly recommended.
'Art 237, 238, and Music 229 are recommended.

PRE-LEGAL COURSES
FIRST YEAR
Social Science 233, 234, 235
English 120, 121, 125
Hygiene 120, Social Science 138, 139
Laboratory Science (Year)
Physical Education
Library 120
Recommended electives:
Social Science, Speech, Latin.

SECOND YEAR
Social Science 2.'i4, 2.5.5, 2.56
Business Education 230, 231, 232
Electives (24 q. h.)
Physical Education
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A student who decides to change to the four-year social science curriculum after completing the two-year pre-legal curriculum may do so without loss of credit hours by taking in his junior year: Education 230, 231, 232;
Social Science 137, Education 343, Speech 345; Social Science 346, 347, 348;
and Geography 120, 130, Social Science 340; and in his senior year: Education 344, 345, Geography 447; Social Science 361, 362, 365; Social Science
453, 454, 455; and Teaching 441, 442, 443.

PRE-NURSING COURSES
This curriculum is planned to satisfy an increasing demand that nurses
take at least two years of college work before beginning their professional
training. The student should consult the catalogue of the school she proposes to enter for specific entrance requirements.
FIRST YEAR
English 120. 121. 125
Botany 120. Chemistry 130. 131
Zoology 120. 121, Botany 235
Elective (Year)
Physical Education
Library 120

SECOND YEAR
Chemistry 210. Education 231,
Zoology 22.'i
Social Science 453
Electives (32 q. h.)
Physical Education

Recommended electives:
Chemistry 132, 211, 212, 261, Foreign Language, Home Economics,
102, Physics 322, Zoology 230, 231, 232, 346, Social Sciences, Geography.

PRE-MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
FIRST YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Chemistry 130. 131. 132
Zoology 120. 121, Hygiene 120
Electives (12 q. h.)
Physical Education
Library 120

SECOND YEAH
Elective, Chemistry 234, 235
Biological Science (12 q. h.)
Electives (12 q. h.)
Electives (12 q h.)
Physical Education

Recommended electives for biological science:
Botany 120, 235; Zoology 225, 227, 346.
Recommended electives:
Chemistry 233, 343, 344, 345, or 212; Physics 130, 131, 132.

COURSES BASIC TO PHARMACY
FIRST YEAR
English 120. 121. 125
Chemistry 130. 131. 132
Mathematics 130, 131. Hygiene 120
Zoology 120. 121, Botany 120
Physical Education
Library 120

SECOND YEAH
Physics 130. 131. 132
Chemistry 233. 234. 235
Electives (2l q. h.)
Physical Education

Recommended electives:
Botany 121, 122, Chemistry 343, 344, 345, Foreign Language, Social
Sciences, Geography.
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COURSES BASIC TO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
The courses in this curriculum are planned to parallel closely those required during the first two years in typical chemical engineering curricula.
A student who completes this curriculum may return as a junior in the chemistry curriculum of the College.
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
Chemistry 233, 234, 235
English 120, 121, 125
Chemistry 130, 131, 132
Physics 130, 131, 132
Mathematics 130, 131, 134
Mathematics 235, 236, 345
Hygiene 120, Industrial Arts 231, 232
Electives (12 q. h.)
Physical Education
Physical Education
Library 120
Recommended electives:
Chemistry 343, 344, 345, Biological Sciences, Foreign Language, Social
Sciences, Geography.

COURSES BASIC TO GENERAL AND VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AND
FLORICULTURE
FIRST YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Botany 120, 121, 122
Chemistry 130, 131, 132
Hygiene 120, Electives (8 q. h.)
Physical Education
Library 120

SECOND YEAR
Botan,Y 344, 231, 235 (or 232)
Chemistry 343, Zoology 120, 121
Zoology 226, Electives (8 q. h.)
Electives (12 q. h.)
Physical Education

Recommended electives:
Botany 346, 235, 232, Chemistry 344, 345, Business Education 230, 231,
232, Geography 221, 233, 236, Social Science 233, 234, 235, 330.

COURSES BASIC TO PROFESSIONAL WORK
IN DIETETICS
This curriculum is planned for students who expect to take up advanced
work in dietetics at the end of two years. Students who complete this curriculum may also transfer to the home economics curriculum of the College
with junior status.
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
English 120, 121, 125
Chemistry 210, 211, 212
Home Economics 102, 101, 202
Home Economics 203, 204, 346
Botany 120, Chemistry 130, 131
Home Economics 347, Zoology 225,
Art 130. 131, Social Science 235
Botany 235
Physical Education
Hygiene 120, Education 231, Elective
Library 120
Physical Education
Recommended electives:
Physics 130, Social Science 330, Business Education 230, Mathematics
130, Speech 130.

Above-Exterior view,
Mary J. Booth Library,
completed in 1950.

Left-View of north entrance.

Left, below-Main reading room.

Right, below-Arch and
ceiling, catalog room.

III. DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
ART
Note: All studio courses meet four one-hundred-minute periods a
week, with lectures and discussions incorporated with the laboratory work.
The art history and appreciation and the art education courses meet four
fifty-minute periods a week.
Each course listed below may require the purchase of materials by the
student. In such cases, completed projects become the property of the
student.
129.

ART PRINCIPLES FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS MAJORS. Any
quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
The basic concepts of drawing, color and design are developed through
practice, discussion, and analysis of illustrative material. Application to
specific problems in industrial arts.
Required in the indu.~trial arts curriculum.
130.

INTRODUCTION TO ART. Any quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
An elementary course which introduces the student to three fundamental
divisions of art-design, color, and drawing. Training in basic principles
with work in pencil, water color, chalk and decorative design processes.
Required in the art, home economics, and elementary curricula.

131.

DESIGN I. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The application of decorative design and color to weaving, block printing, stenciling, lettering, and posters.
Required in the art and home economics curricula. Prerequisite: Art 130.
132.

DRAWING I. Spring. (4 q, hrs.)
Freehand drawing in pencil and charcoal from set studies and imagination. Principles of pictorial design. Outdoor sketching when possible.
Required in the art curriculum. Prerequisite: Art 130.

224.

ART FOR TEACHERS IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES. Winter
and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The teaching of art in the elementary grades with practice in adapting
art principles, processes and projects to different grade levels; work in curriculum making and in providing art background for room activities; training
in lettering, craft techniques, and figure drawing.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Prerequisite: Art 130.
226.

LIFE DRAWING I. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Constructive figure drawing from costumed model. Study of artistic
anatomy and composition. Pencil, charcoal, graphite stick, lithograph, and
conte crayon used.
Required in the art curriculum. Prerequisite: Art 132.
227.

LETTERING. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The development of ability to letter, the study of styles of lettering, and
application of hand lettering to various problems. Pen and brush work.
Elective.
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228.

PAl NTI NG I. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Introduction to painting through the media of pastel and oil paint.
Painters and their techniques are studied.
Required in the art curriculum. Elective to others only with permission
of the instructor.
233.

DRAWING II. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Development of skill in freehand drawing. Studio and outdoor work in
various media including wash drawmgs.
Elective. Prerequisite: Art 132 or permission of the instructor.

234.

DESIGN II. Crafts. Fall and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Applied decorative design developing techniques in the crafts such as
textile decoration, silk screen, air brush, wood crafts, leather, metal and advanced weaving. Relation of crafts to club and summer camp work and to
occupational therapy. Students are given freedom to work out problems
according to individual interests.
Required in the art curriculum. Prerequisite: Art 131.

235.

COSTUME DESIGN. Any quarter as determined by demand.
(4 q. hrs.)
The designing of costumes for various type figures, emphasizing the
student's individual needs. Style and color in relation to personality. History of costume.
236.

HISTORY AND APPRECIATION I. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
A study is made of man's creative efforts in the visual arts from the prehistoric period to the medieval period. The development of art growing
out of man's needs and his desire for beauty and its relation to the natural
and social environment. The architecture, sculpture, painting, weaving,
pottery, and metal work of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, and the Roman
Empire.
Required in the art curriculum.
237.

HISTORY AND APPRECIATION II. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The art of the medieval period and the Renaissance through the seventeenth century. The architecture of the Romanesque and Gothic periods
and the painting of the Renaissance with a brief survey of the art of the Far
East are important topics.
Required in the art curriculum.
238.

HISTORY AND APPRECIATION Ill. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The development of the visual arts since the beginning of the eighteenth
century with emphasis upon art in America. The relation of art to contemporary living.
Required in the art curriculum.
239.

CERAMICS.
Study of three
Modeling of animals
Recommended in

Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
methods of pottery making-coil, slab and casting.
and figures. Glazing, firing of the kiln.
the art curriculum.

256.

STAGE DESIGN. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Stage composition; color planning and designing of stage accessories.
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Art
Recommended in the art curriculum.
curriculum.

Alternate requirement in Speech

259.

ADVANCED CRAFTS. Fall and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Opportunities for those who have had weaving, pottery, and other crafts
to do advanced work.
Electwe.

340.

METHODS OF TEACHING ART IN HIGH SCHOOL Spring.
(4 q. hrs.)
Study of the functions of art in the secondary school curriculum. Instructional practice in teaching techniques of various media and processes.
Lesson, unit and curriculum planning.
Required in the art curriculum.
344.

HOME PLANI\LING AND FURNISHING. Fall and winter.
(4 q. hrs.)
The study of interior decoration in relation to the home. The selection
of the house in terms of family needs; its furnishings in harmony with the
personality, income, and individual interests of the family group, developed
according to basic art principles. History of period styles.
Required in the art and home economics curricula. Prerequisite: Art
130 and 131.
345.

METHODS OF TEACHING ART IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Study of function of art in the educational experiences of the pupil in
the elementary grades. Problems in adapting the various art media and
processes to the different grade levels. Lesson, unit and curriculum planning.
Required in the art curriculum. Should be substituted for Art 224 by
art minors in elemeniary curriculum.
346.

LIFE DRAWING II. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Advanced work with costumed model and from imagination in figure
composition. Use of the figure in drawing, painting, advertising, and illustration.
Elective.
350.

PAl NTI NG II. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Painting of still life and landscape in water color, tempera, and oil.
Elective.

351.

ART BACKGROUNDS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A survey of our art heritage, its development from the life of the different periods in history, with sufficient criticism to form a basis for the evaluation of contemporary art for individual use and appreciation.
Required in the English curriculum.
352.

PAINTING Ill. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Outdoor and studio work in landscape painting in oils and other media.
Analyses of composition of landscape painters.
Required in the art curriculum as an alternate with Art 447.
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355.

PAINTING IV. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Painting in water color; drawing in ink with pen and brush. Study of
these media as means for individual expression and their application to illustration and advertising.

Required in the art curriculum.
447.

COMPOSITION I. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The development of original work in decorative and pictorial design
based on previous training in art fundamentals and media.

Required in the art curriculum as alternate with Art 352.
448.

COMPOSITION II. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Advanced work in decorative and pictorial design.
and choice of media.

Individual projects

Required in the art curriculum as alternate with Art 455.
419.

COMMERCIAL DESIGN. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Advanced work in advertising art, including lettering, posters, commercial wrappings, art planning of school annuals, and current advertising problems.

Required in the art curriculum.
453.

PSYCHOLOGY OF ART. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The study of the human or psychological basis for art expression. Analysis of art ability in terms of aptitudes, skills, and creative capacities. Use of
tests in art.

Required in the art curriculum.
454.

ART IN JOURNALISM. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The problems of lay-out, illustration, and color in advertising, with
reproductive processes.
455.

PRINT MAKING. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Study of print processes and outstanding print makers.
work in serigraphs, etchings and advanced block printing.

Laboratory

Required in the art curriculum as alternate with Art 448.
4 iB.

ART SEMINAR. Any quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
The integration of art experiences in practice work, history of art, and
art education as a final preparation for teaching. Investigation of problems
in art education; projects in original work selected according to individual
interests.

Prerequisite:

Permission of instructor.

460.

DESIGN Ill. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The study of modern developments in the field of design emphasizing
the designing of articles for manufacture and work in display advertising.

Required in the art curriculum,
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BUSINESS EDUCATION
(1) Typewriting
110.

TYPEWRITING. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Elementary instruction in typewriting. The work includes development of correct writing habits, drills in rhythm, simple tabulation. and letter
writing. Speed requirement: minimum of twenty net words per minute for
five minutes with three errors or less.
Fee $1.00.
111.

TYPEWRITING, Continued. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course includes the typewriting of different types of business letters,
special attention being given to the form, arrangement, and style. It also
includes the typewriting of telegrams, cablegrams, radiograms, manuscripts,
reports, rough drafts, displayed matter, tabulations, billing, and common
forms of legal documents. Speed requirement: minimum of thirty net
words per minute for five minutes with five errors or less.
Prerequisite: Business Education 110 or the equivalent. Fee $1 .00.
112.

TYPEWRITING, Continued. Fall and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
In this course, skill development is continued at a higher level. More
advanced work is given in business letters, telegraphic communications,
tables and other statistical matter, billing and business instruments, legal
and business documents, and related typing projects. Speed requirement:
minimum of forty net words per minute for ten minutes with five errors or
less.
Prerequisite: Business Education 110, 111 or the equivalent. Fee $1.00.
210.

ADVANCED TYPEWRITING. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A course in the development of superior skill in typewriting. Additional
and remedial training in speed and accuracy, and study of advanced typing
projects are included. Speed requirement: minimum of fifty net words per
minute for ten minutes with five errors or less.
Prerequisite: Business Education 110, 111, 112 or the equivalent. Fee
$1.00.
211.

ADVANCED TYPEWRITING, Continued.
Winter and spring.
(4 q. hrs.)
This course is designed for those who wish to become skilled in typewriting. Remedial instruction for individual typewriting difficulties is given.
Speed and accuracy are the objectives. Speed requirement: minimum of
sixty net words per minute for ten minutes with five errors or less.
Prerequisite: Business Education 210 or the equivalent. Fee $1.00.
212.

PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS OF OFFICE PRACTICE. Every
quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
A practical course in the subject matter of office practice, including
filing, duplicating devices, voice-writing equipment, and adding and calculating machines.
Prerequisite: Business Education 210 and 211, or permission of the
instructor. Class limited to twenty-four. Fee $1.00.
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(2) Shorthand

123.

SHORTHAND.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

A beginning course in the study of Gregg shorthand. Effort is concentrated on a thorough study of principles, brief forms, and phrasing. Elementary dictation and transcription powers are developed concurrently with
the trainin!!: in theory. No credit for less than one year's work.

124.

SHORTHAND, Continued.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the principles of the shorthand system is completed. The
ability to take dictation and transcribe both business letters and articles is
further developed. No credit for less than one year's work.
Prerequisite: Business Education 123 or the equivalent.

125.

SHORTHAND, Continued.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

Speed combined with accuracy is the aim of this course. Shorthand
theory is reviewed and shorthand vocabularies are further developed. Speed
requirement minimum of sixty words per minute for five minutes to be transcribed with 98 per cent accuracy. No credit for less than one year's work.
Prerequisite: Business Education 123, 124 or the equivalent.

223.

ADVANCED SHORTHAND.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course is devoted to the development of rapid dictation and transcription of business letters. The material is selected from a wide field
with a view to developing the student's control of a comprehensive vocabulary and of testing the ability to take dictation on various subjects. Speed
requirement: minimum of eighty words per minute for five minutes to be
transcribed with 98 per cent accuracy.
Prerequisite: Business Education 123. 124, 125 or the equivalent. Fee
$1.00.

224.

ADVANCED SHORTHAND, Continued.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Expertness in taking dictation and transcribing shorthand rapidly and
accurately is the aim of this course. Speed requirement: minimum of 100
words per minute for five minutes to be transcribed with 98 per cent accuracy.
Prerequisite: Business Education 223 or the equivalent. Fee $1.00.

225.

SECRETARIAL PRACTICE.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course aims to promote finished performance in typewriting and
shorthand. A study is also made of the duties of the secretary in business
and the professions; relations of the private secretary to the employer; and
opportunities for men and women in the secretarial field. Speed requirement:
minimum of 120 words per minute for five minutes to be transcribed at a rate
of not less than twenty-five words per minute with 98 per cent accuracy.
Prerequisite: Business Education 224. Fee $1.00.
(3) Accounting

230.

ACCOUNTING.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course does not presume any previous training in bookkeeping.
The balance sheet and profit and loss statements are studied first, leading
up to the introduction of accounts. The course aims to give a thorough drill
in the principles of accounting as applied to single proprietorship.

Business Education
231.
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ACCOUNTING, Continued.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course is a continuation of the work given during the first term of
accounting with particular emphasis on the interpretation of accounts as
applied to partnerships. A partnership set is used, illustrating the use of
various books of original entry, controlling accounts, and adjusting and closing books.
Prerequisite: Business Education 230 or the equivalent.

232.

ACCOUNTING, Continued.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course consists chiefly of changing partnership books to corporation
books, corporation accounting, voucher system, accounting for departments
and branches, accounting for non-profit organizations, and analysis of financial
statements with interpretations.
Prerequisite: Business Education 231.

330.

(233).

COST ACCOUNTING.

Fall and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

Cost accounting is studied in this course, involving principles and methods
in handling materials, direct labor, and distribution of overhead expenses
as they relate to manufacturing concerns. Departmental accounting, consolidated statements, analysis of financial statements, and auditing are
presented.
Prerequisite: Business Education 230, 231, 232.

331.

(234). INCOME TAX ACCOUNTING.
(4 q. hrs.)

Fall and winter.

The fundamentals of Federal Income Tax Accounting are presented under
the latest amendments to the Internal Revenue Code. The various income
tax blanks and forms are presented and filled in with special emphasis upon
the returns of individuals and partnerships.
Prerequisite: Business Education 230, 231, 232.

332.

(235). SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNTING.
(4 q. hrs.)

Winter and spring.

Social security accounting is presented with its latest developments.
Various blanks and forms are presented and worked out by each student.
Problems connected with social security are studied from the point of view
of both the employer and the employee.
Prerequisite: Business Education 230, 231, 232.

430.

(235). STATEMENT ANALYSIS AND ADVANCED ACCOUNTING
PROBLEMS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)

This course is designed to give a detailed analysis and interpretation of
financial statements with advanced problems supporting the theory presented. Particular types of statements as they apply to public utilities, industrials, and moneyed corporations are introduced.
Prerequisite: Business Education 230, 231, 232.

(4) Methods

340T. METHODS OF TEACHING
PRACTICE. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)

TYPEWRITING

AND

OFFICE

Methods of teaching both beginning and advanced typewriting courses
are included. Demonstrations are given in the teaching of typewriting
techniques. Proficiency in the subject matter must be demonstrated before
credit in this course is granted.
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340S. METHODS OF TEACHING GREGG SHORTHAND. Fall.
(4 q. hrs.)
This course is designed for teachers and prospective teachers who desire
to make a practical study of classroom problems involved in the different
methods of teaching the manual. Special attention is given to the teaching
of advanced dictation and transcription.· Demonstrations are given in the
different methods of teaching shorthand. Proficiency in Gregg shorthand
theory and in taking dictation must be demonstrated before credit in this
course is granted.
340B. METHODS OF TEACHING BOOKKEEPING AND BUSINESS
ARITHMETIC. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
In this course a critical study is made of the teaching of elementary
bookkeeping by modern methods. In addition to lectures and discussions,
there is sufficient laboratory work to insure mastery of the subject in its relation to the problems of the teacher.
3401. METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING INTRODUCTION
TO BUSINESS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This course provides a study and review of the subject matter of introduction to business, junior business training, elementary business training,
practical economics, or general business, as the subject is variously called.
It also deals with consumer education for business as presented in secondary
schools.

(5) General Business Courses
140.

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is a preparation for the courses in accounting. It covers the
simpler exercises and problems of everyday business calculations-including
such topics as the use of aliquot parts, practical short methods of calculations,
fractions, percentage, trade and cash discount, profit and loss, marked price,
commission and brokerage, banker's, accurate, and compound interest, bank
discount, installment buying, taxes, fire insurance, stocks and bonds, and
depreciation.
141.

BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The aim of this course is to train students in the use of correct and forceful English for business purposes. Attention is given to the various types of
business correspondence, such as: application letters, sales letters, credit
letters, collection letters, adjustment letters, form letters, and business reports. Ample practice is given in writing these letters.
Prerequisite: English 120 and 121.
142.

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
The purpose of this course is to acquaint students with the complexity
of business institutions and practices, to enable them to understand the
individual characteristics and relationships of businesses and help them to
decide which fields of specialization they wish to follow.
247.

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
A survey of the field of marketing with emphasis upon principles, trends,
policies in relation to marketing agencies and the fundamental reasons under-
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lying current marketing channels; marketing functions and institutions;
problems involved and methods used in marketing agricultural products,
raw materials and manufactured goods; functions and modes of operation of
wholesale and retail middlemen; basic problems of demand creation; market
finance; market risk; price . .maintenance; unfair methods of competition;
recent governmental activities affecting marketing.

248.

ADVERTISING AND SELLING. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A general survey of the problems of selling and advertising, with special
emphasis upon how each enters the life of the student; the psychology of
salesmanship as it relates to the planning and execution of a sale; principles
of general selling and advertising as they relate to selling.
249.

RETAIL STORE OPERATION. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The organization and management of retail stores: location, layout,
financing, buying, pricing, credits and collections, stock control, personnel
work, business forecasting. Some attention is given to the fundamental
principles and problems as they relate to a distributive education program.
Actual selling experience is encouraged if no previous experience has been
acquired.
Prerequisite: Business Education 247 and 248, or permission of the
instructor.
351.

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The purpose of this course is to acquaint students with the fundamentals
of successful management, including phases of administrative, staff, and
operative management in the business situation. Management principles
and techniques are given for various fields of business. Factors basic to
business: objectives, policies, functions, executive leadership, organization
structure and morale, and operational procedure and control. Where possible
relationships are created to emphasize management in the school and classroom situation.
352.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course includes the objectives, functions, and organization of a
typical personnel program. Problems in personnel administration: job
analysis, job evaluation, selection and placement, education and training,
safety and health, employee services, employee relations, administration of
wages and hours, labor legislation and personnel research are studied. Basic
guidance techniques required by business teachers in order to make this
insight into personnel administration in industry useful and practical in the
classroom situation.
Prerequisite: Business Education 351, or permission of the instructor.
353.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Duties and responsibilities of the office manager; principles of practical
office management and their application. Includes survey and analysis;
development and use of manuals; selection, training, pay and promotion of
office employees; controlling office expense and measuring office efficiency;
flow of work; purchase and use of office equipment; physical factors, centralization of office services; report writing; quality and quantity standards.
Prerequisite: Business Education 351 and 352, or permission of the
instructor.
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FOUNDATIONS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION. Omitted 1950-51.
(4 q. hrs.)
In this course a study is made of the evolution of the commercial curriculum, reorganization of the commercial curriculum in terms of large and small
high schools, and placement of subjects; philosophies and objectives of business education are appraised in terms of business occupational requirements
and trends.

444.

PROBLEMS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION. Omitted 1950-51.
(4 q. hrs.)
This course evaluates testing materials available in business education,
the problems of supervision and administration of business education, job
analysis, placement and follow-up of graduates, and vocational information
and guidance.

445.

BUSINESS LAW. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course deals with the rules governing law and its administration;
property, torts; contracts; agency, employer, and employee; negotiable instruments; and suretyship.
The aim of the course is to give the student a
thorough and correct understanding of the fundamental principles of business
law.

446.

BUSINESS LAW, Continued. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is a continuation of Business Education 446 and considers
insurance; bailments; carriers; sales; partnership; corporation; deeds of
conveyance; mortgages; landlord and tenant and business crimes.

447.

CORPORATION FINANCE. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The corporation in a possible life cycle of organization, operation, and
reorganization or failure; the various forms of corporate securities; financing
the corporation; management of income.
Prerequisite: Business Education 230, 231, 232 and Social Science 254,
255, 256 or the equivalent.

448.

(6) Penmanship
PENMANSHIP. Every quarter. (1 q. hr.)
The course in penmanship is designed to give the students an opportunity
to improve their own handwriting, both at the desk and at the blackboard,
and at the same time they are given methods of teaching for each grade.
The students make individual progress charts and learn how to grade their
own handwriting as well as that of the children from various standard handwriting scales. The students who have made satisfactory progress at the
end of the first six weeks may start writmg for their teachers certificates.
During the last six weeks, these students are given a chance to observe and
to teach handwriting in the Elementary Training School. This course not
only enables the students to acquire a thorough knowledge of the subject,
but gives them an opportunity to complete all requirements for the teachers
certificates in handwriting.

120,

Required in the elementary and business education curricula.
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EDUCATION
201.

PRINCIPLES OF SAFETY EDUCATION.

Summer.

(4 q. hrs.)

220.

WORKSHOP. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
Opportunity to work on individual problems with guidance of staff
members.
Registration by permission only.

226.

RURAL CURRICULUM PROBLEMS.

Summer.

(4 q. hrs.)

228.

READING. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
An introduction to a study of the principles and the methodology of
teaching reading in the elementary grades. Major emphasis is placed on
silent and oral work-type reading. The objectives, instructional materials,
and the teaching problems to be developed in each stage of reading experience
form the basis for classroom discussion. The skills, attitudes, and abilities
of each stage are considered. Demonstrations in the laboratory school are
arranged for class observation and discussion. The place of phonics, the
construction and use of tests, the making and me of good seat work, and the
use of drills are topics carefully considered.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Prerequisite: Education 231
and 232.

230.

AN INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
A comprehensive survey of the field of education designed to give an
understanding of the development of the American school system, to aid in
the analysis of current trends in American education, and to create an appreciation for teaching as a profession.
Required in all curricula.

231.

INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. Every
quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
A beginning course. Major topics treated are schools of psychology,
the physical basis of behavior, native and acquired responses, mental hygiene,
and individual differences.
Required in all curricula.
232.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
The first six weeks are devoted to a study of the learning process. The
second six weeks are devoted to a study of human growth and development.
Required in all curricula. Prerequisite: Education 231.
313.

RURAL SCHOOL OBSERVATION. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
Observation of a modern one-room school. Enrollment is restricted to
juniors, seniors, or teachers actually in service.
Elective in the elementary curriculum.

324.

DIRECTED STUDY AND OBSERVATION OF TEACHING. Fall.
(4 q. hrs.)
The problems and duties of the elementary teacher are studied through
observations in classrooms, reading and discussion. Such topics as classroom organization and management, teaching procedures, learning materials,
planning the daily program, records and reports, promotions, school environ-
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ment, parent-teacher-pupil relationships, and evaluation of the work of the
school are considered as these affect the learning activities of children.
Prerequisite: Education 230, 231, 232.

325.

PRIMARY EDUCATION. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A course devoted primarily to a study of problems pertaining to teaching
in the first three grades. The principal topics for discussion are the mental,
physical, and social growth of the child during the pre-school and primary
grades periods; the aims and the curricula of the nursery school and the
kindergarten; the aims, the curricula, he equipment, and the materials of
the primary grades; teaching the various subjects in the curriculum of the
primary grades; and the personal characteristics and professional preparation
of the primary teacher.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Prerequisite: Twelve quarter
hours in education.
326.

CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR TEACHING. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
A survey of recent developments in the field. Developmental tasks,
case studies, techniques of group management. A basic text is used, supplemented by source materials.
343.

PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
The course deals with properties of the human organism that make education possible, properties of society that make education necessary, historical concepts that have dominated organized education, the place of education in a democratic society, and the aims of education in a democratic
society. Emphasis is placed upon a study of recent social trends and their
implications for education.
Required in all curricula. Prerequisite: Education 230, 231, 232.
344.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
About one-third of the time is devoted to educational statistics. The
remainder of the time is devoted to a brief study of the testing movement,
advantages and limitations of various types of tests, criteria for the selection
of tests, examinations of numerous standardized tests, and the construction
of tests in the student's major field.
Required in all curricula except home economics and music. Prerequisite:
Education 230, 231, 232.
345.

DIRECTED STUDY AND OBSERVATION OF TEACHING. Every
quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Problems pertaining to the extra-instructional and the instructional
activities of the secondary teacher are discussed. Observations in the Training School are an integral part of the course.
Required in the curricula for the preparation of secondary school teachers
except the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Education 230, 231, 232.
351.

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
This course deals with the principles of mental behavior as they are related to the various fields of experience. Special reference is directed to the
psychological factors involved in business, industry, law, medicine, the arts,
human relations, and other areas of human endeavor.
Prerequisite: Education 231 and 232.
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446.

MODERN TRENDS IN EDUCATION. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The topics discussed vary from year to year. Each student is expected
to choose for detailed study one problem in which he is especially interested.
Prerequisite: Sixteen quarter hours in education.

447.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
This course deals with the various phases of social behavior. Specifically,
some of the problems dealt with are instinctive adaptation to social situations, group and individual reactions to social phenomena, customs, fashions,
fads, conventions, national and racial attitudes, occupations, institutions,
and the social self in the present-day ·world.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Prerequisite: Sixteen quarter
hours in education.
443.

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION. Winter and
summer. (4 q. hrs.)
This is an introductory course for students who desire a knowledge of
problems in educational organization, administration, and supervision in
the nation, the state, and local units. School law and finance as well as
current educational problems receive attention.
Prerequisite: Sixteen quarter hours in education.

450.

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
The course affords the student an opportunity for investigation and
analysis of the elementary and secondary school materials in which he is
most interested.
Prerequisite: Junior standing or experience in teaching and permission
of the instructor.
451.

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student with various forms
and types of abnormal behavior. Stress is given to these patterns as they
affect the relations between the teacher and the pupil. Attention is also
given to a study of the adolescent. The philosophy of mental hygiene is
integrated throughout the course, stressing the application of these hygienic
principles in developing proper behavior patterns in the school and the community.
Prerequisite: Sixteen quarter hours in education.

453.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
The aim of this course is twofold: (1) To set up guiding principles for
pupil participation in the life of the school. In doing this, emphasis is placed
upon such activities as home-room and class organizations, student councils,
assemblies, publications, forensics, clubs and societies, commencements,
athletics, social activities, and other activities for elementary and secondary
schools; (2) To acquaint teachers with out-of-school agencies which can
facilitate the work of teachers and which teachers may be called upon to encourage, such as the P. T. A., Junior Red Cross, state agencies such as the
Conservation Department, Biological Survey, State Department of Public
Health, Boy and Girl Scouts, and others.
When class interest makes it desirable, the Scouters Basic Training
Course is made an optional part of the course. Instruction is provided by
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qualified Scouters and a certificate is awarded by the Scout organization for
the satisfactory completion of the course.
Prerequisite: Sixteen quarter hours in education.

454.

PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF GUIDANCE. Summer and
winter. (4 q. l1rs.)
This course deals with the principles and purposes underlying guidance
activities, the organization for carrying on such activities, and a study of
means by which counseling activities may be carried on in small communities
as well as in larger systems. The guidance point of view and the role of the
classroom teacher in a guidance program are emphasized.
Prerequisite: Sixteen quarter hours in education.

455.

MENTAL HYGIENE. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
A course stressing the normal individual's problem of maintaining his
own mental health, with secondary consideration of the significance to the
community of mental illness in the cost of maintaining institutions, in crime,
delinquency, suicide, alcoholism, and the like. Physical, mental, emotional, and social factors underlying mental health; right and wrong use of
mental mechanisms; rise and development of the mental hygiene movement
and the application of its principles to home, school, and social situations.
Prerequisite: Sixteen quarter hours in education.
456.

INTRODUCTION TO AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION. Spring and
summer. (4 q. hrs.)
Practical theory and principles for use of multi-sensory materials and
equipment in teaching. Typical considerations are: guidance in use of materials and equipment; evaluation of program; selection, purchase or production of materials; types of materials most in demand for each level and area
of the curriculum.
457.

EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
Applications from the general field of sociology to the problems of the
school. Personality and culture, the school in its community, marriage and
family living, juvenile delinquency, intergroup relations, group dynamics,
sociometry, role-playing, and communication are studied in their relationships
to student learning.
458.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A course in the history, organization and administration of vocational
education. Federal and state laws affecting vocational schools are considered.
Required in the home economics curriculum, and in the industrial arts
curriculum unless Education 345 is substituted.

Teaching
Admission to Student Teaching. 1. For registration for student teaching in any quarter in any curriculum a student must have a C (1.0) average or
higher.
2. Students transferring from other colleges must be in attendance at
least one summer term or one quarter during which they earn sixteen quarter
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hours of credit. They must have a C average, or higher, for all their work
and meet all the other requirements that apply to eligibility for student
teaching.
3. Students who meet all the requirements may be admitted to student
teaching in the sophomore or junior year with permission of the Dean and the
Director of Teacher Training.
4. No student may be admitted to student teaching in his sophomore
year until he has achieved full sophomore standing and bas completed at
least sixteen quarter hours in education, Library 120, and Business Education
120.
5. No junior or senior is eligible to take student teaching until he has
completed Library 120. Students in a four-year elementary or business education curriculum must also have completed Businesss Education 120.
6. A detailed description of the courses in supervised student teaching
may be found under the head, Training Schools.
7. All assignments for supervised student teaching are made by the
Director of Teacher Training. Students should arrange for their teaching
assignment before registering for other subjects.
8. Students registered for teaching must leave the 4:00-5:00 period on
Thursdays open for group conferences.
220, 221. SUPERVISED STUDENT TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL Every quarter. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
Required of students who plan to obtain a limited elementary certificate by
examination.
441, 442, 443. SUPERVISED STUDENT TEACHING IN THE MAJOR
OR MINOR SUBJECTS. Every quarter. (4 qrs. for each course.)
Three quarters of teaching are required. At least one of these quarters
must be in the major subject and one in a minor subject is recommended.
Required in all curricula.

ENGLISH
Notes. Any student entering the College with a deficiency in the basic
skills in English-reading, writing, spelling, elements of grammar and good
usage-may be required to take work in remedial English in addition to the
required freshman composition courses.
Junior English Examination. In the Winter Quarter of each school year
all juniors are required to take the Junior English Examination-a test set
by the faculty to see that students soon to engage in student teaching have
attained a satisfactory standard of written English. Students whose English
is shown by the test to be deficient must remove their deficiency by taking
such instruction as the Department of English shall designate.
120.

COMPOSITION. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
A basic course in communication, including listening, reading, speaking,
and writing. Many short themes required to develop facility in writing
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correct, effective sentences and paragraphs. Some study of rhetorical and
grammatical principles and their application to expression.

121.

COMPOSITION. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Further study of rhetoric and grammar. Longer units of composition
in which problems of organization, coherence, and unity are studied. One
research paper required in addition to about ten themes of three or four pages
each.
English 120 and 121 are required in all curricula.
122.

LITERATURE IN THE GRADES. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Emphasizes chiefly wide acquaintance with the great bodies of world
literature-myth, legend, etc.-and with the best poetry suitable for children.
Required in the elementary curriculum for lower grades. Not accepted
for elective credit in other curricula.
123.

STORY-TELLING. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
Theory and practice in telling stories to children of different ages.
Elective. The course may be substituted for English 122 or 124.

124.

METHODS IN COMPOSITION AND LITERATURE IN UPPER
GRADES. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
Required in the elementary curriculum for the upper grades unless English
126 is taken. Not accepted for elective credit in other curricula.

125.

COMPOSITION AND LITERATURE. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Third quarter of freshman English except for those students required
to take other courses. A continuation of composition work begun in English
120 and 121 to fix expression skills. A brief introduction to literary types.
Required in all curricula, except the English and elementary education
curricula. Prerequisite: English 120 and 121.
126.

GRAMMAR. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the English sentence, with some attention to the parts of
speech. Methods are illustrated and stressed. This is primarily a course
for those preparing to teach in the upper grades or in junior or senior high
school English, but is open to any student who feels the need of grammatical
insight.
Required in the elementary curriculum for the upper grades unless English
124 is taken; required in the English curriculum. Elective in other curricula
210J. INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
A survey of the history of journalism, of the ethics of the profession, of
the newspaper as reflection and as molder of public opinion. Examination
of leading American newspapers as to editorial and stylistic policies. Some
practice in newswriting; class exercises.
Prerequisite: English 120, 121.
211J, 212J. REPORTING. Winter, spring. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
Principles of gathering and writing news, with practice in the classroom
and, as soon as practicable, on the Eastern State News.
Prerequisite: English 210J.
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English
230.

NINETEENTH CENTURY PROSE FICTION. Fall and winter.
(4 q. hrs.)
English 230 treats of fiction of the first half of the nineteenth century
with emphasis upon the novels of Austen, Thackeray, Dickens, and Hawthorne. Standards of good fiction, past and present, are discussed.
Required in the English curriculum.
231.

NINETEENTH CENTURY PROSE FICTION, Continued. Winter
and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
English 231, a continuation of English 230, is concerned with the fiction
of the latter half of the nineteenth century as represented by the novels of
George Eliot, Hardy, Meredith, and James.
Prerequisite: English 230.
234.

AMERICAN LITERATURE. Fall and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A survey of American literature from Colonial times to the end of the
nineteenth century, stressing trends and major writers, with as much reading
of original materials as the time will allow.
·
Required in the English and elementary education curricula.

235.

GREEK DRAMA. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Origin and development of classical drama: Aeschylus, Sophocles,
Euripides, with a study of Greek life and thought, and their contribution to
our culture.
Prerequisite: English 120, 121, 125.
236.

SHAKESPEARE AND THE ELIZABETHAN DRAMA. Winter.
(4 q. hrs.)
A study of Shakespeare's most important plays, and of their place in the
development of English drama. Some attention is given to the chief dramatists contemporary with Shakespeare.
Required in the English curriculum.
237.

MODERN DRAMA. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The purpose of this course is to familiarize the student with what is best
in modern drama.
239.
240.

DRAMATICS.

Omitted 1950-51.

(4 q. hrs.)

--

LITERATURE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
An objective study of the various types of literature of the Old Testament-simple narratives, biography, history, law, short story, drama, prophecy, poetry, and wisdom literature. Some attention is paid to historical
backgrounds.
Elective.
310J, 311J. ADVANCED REPORTING AND NEWS EDITING. Fall and
winter. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
To receive credit in this course, the student must have a position on the
Eastern State News. Two staff meetings are held weekly in lieu of classroom
attendance. There is practice in securing news, and in the editing of news
stories.
Prerequisite: English 210J, 211J, 212J.
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312J. FEATURE
(4 q. hrs.)

WRITING

AND

MAGAZINE

ARTICLES.

Spring.

Practice in writing newspaper features and magazine articles. Study
of marketing possibilities. Sale of material written in class when possible.
Prerequisite: English 210J, 211J, 212J.

340.

METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
Spring. (4 q. hrs.)

Important topics connected with English in the high Rchool are covered
as fully as time permits.
Required in the English curriculum.

343.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

Extensive reading in current literature introduces the student to the
best that is being written today, and provides him with some standards of
judgment with the hope of stimulating his enthusiasm for good books.
Required in the English curriculum.

344.

ADVANCED RHETORIC.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Cliiefly written composition, applying the principles of organization and
effective expression to somewhat more extended material than do En~~:lish
120 and 121. The course is intended to give both an introduction to the
methods of research and opportunity for original work.
Required in the English curriculum. Prerequi~ite: Twd1•e quarter
hours of English.

346.

ENGLISH POETRY, BEOWULF TO MILTON.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

English poetry from its Anglo-Saxon beginnings through the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance.

347.

ENGLISH
(4 q. hrs.)

POETRY,

MIL TON

TO

WORDSWORTH.

Winter.

Milton and his contemporaries.
Classicists (Dryden, Pope, Johnson).
on Blake and Burns.

Restoration and Eighteenth Century
Precursors of Romanticism with stress

348.

NINETEENTH

ENGLISH
(4 q. hrs.)

POETRY, THE

CENTURY.

Spring.

Early Romanticists: Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats,
and their contemporaries. Victorians: Tennyson, the Brownings, Arnold,
Clough, and Fitzgerald. Post-Victorians: the Rossettis, Morris, Swinburne,
Hopkins, and Bridges.
English 346, 347, 348 required in English curriculum.

349.

MAJOR AMERICAN WRITERS AND MOVEMENTS.
(4 q. hrs.)

Winter.

An intensive study of a single movement and the chief authors involved
-such as Emerson and New England Transcendentalism, Mark Twain and
Westward Expansion. Only one movement is traated in any given term,
but the movement and authors may change from term to term.
Elective.
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350.

CREATIVE WRITING. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Practice in finding, organizing, and presenting materials for poetry, the
familiar essay, the biographical sketch, and the short story. Emphasis is
placed on materials drawn from the writer's experience and environment.
Papers are read and subjected to discussion and criticism.
Elective.
449.

THE ESSAY. Fall. ( 4 q. hrs.)
The course traces the development of the essay in English, with special
attention to style. Eighteenth and nineteenth century essays are stressed
most.
Required in the English curriculum.
450.

HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The development of the English language from Anglo-Saxon to the
language of today.
Required in the English curriculum. Prerequisite: English 126 or its
equivalent. Not open as elective in other curricula except by special permission
of the head of the English department.
451.

HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The development of English literature from Anglo-Saxon times to the
present, with a glance at the American branch, drawing together all previous
literature courses.
Required in the English curriculum.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
(1) Latin

120, 121, 122. BEGINNING LATIN. Omitted 1950~51. (4 q. hrs. for
each course.)
This sequence is offered for students who desire to begin the study of
Latin in college. The aim in this course is to teach the student the fundamentals of the language. Special attention is given to the influence of Latin
on English.
No credit for graduation for less than a year's work.
123.

INTRODUCTORY LATIN READING. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Review of Latin grammar; exercises; practice in sight translation.
Required in the Latin curriculum. Prerequisite: Latin 120, 121, 122,
or two years of Latin in high school.
124.

ORATIONS OF CICERO. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Readings from the four orations against Catiline. Cicero's career and
the political background of the conspiracy of Catiline are discussed. Exercises in Latin composition.
Required in the Latin curriculum. Prerequisite: Latin 125.
125.

VERGIL'S AENEID. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Selections from Books I to VI. Greek and Roman mythology; scansion;
sight translation; life of Vergil.
Required in the Latin curriculum. Prerequisite: Latin 123.
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230.

CICERO'S ESSAYS, SELECTIONS FROM DE AMICITIA AND
DE SENECTUTE. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Required in the Latin curriculum.

231.

HORACE, SELECTIONS FROM
EPISTLES. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Required in the Latin curriculum.

232.

LIVY, SELECTIONS FROM BOOKS I, XXI, XXII.
(4 q. hrs.)

THE ODES,

SATIRES, AND

Spring.

Required in the Latin curriculum.
(2) French

130, 131, 132. FIRST YEAR FRENCH. Fall, winter, spring. (4 q. hrs.
for each course.)
Principles of grammar; phonetics; pronunciation and drill in rhythm and
intonation; reading of simple French texts; conversation.
No credit for graduation for less than a year's work.
230, 231, 232. SECOND YEAR FRENCH. Fall, winter, spring.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)
Review of grammar; exercises in composition; conversation; readings.
Prerequisite: Two years of high-school French or one year of college
French.
RAPID READING COURSE. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is designed for students who have had one year of French
and wish to limit their efforts to acquiring proficiency in the reading of the
language.

236.

FRENCH LABORATORY. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
Intensive work in French pronunication using the Language Phone
Method, records with text published by Funk and Wagnall. Tape recordings
are made of each lesson so that progress is checked daily. This course may
be pursued by students at different levels.

237.

333, 334, 335. ADVANCED FRENCH.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)
340.

Omitted 1950-51.

METHODS OF TEACHING FRENCH.

Omitted 1950-51.

(4 q. hrs.)
Required in the French curriculum.
French.

Prerequisite:

Three years of college

436, 437, 438. ALTERNATE ADVANCED FRENCH.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)

Omitted 1950-51.

(3) German

230, 231, 232. FIRST YEAR GERMAN. Fall, winter, spring.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)
Principles of grammar; practice in pronunciation and conversation;
reading of Hagboldt's Graded Texts and lmmensee; memorizing of ooetry.
No credit for graduation for less than a year's work.
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333, 334, 335. SECOND YEAR GERMAN.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)

Fall, winter, spring.

Rapid review of grammar; exercises in composition. Intensive reading
of Germelshausen, Der Schwiegersohn, and Wilhelm Tell. Students are required to read a number of German books on which written reports are made.
Some poems are memorized.
Prerequisite: German 230, 231, 232, or the equivalent.

(4) Spanish
Students majoring in Spanish should take, in addition to the elementary
course, Spanish 130, 131, 132, three sequences from the following and Spanish
340, 341, 342.

130, 131, 132. FIRST YEAR SPANISH.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)

Fall, winter, spring.

The fundamentals of grammar; drill in pronunciation and conversation;
graded readings.
No credit for graduation for less than a year's work.

230, 231, 232. SECOND YEAR SPANISH.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)

Fall, winter, spring.

Review of grammar; exercises in composition; practice in conversation.
Prerequisite: Two years of Spanish in high school or one year in college.

233, 234, 235. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)

Fall, winter, spring.

Exercises in grammar; practice in conversaiion; readings from Spanish
American literature.
Prerequisite: Spanish 230, 231, 232.

336.

SPANISH AMERICAN SHORT STORY.
Prerequisite: Second year Spanish.

337.

READINGS IN SPANISH AMERICAN POETS.
Prerequisite: Second year Spanish.

338.

SELECTED SPANISH AMERICAN NOVELS.
Prerequisite: Second year Spanish

339.

SELECTED SPANISH NOVELS.

Fall.

Summer.

(4 q. hrs.)
Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Spring. (4 q. hrs.)

(4 q. hrs.)

340.

METHODS IN THE TEACHING OF SPANISH.
(4 q. hrs.)

341.

INTRODUCCION A LA
1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)

342.

INTRODUCCION A LA CIVILIZACION HISPANOAMERICANA.
Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)

CIVILIZACION

Omitted 1950-51.

ESPANOLA.

430, 431. ~32. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE OF SPAIN.
1950·5L (4 q. hrs. fnr oa:.h course.)

Omitted

Omitted

433,434,435. READINGS I :'II SPANISH DRAMA OF THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
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GEOGRAPHY
Note: Geography 120, 221, and 236 are required of students in the
elementary curriculum. Geography 120, 130, 221, 233, 236, and 447 give a
minor which meets the state requirements for the teaching of physical and
commercial geography in high school.
120.

PRINCIPLES OF GEOGRAPHY.

Every quarter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A survey of the basic relationships between the natural environment
and man's activities. This course is organized as a service course for thosr~
who are preparing for elementary school teaching and a~ a foundation for
those who have selected geography as a major or minor subject. A one day
field trip gives the student an opportunity to study the physical environment
and economic development in the Charleston area.
Required in the geography, elementary, and social science curricula.

130.

GEOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICA.

Every quarter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the countries of North America, with special reference t<, the
United States, showing the geographic basis for their stages of development
and commercial relations.
Required in the geography and social science curricula. Prerequisite:
Geography 120.

221.

CLIMATOLOGY.

Every quarter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A treatment of climates and their causes. As a basis, a study is made
of the form and motions of the earth as Wlderlying influences upon the elements of weather and climate. Two recitations and four laboratory periods
per week.
Required in the geography and elementary curricula.

233.

GEOMORPHOLOGY.

Fall and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the processes which ehange the surface of the earth. The
course includes work in interpreting the earth's surface through the use of
topographic maps. This course is recommended to those who may teach
physiography or general science in high school. Two recitations and four
laboratory periods per week.
Required in the geography curriculum. Prerequisite: Geography 236.

236.

ELEMENTS OF GEOLOGY.

Fall and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the principl\ls and lines of reasoning by which the history of
the earth and of its life forms has been learned. The course is planned to
give a general, not technical, knowledge which may help students to observe
and enjoy the out-of-doors and to give a background for geography, botany,
and zoology. Two recitations and four laboratory periods per week.
Required in the geography and elementary curricula.

240.

WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A survey course to give the student a concept of the geography of the
world on a regional basis. It affords the student the opportunity of understanding the interrelationships between the various regions of the world and
illustrates the application of geographic principles in numerous population
centers.
Required in the geography curriculum. Prerequisite: Geography 120, 221.
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230F (50). FIELD STUDIES IN REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY OF NORTH
AMERICA. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the techniques of
field observation and study, in addition to providing a knowledge of the
geography and geology of much of the central part of the United States.
Classwork will be supplemented with four week-end trips which will include
portions of six states: Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas,
and Missouri. Some of the areas of interest are: The Kentucky Bluegrass
Region, Mississippi Delta Land, Ozark Mountains, Mammoth Cave, Indiana
Sand Dunes, glaciated and unglaciated Illinois, and the Lake of the Ozarks.
Students will have the opportunity of studying large industrial areas, i.e.,
Chicago and St. Louis and many different agricultural areas.

331 (231).

GEOGRAPHY OF SOUTH AMERICA.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course includes a study of all Latin America. It shows the geographic basis for their stages of development and for their commercial relations especially with the United States. It furnishes a background for
understanding the "good neighbor" policy.
Required in the geography and Spanish curricula. Prerequisite: Geography 120, 221.

340.

METHODS AND MATERIALS IN GEOGRAPHY IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)

The characteristics of geography and its place in the secondary school
curriculum; training in methods of study; selection and critical examination
of text and reference books; illustrative material and visual aids; examination
and appraisal of classroom procedures.
Required in the geography curriculum.

340G. METHODS AND MATERIALS IN GEOGRAPHY IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
343.

GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the countries of Europe showing the geographic basis for
their stages of development and commercial relations; emphasis upon current
problems.
Required in the French curricula. Prerequisite: Geography 120, 221.

344.

TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION.

Omitted 1950-51.

(4 q. hrs.)

A survey of the major trade regions of the world and the transportation
facilities which have contributed to their development.
Required in the geography curriculum.

345.

GEOGRAPHY OF ASIA.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

An advanced course. After a general survey of the continent, China,
Japan, U.S.S.R., India, and the East Indies are studied in detail.
Prerequisite: Geography 130, 331, 31,3.

350.

MAP INTERPRETATION.
Elective.

446.

Prerequisite:

Omitted 1950-51.

(4 q. hrs.)

Junior standing and permission of instructor.

URBAN GEOGRAPHY.

Omitted 1950-51.

Required in the geography curriculum.

(4 q. hrs.)
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447.

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
An advanced course for teachers of commercial geography in high school
or for persons interested in studying the economic conditions which affect
our daily lives. The occupational approach is followed.
Required in the geography and social science curricula. Prerequisite:
Senior college standing.
448.

THE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES. Fall.
(4 q. hrs.)
A study of problems dealing with the conservation of soil, minerals,
forests, animals, and waters, with special reference to the United States.
Prerequisite: Senior college standing.

HOME ECONOMICS
Note 1. The four-year curriculum in home economics is designed to
prepare students to meet the qualifications to teach home economics in high
schools which receive Federal and State aid under Vocational Laws. A grade
point average of 1.5 is required to qualify for teaching in vocational schools.

2. Home Economics 101, 202, 203, 204, 232, and 344 have 2 lecture
periods and 2 laboratory periods (100 minutes each) a week; Home Economics 201 and 304 meet 8 periods a week; other Home Economics courses meet
4 periods a week.
101.

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AND CLOTHING SELECTION.
Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Personality development through the study of costume selection, good
grooming, and social practices.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Fee 50 cents.
102.

ELEMENTARY NUTRITION. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The basic principles of human nutrition and their application to everyday nutritional problems; the relation of good food habits to the selection
of an adequate dietary.
Required in the home economics curriculum.
201.

CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Fundamental principles of clothing construction.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Prerequisite: Home Economics 101. Fee 50 cents.

202.

FOOD PREPARATION. Fall and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the scientific principles underlying food preparation and their
application illustrated in the laboratory.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Prerequisite: Home Economics 102, Chemistry 130, 131. Fee $2.00.
203.

ADVANCED FOOD PREPARATION. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A continuation of Home Economics 202 with consideration of more advanced problems.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Prerequisite: Home Economics 102, 202; Chemistry 210, 211, 212; Botany 235. Fee $2.00.

~--------------------------------~'''
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MEAL MANAGEMENT AND TABLE SERVICE.
(4 q. hrs.)

Spring.

Selection, purchase, preparation and service of food, considering dietary
standards, food habits and nutritional needs of groups. Preparation and
service of food for special occasions are also considered.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Prerequisite: Home Economics 102, 202, 203. Fee $2.00.

232.

TEXTILES.

Fall and winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Study of weaves, yarns, fibers, and finishes with reference to selection
of fabrics for clothing and the home.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Prerequisite: Home Economics 101, 201. Fee 50 cents.

245.

HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT.

Spring.

(2 q. hrs.)

The principles of scientific management as applied to the home; includes a study of family finance, household buying, care of equipment, time
and energy management, and housing problems.
Required in the home economics curriculum.

246.

HOME NURSING.

Spring.

(2 q. hrs.)

A study of the factors which determine personal health and the intelligent
management of illnesses in the home.
Required in the home economics curriculum.

304.

ADVANCED CLOTHING.

Fall and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

Selection and construction of tailored garments.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Prerequisite: Home Economics 101, 201, 232. Fee 50 cents.

330.

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT.

Fall and winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Study of the selection, construction, operation and care of household
equipment, and their relation to the well-being of the family group.
Elective. Fee $2.00.

340.

METHODS OF TEACHING
spring. (4 q. hrs.)

HOME

ECONOMICS.

Fall

and

This course deals with the principles of teaching as applied to home
economics, the development of home economics curricula, and the organization and administration of homemaking departments in the public schools.
Required in the home economics curriculum.

344.

NUTRITION AND DIETETICS.

Winter and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

The chemistry and physiology of nutrition; food requirements of persons
of different ages; adapting diet to nutritional disorder.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Prerequisite: Home Economics 102; Chemistry 210, 211, 212; Botany 235. Fee $2.00.

345.

HOME MANAGEMENT HOUSE.

Every quarter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Experience in the practical application of the principles of household
management is offered through a twelve weeks' residence period in the Home
Management House.
Required in the junior year of the home economics curriculum. Prerequisite:
Home Economics 245 and 204.
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346.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT.

Fall and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

The physical, mental, social and emotional development of the young
child with discussion of home problems.
Required in the home economics curriculum.

347.

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of trends in family life, including social and economic changes
which affect family living.
Required in the home economics curriculum.

350.

CONSUMERS' EDUCATION.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the consumers' problems in the present-day markets; factors
influencing consumers' demands; standardization and informative labeling.

360.

QUANTITY COOKERY.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Methods of food preparation in quantity; menu planning for institutions;
recipe selection and standardization; economical use of materials and time.
Practical experience is offered through the use of the college cafeteria.
Elective. Prerequisite: Home Economics 102, 202, 203, 204.

365.

INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

Organization and management of institution kitchens. including selection, use and care of institution equipment; food cost and accounting; food
laws, and personnel management. Prepares students to handle school lunch
rooms, cafeterias, or commercial food production.
Elective. Prerequisite: Home Economics .'160.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
134.

BENCH WOODWORK.

Fall and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

The function, care, and use of the principal woodworking hand tools
are studied in this course. Consideration is given to many types of available
woodworking supplies and also to elements of woodfinishing. Two class discussions and 6 hours laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Fee $2.50 (includes all supplies).

135.

INTERMEDIATE WOODWORK.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course is a continuation of Industrial Arts 134. Additional tools
and materials are studied. A study of lumber is made. A limit is set as to
types of projects undertaken. Two class discussions and 6 hours of laboratory
work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Industrial
Arts 134. Fee $2.00.

136.

GENERAL METAL.

Every quarter.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course is planned to develop manipulative skill in the use of hand
tools for working common metals as tool steel, mild steel, and art metals.
Processes in bending, beating, shaping, and finishing hot and cold metal are
studied. A study of metal working tools and materials is considered. Two
class discussions and 6 hours laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Fee $3.00 (includes all supplies).
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150.

APPLIED ELECTRICITY. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Problems of the consumer. Treatment of electrical problems arising
around the home forms the core for the course. House wiring, power circuits,
automotive electricity, and the repairing of electrical appliances are studied.
Working techniques are stressed. Four class discussions and 2 hours laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Fee $2.50 (includes all supplies).
224.

PRIMARY GRADE HANDWORK. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A course to familiarize teachers of the lower grades with the use of handwork for educational ends. Such materials as paper, textiles, reed, raffia,
and clay are used. A teachers manual is developed. One class discussion
and 7 hours laboratory work each week.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Fee $2.50.

225.

INTERMEDIATE GRADE HANDWORK. Fall and winter.
(4 q. hrs.)
This is a course for teachers of the upper elementary grades. Industrial
activities in woods, metals, ceramics, and graphic arts are included. Two
class discussions and 6 hours laboratory work each week.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Fee $2.50.
226.

SHEET METAL. Fall and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Special emphasis is given to the development of skill in the use of hand
tools for shaping sheet metal. The use of machines is also included. A
study of pertinent subject matter is a part of the course. Some practice in
surface development is given. Two class discussions and 6 hours laboratory
work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Industrial
Arts 232. Fee $2.50.
230.

WOODWORK FOR WOMEN. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
This is a course in beginning bench woodwork for women. It is designed
to meet handwork needs in the seventh and eighth grades where women are
teachers. The making of projects which may be used for home convenience
and decoration, as book-ends, pencil holders, and letter holders, is undertaken. Two class discussions and 6 hours laboratory work each week.
Fee $2.00.

231.

MECHANICAL DRAWING I. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
This course includes instruction in instrumental practice, lettering,
sketching, geometrical construction, techniques of drafting, orthographic
projection, dimensioning, auxiliary and sectional views. One class discussion and 7 hours laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts and basic engineering curricula. Fee $1.50 (includes drawing paper).
232.

MECHANICAL DRAWING II. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is a continuation of Industrial Arts 231 and includes the
development of surfaces, pictorial drawing, treatment of scientific data for
popular consumption, representations of fasteners used in machine design,
ood a study of the standards and methods of drafting as used in the larger
industries. Two class discussions and 6 hours of laboratory work each week.
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Required in the industrial arts and basic engineering curricula.
Industrial Arts 231. Fee $1.50 (includes drawing paper).

Prerequisi<e:

233.

MECHANICAL DRAWING Ill. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This course, which emphasizes the technique of drafting, includes the
making of complete drawings of machines. The analysis of projects and shop
sketching receives special attention. The standards and methods of the
larger industries are applied to all of the work of the course. Reproducing
drawings is included.
Elective in the industrial arts and basic engineering curricula. Prerequisite:
Industrial Arts 232. Fee $1.50 (includes drawing paper).
240.

RECREATIONAL CRAFTWORK.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

PRINTING I. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The fundamentals of hand composition and platen presswork are taught.
Methods of teaching printing in secondary schools are discussed. Two class
discussions and 6 hours of laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Fee $2.00.

259.

260.

PRINTING 11. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The elements of typographic design as applied to common business forms
and commercial printing are taught. Instruction and practice in platen
and cylinder presswork are given. Two class discussions and 6 hours of
laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts
259. Fee $2.00.
WOODTURNING. Fall. (2 q. hrs.)
In this course a study is made of the operation and care of lathes. Training is given in the use of lathe tools for spindle and face plate turning. Special
written assignments and 4 hours of laboratory work each week.
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 134 or shop work approved by instructor.
Fee $1.50.
275.

336.

MILLWORK. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This is a course which stresses furniture and cabinet making with the
use of woodworking machines. The care and adjustment of machines are
included. Those who take this course may expect the variety of projects to
be limited in order that certain essentials may be covered. Two class discussions and 6 hours laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Industrial
Arts 135. Fee $2.00.
METHODS OF TEACHING INDUSTRIAL ARTS. Winter.
(4 q. hrs.)
The problem of organization of industrial arts subject matter for instructional purposes is the primary aim of this course. Analyses of processes
is the method of approach. The determination of equipment lists based
upon the teacher's objectives is included.
Required of all industrial arts majors. Prerequisite: Six industrial arts
laboratory courses with at least two in same subject. Students completing this
course may not elect for credit Industrial Arts 340A.
340.
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340A. ORGANIZING AND TEACHING THE GENERAL SHOP.
(4 q. hrs.)

Winter.

From the general shop approach the following is included: Choosing
objectives of work; selecting and organizing teaching materials; preparing
equipment lists; shop planning; and testing.
Required of all industrial arts minors. Prerequisite: All laboratory
courses required in minor. Students completing this course may not elect for
credit Industrial Arts 340.

345.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS DESIGN.

Fall.

(2 q. hrs.)

Designing as applied to shop projects is considered in this course. Fundamental principles of design, freehand sketching, the selection and use of
joints in construction, the selection and use of color, and modern designing
are covered.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Industrial
Arts 134, 136, and 232.

350.

HOUSING I.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course includes neighborhood planning as it affects residential
districts, purchasing the lot, selection of the architect, planning the rooms,
heating, ventilation and insulation. A modern house is planned and presentation drawings are prepared.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Fee $1.50 (includes drawing
paper).

352.

MACHINE METAL WORK I.

Fall and winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course presents the basic principles of machine work as applied to
the engine lathe. The operation, adjustment, care and repair of the lathe
are covered. Two class discussions and 6 hours of laboratory work each
week.
Required in the ~ndustrial arts curriculum. Fee $3.00.

354.

MACHINE METAL WORK II.

Winter and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course covers additional fundamental principles of machine work
with applied work on the drill press, milling machine, and shaper. The care
and repair of these machines are included. Two class discussions and 6
hours of laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Industrial
Arts 352. Fee $3.00.

355.

HOUSING II.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course is a continuation of Industrial Arts 350. A study of principles
of construction is made. The student completes working drawings for a
house and prepares simplified specifications for it. Two class discussions and
6 hours laboratory work each week.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Industrial
Arts 350. Fee $1.50 (includes drawing paper).

356.

MACHINE METAL WORK Ill.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

In this course the student is required to undertake the construction of a
major piece of work such as a drill press, shaper, saw, or jointer. The student
chooses his problem with the approval of the instructor. Eight hours of
laboratory work each week.
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 354. Fee $2.50.

---------~-----~------------
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LINOTYPE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE.
(4 q. hrs.)

Spring.

This course includes instruction in the care_ adjustment, and repair of
the linotype as well as practice in the operation of the machine. Two hours
of classwork and 6 hours of laboratory work per week. (Students desiring
this course should make arrangements with the instructor.)
Prerequisite: Industrial Atts 260. Fee $3_00.

363.

TRAFFIC EFFICIENCY AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVING.
Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
Because of the increased use of automobiles and the great number of
ttutomobile accidents instruction in the operation of these machines is beroming increasingly- necessary. The main topics considered in this course
are: mechanism of the automobile-basic facts, accidents, their cause and
prevention, driving regulations, the art of driving, inspection and maintenance
of the automobile, and points to consider in the purchase of an automobile.
Individual driving lessons are given.
Fee $2.50.
365.

WOODFINISHING. Fall. (2 q. hrs.)
Preparation of wood, staining, varnishing, painting, fuming, lacquering,
stenciling, and polychroming.
Required in the industrial arts curriculum. Prerequisite: Shop work approved by instructor. Fee $1.50 (includes supplies).
437.

MACHINE WOODWORK. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This is a course in furniture design and construction. It is open only to
students who have shown ability in all previous drawing and woodworking
courses. Eight hours laboratory work each week. A substantial term paper
on period furniture is required. (Students desiring this course should make
arrangements with instructor before registering.)
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 135, 232, 275, 336, and 345. Fee $2.00.
444.

SAW FITTING. Fall. (2 q. hrs.)
This course includes instruction in the care, repair, polishing, straightening, joining, filing and setting of hand and circular saws. One class discussion
and 3 hours laboratory work each week.
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 336. Fee $1.25 (includes supplies).
451.

ORGANIZATION OF SUBJECT MATTER. Omitted 1950-51.
(2 q. hrs.)
This is a continuation of Industrial Arts 340 and involves advanced work
in the preparation of instructional material with a view to providing for individual progress. (This course can be taken only by special arrangement
with instructor in advance of registration.)
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 340.
457.

GENERAL SHOP. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
In this course considerable latitude is allowed the student to design and
construct a project of his choice. Eight hours laboratory work each week.
A substantial term paper on productive methods in industry is required.
(Permission from the instructor should be obtained before registration.)
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 136, 226, 232, and 354. Fee $2.00.
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GAS AND ELECTRIC ARC WELDING. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is devoted to a study of the technical materials in welding
and the development of skill in welding with gas, with direct current electricity,
and with alternating current electricity. Two class discussions per week
and six hours of drill work.
Fee $5.00.
460.

LIBRARY SCIENCE
Note: Courses numbered 320, 330, (or 331), and 450 are required for
certification as a teacher-librarian in Illinois. A minor in Library Science,
consisting of 24 quarter hours, is required for certification by the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Library Science 320,
324, 330 or 331, 441, 450, and 456 constitute a minor in Library Science.
120.

THE USE OF THE LIBRARY. Every quarter. (1 q. hr.)
An orientation course covering library tools and services, with special
emphasis on the use of the card catalog, magazine indexes, and common
reference books.
Does not count toward a minor in library science. Required in all curricula.
Exemption by pre-test.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL LIBRARIES. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Relation of the library to the school program; school library standards;
administrative procedures, records and reports. Designed to integrate the
work in library science, and to present some of the broader aspects of the
school library as a service agency.
320.

ACQUISITION AND CARE OF LIBRARY MATERIALS. Fall.
(4 q. hrs.)
Evaluation and selection of books and other library materials; examination of standard book lists and reviewing media; order and accession routine;
the general care of library materials.

324.

READING GUIDANCE. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Reading interests and needs of young people; examination of books and
materials, standard and current, in relation to their usefulness in meeting
individual needs and interests and the demands of the school curriculum;
criteria for evaluation and selection; guidance in the use of materials.
330.

441.

LIBRARY OBSERVATION AND PRACTICE.

Every quarter.

(4 q. hrs.)
A course designed to provide the student with practical experience in
library services and routines, under supervision. Assignments for practice
work are made in the College and Training School libraries. Recommended
as an essential course for prospective librarians.
Prerequisite: Library Science 320.

REFERENCE MATERIALS AND METHODS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The school library as an information center; selection and use of practical
reference tools; nature and use of the vertical file; the preparation of book lists
and annotated bibliographies.

450.
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456.

CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Study of subject classification and subject headings; the use of unit
cards; adapting printed cards; the cataloging of non-book materials; shelflisting; problems in filing.
Prerequisite: Library Science 324.

MATHEMATICS
120.

THE SCIENCE, PSYCHOLOGY, AND TEACHING OF NUMBER.
Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The subject matter and technique of teaching mathematics in the first
six grades.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Does not count toward graduation in other curricula.
121.

MATHEMATICS IN THE UPPER GRADES. Winter and spring.
(4 q. hrs.)
The subject matter of the upper grades is discussed from the standpoint
of the psychological and scientific development and of its use.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Does not count toward graduation
in other curricula.
130.

ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The function concept. Graphs, fractions, exponents, radicals, and
equations involving algebraic and trigonometric functions. Logarithms and
the solution of right triangles.
Required in the mathematics curriculum. Prerequisite: one year of highschool algebra and high-school plane geometry.

131.

ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is a continuation of Mathematics 130. Linear equations
and determinants. Quadratic equations and an introduction to equations
of higher degree. Numerical and analytical trigonometry. Complex numbers.
Required in the mathematics curriculum. Prerequisite: Mathematics 130.
132.

SOLID GEOMETRY. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Required of majors and minors in mathematics who have not had solid
geometry in high school. Prerequisite: Plane geometry. Does not count
toward graduation if student has high school credit in solid geometry.
133.

FIELD WORK. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Theory and use of the slide rule, spherical trigonometry and applications to elementary celestial navigation, elementary problems in surveying,
construction and use of the plane table.
Required in the mathematics curriculum. Prerequisite: Plane lrigonom•
etry.
134.

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. Fall and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Application of coordinates, and the processes of algebra to the study of
plane geometry. Straight lines, conic sections, polar and parametric forms.
Techniques in graphing higher plane curves.
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Required in the mathematics curriculum.
130, 131.

228.

COLLEGE GEOMETRY.

Spring.

Prerequisite:

Mathematics

(4 q. hrs.)

The objects of this course are to improve and extend the student's knowledge of the content and methods of Euclidian geometry and to give an introduction to modern geometry. Geometry of the triangle; homothetic
figures; harmonic range; cross ratio; introduction to the notion of duality;
Desargue's theorem and other classic theorems.
Required in the mathematics curriculum. Prerequisite: Mathematics 134.

235, 236. CALCULUS.
course.)

Fall, winter; and winter, spring.

(4 q. hrs. for each

The processes of differentiating and integrating elementary functions.
Differentials, definite integrals, curvature, mean value theorem, with numerous applications.
Required in the mathematics curriculum. Prerequisite: Mathematics
134. Prerequisite or co-requisite: Mathematics 132.

340.

METHODS OF TEACHING HIGH-SCHOOL MATHEMATICS.
Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Required in the mathematics curriculum.

343.

ALGEBRA.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Topics in the theory of equations; theorems about the roots of equations,
Horner's and Newton's methods, the cubic and quartic equations, symmetric
functions, regular polygons, the trisection problem, determinants and matrices,
systems of linear equations.
Required in the mathematics curriculum. Prerequisite: Mathematics 235

344.

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

Transformations upon the general second degree equation.
curve fitting. Three dimensional geometry.
Required in the mathematics curriculum. Prerequisite:
134, 235.

345.

CALCULUS.

Spring.

Elementary

Mathematics

(4 q. hrs.)

Infinite series, partial differentiation, multiple integration, with applications.
Required in the mathematics curriculum. Prerequisite: Mathematics
235, 236.

446, 447, 448. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS; ADVANCED CALCULUS.
Fall, winter, spring. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
Half of the year is given to differential equations, the remainder to topics
in advanced calculus.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 345.

MUSIC
(1)

Applied Music

The student majoring or minoring in music must select piano, voice, a
band instrument, or an orchestral instrument as his chief performing medium.
In the major applied field, the student must have had at least two years of
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study previous to college entrance and in the senior year must make a creditable
public appearance as a condition of graduation. For other minimum proficiency requirements toward graduation and for applied music requirements
toward the music minors, see music curriculum on page 63.
In order to meet the needs of the teacher of music in public schools the
following outline of applied music is required. It shall be noted that the
minimum requirements for all majors are two years of piano and one or two
years of voice and one year of study on some band or orchestral instrument.
Major

Voice or Piano

Minor

Piano or Voice

6 quar. hours

2d Minor
or
Major

Band or Orch. Instrument

3 quar. hours

Band or Orch. Instrument

12 quar. hours

Minor

Piano

6 quar. hours

2d Minor

Voice

3 quar. hours

12 quar. hours

Credit in applied music is based upon performance standards and satisfactory progress as determined through individual examination conducted
at the close of each quarter: One quarter hour of credit for one half-hour
private lesson per week plus daily practice; two quarter hours credit for two
half-hour private lessons per week plus daily practice.

133, 134, 135. THE FIRST YEAR'S WORK IN APPLIED MUSIC.
PIANO, VOICE, STRINGS, WOODWINDS, OR BRASSES.
Every quarter. (1 q. hr. for eath course.)
233, 234, 235. THE SECOND YEAR'S WORK IN APPLIED MUSIC.
Every quarter. (1 q. hr. for each course.)
333, 334, 335. THE THIRD YEAR'S WORK IN APPLIED MUSIC.
Every quarter. (1 q. hr. for each course.)
433, 434. THE TENTH AND ELEVENTH QUARTERS' WORK IN
APPLIED MUSIC. Every quarter. (1 q. hr. for each course.)
435.

SENIOR RECITAL. Spring. (1 q. hr.)
The twelfth quarter's work in applied music.

(2) Class Methods of Instruction
Note: The courses under this heading are laboratory courses and require two periods a week for each quarter hour of credit.
126, 127, 128. CLASS INSTRUCTION IN PIANO. Fall, winter, spring.
(1 q. hr. for each course.)
A beginning course intended for students who have had no previous
piano study. Methods of class instruction are a significant phase of the
course. This year's work substitutes for first year piano in applied music.
Stress is placed on the development of playing simple melodies and accompaniments including sight reading.
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136, 137, 138. CLASS INSTRUCTION IN VOICE. Fall, winter, spring.
(1 q. hr. for each course.)
The first year course in voice. The course includes the development of
fundamental vocal techniques, an introduction to song interpretation, and
attention to demonstrated methods of teaching singing. This year's work
substitutes for first year voice in applied music.
Instrumental Class Methods. The instrumental class method courses
are designed to teach the techniques, musical possibilities, basic theories and
methods of teaching instruments of the band and orchestra. The basic
physical laws and methods of tone production are comprehensively treated
with the view of developing a progressive approach to the expressive and
technical problems of the instruments. Instruments are studied simultaneously with methods of teaching. Materials and methods suitable for the
public school are surveyed. These courses may not be substituted for applied
music courses.
146, 147 (236, 237). VIOLIN CLASS METHODS.
(2 q. hrs. for each course.)
Fee $1.00 for each course.

Fall, winter.

236 (336). WOODWIND CLASS METHODS-CLARINETS.
ter. (2 q. hrs.)
Fee $1.00.

Every quar-

237 (337). BRASS CLASS METHODS-TRUMPET AND HORN.
quarter. (2 q. hrs.)
Fee $1.00.
AND

CONTRA-BASS

METHODS.

Every

238.

VIOLONCELLO
(2 q. hrs.)
Fee $1.00.

337

(339). BRASS AND PERCUSSION METHODS-TROMBONE,
BARITONE, TUBA, AND DRUMS. Every quarter. (2 q. hrs.)
Fee $1.00.

356 (338). WOODWIND CLASS METHODS-FLUTE,
BASSOON. Every quarter. (2 q. hrs.)
Fee $1.00.
Above courses are required in the music curriculum.

Spring.

OBOE,

AND

(3) Theory and History of Music

123, 124, 125. SIGHT SINGING, THEORY AND DICTATION. Fall,
winter, spring. (2 q. hrs. for each course.)
A study of the elements of music-melody, harmony, and rhythm.
Aural analysis of scales, chords, intervals, key relationships, melodies, and
rhythms; the technique of transferring these sounds to musical notation.
Synthesis through sight singing and simple keyboard harmony.
Required in the music curriculum. These courses meet four periods a
week.
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229.

MUSIC APPRECIATION. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
An enriching cultural course open to all college students. A study is
made of various types and forms of music as a means of increasing the student's enjoyment in listening to music. Many favorite selections from the
great masterpieces of music are made familiar through listening and analysis.
Elective in all curricula. Required in the speech curriculum.
230, 231, 232. HARMONY. Fall, winter, spring. (4 q. hrs. for each
course.)
A study of the construction and manipulation of the materials of musical
composition. This includes a study of harmonic and contrapuntal devices
useful to an understanding of the literature used in music. Emphasis is
placed on original scoring and writing for duet, trio, and quartet combinations,
and includes the writing of piano accompaniments to songs, keyboard harmonLmtion, and original settings to melodies.
Required in the music curriculum. Prerequisite: Music 125.
347.

ORCHESTRATION. Winter. (2 q. hrs.)
A study is made of the musical possibilities and limitations of the various
orchestral and band instruments through reading and score study. Projects
in scoring for the high school group are required.
Required in the music curriculum. Prerequisite: Music 232.
351, 352. HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC. Fall, winter.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)
The first course emphasizes the development of music from its beginning
to the present time. A survey is made of schools, nationalities, composers,
emphasizing representative musical literature. The second quarter's work
is designed to assist the student to an understanding and an appreciation of
music from the listener's standpoint. Methods and materials for teaching
are included.
Required in the music curriculum.
353.

HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This course emphasizes twentieth-century music. An analysis of small
and large forms points the direction of contemporary styles in composition.
American composers, their contribution to form and harmonic style, and their
literary offerings are included.
Required in the music curriculum.
449.

ELEMENTARY CHORAL CONDUCTING. Fall. (2 q. hrs.)
The problem of conducting is approached through the vocal score and
practice is gained through conducting an organized group. The theories and
principles of baton techniquo are discussed and practiced. Choral literature
is studied for means of determining criteria for effective interpretation and
performance.
Required in the music curriculum.
450.

ADVANCED CONDUCTING AND MATERIALS IN MUSIC. Winter.
(4 q. hrs.)
A continuation of the study of baton technique, score reading, and rehearsal routine with emphasis on problems of instrumental ensemble, oratorio,
and opera. Materials for use in the public school music program are studied
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and appropriate literature for chamber groups, orchestra and band are included.
Required in the music curriculum. Prerequisite: Music 449.

(4) Music Education
120.

INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Primary emphasis of the course is placed upon the musical development
of the prospective teacher by means of group and individual singing, bodily
movements in response to rhythms, study of elementary music theory, eartraining and simple dictation, music reading, study of the elements of design
in music, and acquaintance with music literature used in the elementary
phase of the lower grade music curriculum.
Required in the elementary curriculum.
227.

MUSIC IN RURAL SCHOOLS. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
Procedures and teaching materials especially adapted to the problems
of music education in the small rural school. Characteristics of the child
voice through the elementary school period; the off-tune singer. The rote
plan, the Iowa Phonograph-Choir plan, the development of music reading and
part-singing. Rhythmic development of children; singing games, folk
dancing, and rhythm bands. Appreciation through listening experiences and
creative music. Review of elements of music and conducting. Problems of
planning and supervision.
228.

MUSIC IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the objectives, methods, and materials of music education in
the elementary grades. Teaching theories and basic principles underlying
the musical development of the child are discussed in class and made clear
through observation of music teaching in the Training School.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Prerequisite: Music 120.

339.

METHODS OF TEACHING MUSIC IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The five-fold program of the elementary school, grades one through eight,
is taught through discussion, demonstration, and observation.
Required in the music curriculum.

340.

METHODS OF TEACHING MUSIC IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The music curriculum of the high school is studied with special emphasis
upon the organization and development of music classes and organizations;
the selection of materials for programs, contests, and festivals; the production
of operettas; the content of credit courses in music; the use of music tests.
Required in the music curriculum.
451.

MUSIC SUPERVISION. Spring. (2 q. hrs.)
A survey of the development of public school music in the United States
and of the reconstruction taking place in the present school music program.
Criteria for evaluating music instruction aud problems of supervision are
discussed. Methods for improving instruction by the classroom teacher,
personnel problems, and administration of the all-school music program are
included.
Required in the music curriculum.
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452.

PSYCHOLOGY OF MUSIC.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of concepts of musical factors and their psycho-physiological
implications; development of musical feeling; analysis of musical talent;
testing and guidance programs; analysis of factors in musical performance
and the application of elements in the psychology of music in a teaching situation.

(5) Credit Organizations in Music
A music major, upon completing 12 quarter hours in the Department of
Music, may register for credit in the following organizations (Band, Chorus,
Orchestra, Men's Glee Club, and Cecilian Singers). When qualified, instrumental majors must participate in band, orchestra, and chorus. Vocal
majors must participate in chorus, men or women's glee clubs and one of the
instrumental organizations. A total of nine hours may thus be earned
toward the department requirements for a major in music. A minor in music
may, after his freshman year, register for a total of four hours. Non-music
majors or minors may participate in the above listed organizations on an
extra-curricular basis.

256, 356, 456.

Chorus (Choral Ensemble).

1 q. hr. each year.

The chorus presents a Christmas program and other productions each
year in the way of standard oratorio or opera. Sacred and secular literature
is presented on various occasions. Rehearsals are held twice weekly.

256, 356, 456.

Symphonic Band (Band Ensemble).

1 q. hr. each year.

A marching unit during the football season and a concert organization
throughout the year, giving concerts for student body and the public. Some
instruments are furnished to members by the College. Two rehearsals per
week. Fee $2.00 for uniform deposit with a refund of $1.00 on return of
uniform.

256, 356, 456.

Orchestra (Orchestra Ensemble).

1 q. hr. each year.

The orchestra appears in public concert each year. In addition the
orchestra joins the chorus in presenting major productions in opera, oratorio,
and other musical occasions. Many instruments are furnished in order to
supply a complete instrumentation.

256, 356, 456.

Cecilian Singers (Vocal Ensemble).

1 q. hr. each year.

A woman's glee club open to all students who enjoy this type of organization. This group presents programs several times throughout the year.

256, 356, 456.
year.

Men's Glee Club (Men's Vocal Ensemble).

1 q. hr. each

A men's chorus provided for all men who enjoy singing in this type of
organization. Open to all men students and presents programs at various
occasions throughout the year.

(6) Non-credit Musical Organizations
Vocal Chamber Group Ensembles.
Duets, trios, quartets and mixed groups are organized to enrich the experience of students in this type of singing. These groups appear at various
times for public performance.

___________________

,,,
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Chamber Groups in Instrumental Music.
Combinations of woodwinds, brasses and standard quintets are organized
to enrich the experience of wind players in the standard literature. These
groups appear publicly and are regularly in rehearsal.

Recitals.
Each student graduating with a major in music is required to present an
appropriate Senior recital demonstrating his musieal growth and artistry.
Other students are required to appear at least twice each year in the series
of student r<lcitals in order to gain experience in musical performance. It is
expected that each student will be in attendance at each of these recitals and
other musical performances sponsored by the department and the College.
The head of the department may in special cases excuse students from the
above requirements.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
Required Courses
During the first two years of residence it is required that all students
attend physical education classes regularly three hours each week unless this
requirement is modified by the college physician. During the third year
attendance for two hours a week is required. Credit of one quarter hour
toward the satisfying of the graduation requirement in physical education is
given for each quarter's work successfully passed.
The courses consist of elementary work in the following activities:
Gymnastics
Basketball
Tumbling
Volleyball
Apparatus work
Golf
Softball
Tennis
Soccer
Touch football
At the beginning of each year a physical examination is given to all
students. When abnormalities and weaknesses are disclosed by the examination, corrective exercise and restricted activities are prescribed. The
Health Service follows up all cases in need of medical attention.

Equipment. Each student who takes physical education is required to
have a regulation gymnasium suit. This suit consists of a white sleeveless
jersey, khaki running pants, gray sweat shirt and pants, and rubber-soled
shoes. The student is required to keep these clean and in good condition.
The College furnishes the student, upon the deposit of $3.50, a locker and
towels. Upon return of the towels and padlock, $2.50 of this fee is refunded.
Professional Courses

120.

SPORT TECHNIQUE IN TENNIS, GOLF, ARCHERY, AND BADMINTON. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)

The rules and technique of tennis, golf, archery, and badminton; conduct
of tournaments; also teaching and appreciation of these sports.
Required.
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121.

ELEMENTARY GYMNASTICS. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course includes the theory and practice of gymnastics, tumbling
stunts, calisthenics, and marching. Methods of teaching these activities,
care of apparatus, mats, and technique of spotting.
Required.

122.

OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL SPORTS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The rules, technique, and strategy of soccer, touch football, volleyball,
and softball; teaching and appreciation of these sports.
Required.
226.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENTARY,
JUNIOR, AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course includes the study and practice of the physical education
activities for the different age levels, including the organization, management, and methods in the leadership of the various activities.
Required.
227.

HEALTH EDUCATION IN ELEMENTARY, JUNIOR, AND SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOLS. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course includes the principles of teaching health behavior to the
elementary, junior, and senior high-school students, the evaluation of various
methods and procedures, and the relationship of activities to the health
program.
Required.
228.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PLAYGROUNDS.
Fall and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Same as Physical Education 132 for women. Elective for men and women.

244 (344). KINESIOLOGY. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
A study is made of the science of body mechanics. The topics that are
studied are laws of physics applied to activity, joint movements, motion of
muscle groups in producing motion, analysis of fundamental body movements, and the adaptation of gymnastic exercises to posture training and
sport activities.
Required. Prerequisite: Zoology 225.
340.

METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION. Winter and spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This course includes methods of teaching physical education and also the
collection and preparation of materials for students on the different age
levels in the elementary, junior, and senior high schools.
Required.

347.

BASKETBALL COACHING. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
This course deals with the professional aspect of basketball coaching.
It involves offensive and defensive styles of play, fundamentals, team play
and a study of the rules including the change of rules, and conduct of tournament play.
Required.
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FOOTBALL COACHING.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course deals with the fundamentals of football, including blocking,
tackling, passing, kicking, offensive and defensive line and backfield play,
and the different systems of play.
Required.

349.

TRACK AND FIELD COACHING.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course deals with track and field events. The technique of running
and starting is studied. Form in the following events is studied: Pole vault,
shot, discus, high and broad jump, javelin, and the hurdles. Organization of
different types of meets; study of rules. and appreciation of track and field
performances.
Required.

350.

BASEBALL COACHING.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

The course includes the techniques of batting, fielding, playing the
different positions; the strategy of baseball, the conduct of daily practice,
rules and play situations; also methods of teaching baseball and understanding baseball. Major League vs. college baseball is discussed.
Required.

351.

CAMPING.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

This course deals with counselor training for private and public camps.
Special emphasis is placed on program planning, special counselor problems,
and camp policies. Some work is done on the general organization and administration of camps.

451.

HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
(4 q. hrs.)

Fall.

A review of the historical background of physical education traces the
influences that have contributed to the development of the modern philosophy
of physical education. The course also considers the relationship of physical
education to general education and the principles upon which the program
of physical education is based. The standards and objectives of physical
education are considered.
Required.

452.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION.
Winter. (4 q. hrs.)

This course deals with program building and the responsibilities of an
administrator. It considers the standard of professional qualifications, the
planning of courses of study, the construction, equipment, and upkeep of
gymnasiums and playfields, records, interschool relationships, and the intramural program.

453.

ADVANCED GYMNASTICS.

Omitted 1950-51.

(4 q. hrs.)

Advanced work on apparatus, tumbling, large group pyramid building,
teaching of safety, and use of the lunging belt and safety devices; organization for public demonstrations.

454.

FOOTBALL OFFICIATING.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

The technique of officiating; study of the rules; relation of the official to
the Illinois High School Athletic Association. The student officiates in
intramural, junior high school, and senior high school games.

-~···~-··-·----~------------
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455.

BASKETBALL OFFICIATING.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

The technique of officiating; study of the rules.
and junior high games.

Officiates in high school

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
During the first two years of residence it is required that all students
attend physical education classes regularly three hours each week unless this
requirement is modified by the college physician. During the third year
attendance for two hours a week is required. Credit of one quarter hour
toward the satisfying of the graduation requirement in physical education is
given for each quarter's work successfully passed.
Regulation costumes should not be purchased until notified by the instructor.

Required Courses
During freshman orientation each new student is given a general motor
ability test. Those who pass the test may begin electing activities according
to their interests with the following limitations. Before completing the nine
terms of physical education required the student shall have taken
3 courses in sports (some team and some individual)
2 courses in dance
1 course in fundamentals
No course shall be repeated for credit without permission of the head of
the Physical Education Department. If a student does not pass the general
motor ability test she signs up for Physical Education 170 in the fall term,
before electing courses.

170.

BASIC PHYSICAL EDUCATION. Fall. (1 q. hr.)
This includes activities to improve the ability of the student to handle
his body in relation to the skills required in sports and the dance.
Team Sports

172.

BASKETBALL (Beginning).

272.

BASKETBALL (Intermediate).

372.

BASKETBALL (Advanced).

173.

HOCKEY.

273.

ADVANCED HOCKEY.

174.

SOCCER.

175.

SOFTBALL (Beginning).

Spring.

(1 q. hr.)

275.

SOFTBALL (Advanced).

Spring.

(1 q. hr.)

Fall.
Fall.

Winter.

(1 q. hr.)

Winter.

Winter.

(1 q. hr.)

(1 q. hr.)

(1 q. hr.)
Fall.

(1 q. hr.)

(1 q. hr.)

176.

SPEEDBALL

177.

VOLLEYBALL (Beginning).

Fall.

(1 q. hr.)
Winter and spring.

(1 q. hr)

277.

VOLLEYBALL (Advanced).

Winter and spring.

(1 q. hr.)

-----------------------·-·~·
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Individual Sports

180.

ARCHERY.

Fall and spring.

(1 q. hr.)

181.

BADMINTON (Beginning).

Winter.

281.

BADMINTON (Advanced).

Fall and winter.

(1 q. hr.)

182. BOWLING. Fall and winter. (1 q. hr.)
out necessity of purchasing a towel ticket.)

Spring.

(1 q. hr.)

($3.00 laboratory fee with-

183.

GOLF (Beginning).

(1 q. hr.)

283.

GOLF (Intermediate).

383.

GOLF (Advanced).

184.

RECREATIONAL GAMES.

185.

STUNTS.

186.

SWIMMING (Beginning).

Summer.

(1 q. hr.)

286.

SWIMMING (Advanced).

Summer.

(1 q. hr.)

187.

TENNIS (Beginning).

Fall and spring.

(1 q. hr.)

287.

TENNIS (Advanced).

Fall and spring.

(1 q. hr.)

Omitted 1950-51.

Omitted 1950-51.

(1 q. hr.)

(1 q. hr.)

Fall and winter.

Omitted 1950-51.

(1 q. hr.)

(1 q. hr.)

Dance Courses
190.

FOLK AND SQUARE DANCING.

Winter and spring.

191.

MODERN DANCE (Beginning).

Every quarter.

(1 q. hr.)

291.

MODERN DANCE (Advanced).

Every quarter.

(1 q. hr.)

192.

SOCIAL DANCE (Beginners only).

Winter and spring.

(1 q. hr.)

(1 q. hr.)

FUNDAMENTALS. Every quarter. (1 q. hr.)
Understandings and principles of good body mechanics as applied to
everyday life. Awareness of tensions, balance, use of muscles in good and
poor body mechanics, posture work. Techniques for relaxation.
199.

COURSES FOR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS. Every quarter. (1 q. hr.)
Courses in a modified form of activity are offered for students with individual problems. "Rest" classes for students whose physical condition
will not permit any activity.

Required Courses for Elementary Majors
315.
316.
317.

OUTDOOR ACTIVE GAMES FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES. Fall.
(1 q. hr.)
RHYTHMS FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES.

Winter.

(1 q. hr.)

INDOOR RECREATIONAL GAMES FOR ELEMENTARY
GRADES. Spring. (1 q. hr.)
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Additional Courses for Physical Education Majors Only

194.

TRACK AND FIELD.

Fall.

(l q. hr.)

195.

GYMNASTICS AND APPARATUS.

196.

OFFICIATING FALL SPORTS.

197.

OFFICIATING WINTER SPORTS.

Winter.

198.

OFFICIATING SPRING SPORTS.

Omitted 1950-51.

Spring.

Fall.

(1 q. hr.)

(1 q. hr.)
(1 q. hr.)
(1 q. hr.)

Professional Courses
PLAYS, GAMES AND ACTIVITIES OF LOW ORGANIZATION.
Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Games, stunts, athletic and rhythmic activities for the elementary grade
children as basic to the high school activities.
Required.

130.

FIRST AID AND SAFETY EDUCATION. Winter.
This course consists of (1) First Aid treatment based
Red Cross regulations. Standard certificates are given on
of the work. (2) Safety in relation to the school situation
education activities in particular.
Required.

131.

(4 q. hrs.)
upon American
the completion
and to physical

132.

LEADERSHIP IN RECREATION. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Discussion centering around a basic philosophy, qualifications for the
leader, functional areas for recreation, and activities and interests that may
be utilized; practical experience in party planning and administration, camping, and outdoor cookery.
Required.
233.

TECHNIQUE OF TEAM SPORTS-SOCCER, SPEEDBALL AND
HOCKEY. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The fundamentals of coaching and officiating team sports. Techniques
and tactics of individual and team play are stressed.
Required. Prerequisite: Activity courses in the above sports or permission
of the instructor.
TECHNIQUE OF TEAM SPORTS-BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL,
AND SOFTBALL. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The fundamentals of coaching and officiating team sports. Techniques
and tactics of individual and team play are stressed.
Required. Prerequisite: Activity courses in the above sports or per·
mission of the instructor.

234.

235.

THEORY OF PRESCRIBED EXERCISE. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of preventive, corrective, and modified activities for the physically
handicapped child. Conditions considered include crippling diseases such as
infantile paralysis, congenital and neurological lesions, heart cases, etc.
Theory and practice in giving an orthopedic examination.
Required. Prerequisite: Zoology 225 and Physical Education 244.
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MUSIC IN RELATION TO THE DANCE. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The selection and analysis of music for dance. The study of rhythmic
fundamentals related to movement.
Required.
236.

244.

KINESIOLOGY. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Body mechanics in relation to sports, dance, and everyday activities.
Required. Prerequisite: Zoology 225.

345.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES FOR THE RURAL SCHOOL.
Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
Guidance in analyzing the students' own school situations. Methods
and materials for planning the physical education program.
346.

THE DANCE IN EDUCATION. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The history of the dance, the dance as an art form, and the creative
teaching of folk, social, and modern dance in the public schools.
Required. Prerequisite: One term of modern dance.

352.

ACTIVITY NEEDS AND INTERESTS OF THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL CHILD. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The needs in terms of growth, development, and adjustment of children
of the elementary grades. How to choose activities that will contribute
most to the satisfaction of these needs.
Required. Prerequisite: Physical Education 130 or permission of instructor.
353.

TECHNIQUE OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS-ARCHERY, BADMINTON, TENNIS, STUNTS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The fundamentals of coaching and officiating individual sports. Techniques and tactics of playing are stressed.
Required. Prerequisite: Activity courses in the above sports or permission of the instructor.

450.

PROBLEMS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Current trends in the field of physical education with special emphasis
upon evaluation of performance in activities.
Required.

451.

HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
The study of physical education from ancient to modern times, as it has
met the needs of the people of each generation. An interpretation of the
objectives of physical education in accordance with the objectives of general
education in modern society.
Required.
456.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Designed to develop effective procedures in teaching, organization, and
administration of a program of health and physical education and recreation.
Each student prepares a curriculum based upon the principles worked out in
Physical Education 451 on the age level of her interest-elementary, junior,
or senior high school.
Required. Prerequisite: Physical Education 451.
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458.

OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)

This is a condensation of Physical Education 451 and 456 and is planned
for the physical education minor. No credit toward a major in physical
education.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
I. Courses taught in the Department of Botany
BOTANY

Botany 120, 121, 122 is planned as a general cultural course as well as
an introduction to further study of the biological sciences. It satisfies the
core curriculum requirement of a year of a laboratory science.

120.

GENERAL BOTANY.

Fall and winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A course designed to give the student a knowledge of the fundamental
life processes concerned in the growth of plants; the manufacture of the foods
by green plants that are essential for all plants and animals; the structure of
leaves, stems, and roots in sufficient detail to understand the processes that
result in growth and the effect of environment upon these processes.
Required in the botany, home economics, and zoology curricula. Fee $1.00.

121.

GENERAL BOTANY.

Winter and spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

This is a study of the reproductive phase of plant life; a study of the
reproduction of flowering plants leading to the formation of seeds and fruits;
the mechanism of heredity and the quality of hybrids. The last part of the
work gives the student the opportunity of surveying the natural groups of the
plant kingdom with their development and environmental relationships and
their economic significance.
Required in the botany and zoology curricula. Prerequisite: Botany 120.
Fee $1.00

122.

GENERAL LOCAL FLORA.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

An introduction to the geographic and physiographic ecology of North
America; the identification of trees in winter and summer condition, of the
fresh water algae, liverworts, mosses, ferns, and herbaceous flowering plants
and shrubs as the season advances, with a study of the structures essential
for the recognition of these plants.
This course is of special value for those who will teach biological science
in the secondary schools or nature study in the elementary schools, and for
those who want to know plants and how to name them.
Required in the botany and zoology curricula. Prerequisite: Botany 120
and 121, or permission of the instructor.

230.

THE MORPHOLOGY OF GREEN PLANTS.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the vegetative and reproductive structures of the green plants,
algae, liverworts, mosses, ferns and fern allies, conifers, and flowering plants,
and a comparative study of their typical life histories. Many specimens of
these groups are available and a special effort is made to have Jiving plants
for class study. A superior collection of microscopic and lantern slides is
available for the demonstration of all structures.
Required in the botany curriculum. Prerequisite: Botany 120 and 121.
Fee $1.00.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO FUNGI AND PLANT DISEASES. Winter.
(4 q. hrs.)

The structure, life histories, and physiology of the groups of fungi (nongreen plants) and their relation to decay, fermentation, and the important
plant diseases, with methods of control especially for those causing disease.
There are available comprehensive collections of fungi and microscopic
slides for the demonstration of the structures of the various types of fungi.
Required in the botany curriculum. Prerequisite: Botany 120 and 121.
Fee $1.00.

232.

ECONOMIC BOTANY.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the methods of plant propagation, the control of the life
processes and regulation of the plant's environment for greater economic
return as practiced in agriculture and industry; the effect of environmental
factors on vegetation centers which have become crop centers; the production
of carbohydrates, fats, fibers, lumber, spices, drugs, and other plant products
as they occur in world trade. There are field trips to some of the more important industrial concerns using plants or plant products.
Required in the botany curriculum. Prerequisite: Botany 120 and 121.

235.

BACTERIOLOGY.

Every quarter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the occurrence, numbers, distribution, isolatio,n, and culture
of bacteria and other fungi; the microbiology of foods, water, and sewage;
the use of micro-organisms for the production of foods and other economic
products.
Required of home economics majors and in pre-nursing, pre-medical laboratory
technician, and basic dietetics curricula. Recommended as a unit for a botany minor.
Prerequisite: Botany 120 and a year of chemistry. Fee $1.00.

249.

SYSTEMATIC BOTANY.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the grasses and sedges and other monocotyledons; a study also
of the other flowering plants not included in Botany 122. There are trips
for the observation and collection of plants from both forest and prairie
habitats.
Elective. Recommended especially to students with majors in botany or
zoology, and to students in basic vocational agriculture, horticulture, and floriculture
curriculum. Prerequisite: Botany 120, 121, 122.

250.

GENETICS.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

The problems of plant and animal inheritance explained by the biological
processes involved in heredity. The general topics are simple Mendelian
inheritance, hybrid segregation and propagation of hybrids, fluctuations and
mutations and the genetic background explaining the change in kind (plant
and animal). There are field trips to hybrid corn plants and to experimental
and commercial greenhouses showing the application of genetic principles.
Elective. Prerequisite: One year of botany or zoology.

251.

PLANT ECOLOGY.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

A study of the geographic and physiographic distribution of plants.
The common plant societies and the plant successions leading to the development of forests and grasslands. Field trips are made to illustrate phases
of the work.
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Elective. Recommended especially to students in vocational agriculture, horticulture. and floriculture curriculum, and to others who are interested in problems of
conservation of natural resources. Prerequisite: Botany 120, 121, 122 and 249 or
permission of the instructor.
301.

TREES, SHRUBS AND WOODS. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
The identification of trees and shrubs in summer; the geographic and
physiographic distribution of the trees of North America; the choice of trees
for different kinds of planting; the identification of the common woods used
for furniture and building materials. A course designed for senior college
students who have not had any courses in botany. It is planned for the use of
students in "everyday living" and for teachers of the elementary and secondary school. There will be field trips into the nearby forests, to Turkey
Run State Park and others.
Elective.
340.

METHODS OF TEACHING THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES. Winter.
(4 q. hrs.)
This is a study of the methods of teaching high school botany and the
part it takes in the biological science taught in high schools. A part of the
training is the collection and preparation of material and the setting-up of
experiments used in the teaching of high-school classes.
Required of botany majors and as a prerequisite to practice teaching. Prerequisite: Two years' work in college botany and two years' work in college
zoology.
343.

MICROTECHNIC. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A course designed to give the student the opportunity of learning the
techniques of the preparation of microscopic slides for use in teaching; fresh
sections, temporary slides, permanently stained slides, and serial sections.
The student can make enough microscopic slides of good quality to use as
teaching aids in teaching high-school classes. It is desirable that students
shall have had a year of chemistry.
Required in the botany curriculum. Prerequisite: Botany 120, 121, 122,
and 230 or its equivalent. Fee $1.00.
344.

EXPERIMENTAL PLANT PHYSIOLOGY. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
A qualitative and quantitative study by experiments and demonstrations of the chemical and physical processes that result in the growth of plants
and the application of this knowledge in solving problems in the growth and
culture of plants.
·
Required in the botany curriculum. Prerequisite: Botany 120 and 121
and one year of chemistry. Fee $1.00.
345.

ADVANCED BOTANY. Any quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
This is designed to meet the needs of individual students who wish to
do advanced work in some special field of botany. The student may choose
the work he wishes to do.
Prerequisite: Five quarters of botany and the instructor's permission.
346.

PLANT ANATOMY AND WOOD IDENTIFICATION. Spring.
(4 q. hrs.)
A critical study of the development of the tissues of leaves, stems, and
roots of seed plants; the origin and differentiation of tissues and organs; the
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common ecological variations and hereditary types of structures; the anatomy
of woods, and ways of identifying the common com.mercial woods.
Required in the botany curriculum. Prerequisite: Botany 120, 121 and
122. Fee $1.00.

347.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN BOTANY. Any quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
A continuation of Botany 345.
Prerequisite: Five quarters of botany and permission of the instructor.
II. Courses taught in the Department of Zoology
BIOLOGY

126, 127, 128. GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE. Fall, winter, spring.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)
An integrated course covering the fundamentals of botany and zoology.
Local flora and fauna are studied in the fall, followed by surveys of the large
plant and animal groups. The cell is considered as the unit of living things.
The structure, modification, and function of cells are studied. This is
followed by a consideration of the physical and chemical properties of the
food and energy relations of living things. Cell division, reproduction, and
the laws of heredity are the next units discussed. Then follows a study of
the spring forms found in the local flora and fauna.
Required in the elementary curriculum. Does not count as part of a minor
in botany or zoology. Fee $1.00 for each course.
129.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
A course planned to acquaint the teacher with content suitable for an
elementary science course and with the technique of the unit method which
is recommended in bulletins on the elementary curriculum issued by the
Illinois State Department of Instruction. Offered at varying grade levels
with the co-operation of the grade critic.
HYGIENE

120.

HYGIENE AND SANITATION. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course concerns itself with the personal and community health problems
of the student. It deals with the principal body systems, their gross structure
(anatomy), their normal functioning (physiology), with brief reference to what
may go wrong (pathology) and in some cases to the basis for treatment (therapy).
On the basis of these facts and ideas the student is invited to draw conclusions as
to his own health habits and practices.
The course includes a brief survey of the field of public health, including
consideration of a few communicable diseases of interest and concern to the college
student.
Required in all curricula.
320.

SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH PROBLEMS. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is designed for teachers and emphasizes their part in the
development of a health program in the schools. It tries to create a better
understanding of the physical and mental health of the school child, and
gives special attention to the exceptional or handicapped child, to the detection of defects by testing and observation, and to the facilities available
for the correction of defects.
Prerequisite: Hygiene 120 or its equivalent; Junior standing.
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HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY

345.

PHYSIOLOGY. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the basic physiological principles is followed by experimental
studies of muscle-nerve complexes, circulation, respiration, and digestion.
Required in the physical education curriculum. Prerequisite: Zoology 120
and 225.
346.

PHYSIOLOGY. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
A continuation of the foregoing course in which studies are made of the
organs of internal secretion, of excretion, and of the nervous systems and
organs of special sense.
Elective in the physical education curriculum. Prerequisite: Physiology 345.
ZOOLOGY

Zoology 120, 121, 122 is planned as a general cultural course as well as
an introduction to further study of the biological sciences. It satisfies the
core curriculum requirement of a year of a laboratory science.
The other courses in the department cater to the special requirements of
other fields or give detailed knowledge of the field of zoology for those who
desire to make it their major or minor interest or who may wish to go on to
graduate work.

120.

ANIMAL BIOLOGY. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
A consideration of fundamental biological principles based upon animal
material. This course forms the first quarter of the first year course in
zoology. The structure and physiology of cells, tissues, and organs are considered.
Fee $1.00.
121.

ANIMAL BIOLOGY. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is concerned with the various types of reproduction in animals, with genetics and eugenics, and with fundamentals of classification.
Prerequisite: Zoology 120 or equivalent. Fee $1.00.
122.

ANIMAL BIOLOGY. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the structure and habits of the animals of the various divisions
of the animal kingdom. Their ecology, geographic distribution, economic
importance and evolution are considered.
Prerequisite: Zoology 120, 121.
Fee $1.00.
123.

NATURE STUDY. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
The aim of this course is to give a background for the teaching of nature
study in the grades. The course includes a study of the fundamental life
processes and of the identification of birds and insects. It is not accepted
for Zoology 121 or 122 toward a laboratory science requirement.
124.

NATURE STUDY. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
A course in bird study. The aim of the course is to familiarize the student
with birds in the field. Recognition of birds, a study of their nesting habits,
food habits, and economic importance make up the subject matter. Much
of the work is done in the field.
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125.

NATURE STUDY. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the insects which are common in the local environment.
Means of recognition, life-history studies, and control measures are stressed.
The insects of the fields, woods, and waters are studied as well as those found
on the various farm crops. Much of the work is done in the field.

225.

ANATOMY. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Bodily structure is first studied by systems, followed by consideration
of regions to establish the relationship among the systems. Particular attention is given to muscles, their names, origin, insertion, action, blood and
nerve supply, with the specific object of providing a basis for the understanding of general body movements.
Required in the speech curriculum, physical education curriculum for men
and women, and the pre-nursing and basic dietetics curricula. Prerequisite:
None: however Zoology 120 and 121 and sophomore standing are desirable.
Fee 81.00.
226.

ECONOMIC
A basic study
followed by specific
Required in the
Fee $1.00.

ENTOMOLOGY. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
of the structure, life histories and methods of control,
studies, of the common insect pests found in Illinois.
basic agriculture, horticulture, and floriculture curriculum.

227.

PARASITOLOGY. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The fundamentals of the study of animal parasites, considering means of
identification, life histories, and methods of control of the more common
parasites.
Recommended as an elective in the pre-medical laboratory technician curriculum.
Prerequisite: Zoology 120, 121, 122. Fee 81.00.
230, 231, 232. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY. 230, Fall and spring; 231,
winter; 232, spring. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
A study of the anatomy, classification, and habits of various classes of
vertebrates. Zoology 230 deals with fishes: Zoology 231, with amphibians
and reptiles: Zoology 232, with birds and mammals.
Required in the zoology and pre-medical curricula; recommended for zoology
minors. Prerequisite: Zoology 120, 121. Fee $1.00 for each course.
236.

GENETICS. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the basic laws of heredity and variation; the Mendelian laws
of heredity applied to animals and to man.
Prerequisite: One year of zoology or botany.
340.

METHODS OF TEACHING ZOOLOGY. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course includes methods of teaching zoology and also the collection
and preparation of material for demonstration and laboratory in high-school
zoology.
Required in the zoology curriculum.
343, 344, 345. ADVANCED ZOOLOGY. Fall, winter, spring.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)
A study of insects. Deals with the classification and ecology of this
large and important class. Methods of collection and preparation of specimens are studied.
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Required in the zoology curriculum. May be used as the second year of a
minor. Prerequisite: Zoology 120, 121, 122. Fee $1.00 for each course.

346.

EMBRYOLOGY. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the development of vertebrate animals, including such subjects as formation of germ cells, maturation, fertilization, growth and cellular
differentiation, and heredity. Studies of the frog, chick and pig are included
in the laboratory assignments. Lectures include a study of human embryology. Designed especially for students in pre-medical and pre-nursing curricula and majors in zoology.
Prerequisite: One year of zoology and consent of the head of the department.
Fee $1.00.
446.

MICROTECHNIC. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Methods and practice in the preparation of microscopic slides of animal
tissues. Some histological studies are included.
Prerequisite: One year of zoology and permission of the instructor. Fee
$1.00.
447.

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Theoretical and experimental studies of the reactions of animals to various stimuli.
Prerequisite: Two years of zoology and permission of the instructor.
448.

ANIMAL ECOLOGY. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of various animal associations and the effects of environmental
conditions.
Prerequisite: Two years of zoology and permission of the instructor.
449.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ZOOLOGY. Any quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
An advanced course for those interested in studying some special prob·
!em in the zoology field. The work is done independently with advice o
the instructor.
Prerequisite: Three years of zoology and permission of the instructor.
Fee $1.00.
450.

ANIMAL HISTOLOGY. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A microscopic study of animal tissues and organs and their origins and
functions; advanced microscopic techniques.
Elective. Prerequisite: Zoology 120, 121, 122, 446. Fee $1.00.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY

The elementary chemistry courses (130, 131, 132) are fundamentally
cultural courses and also basic to further work in the physical sciences, medicine, dentistry, nursing, engineering, etc. They help the student to understand something of the nature of our physical world and how it influences
our daily lives. These courses satisfy the core curriculum requirement for
a year of laboratory science.

Note: A four-year sequence is offered: 1. Elementary chemistry (130,
131, 132). 2. Analytical (233, 234, 235). 3. Organic chemistry (343, 344, 345).
4. Physical chemistry (446, 447, 448).
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A minor in chemistry is secured by passing Chemistry 130, 131, 132 and
preferably the analytical or organic chemistry sequence. Other combinations suitable for a minor are 210, 211, 212; 261, 234, 235; 234, 343, 344.
Other combinations may be arranged by consultation with the chemistry
department head.
Chemistry majors are required to elect Chemistry 450 (one quarter)
unless Chemistry 446, 447 and 448 are elected.
A breakage fee of $3.00 is charged for laboratory courses in chemistry.
The unused portion is returnable at the end of the course.
All courses except Chemistry 300 and 340 have two classes and two
two-hour laboratories per week. Chemistry 300 has three classes and individual laboratory work. Chemistry 340 meets four times weekly.

130*, 131 *, 132. ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. Chemistry 130, Fall and
winter; Chemistry 131, winter and spring; Chemistry 132, spring and
summer. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
A general cultural course providing an introduction to the basic fundamentals and principles of chemistry; the common metals and non-metals,
the simpler organic compounds, and an introduction to qualitative analysis
of metals.
Required in the chemistry, physics, botany, and zoology curricula and
accepted as a year of laboratory science in other curricula. *Chemistry 130 and
131 required for home economics majors.
210, 211. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR MAJORS IN HOME ECONOMICS, PRE-NURSING, AND RELATED FIELDS. Fall and winter.
(4 q. hrs. for each course,)
An introductory course emphasizing the basic principles of organic
reactions. The chemistry of the simpler aliphatic and aromatic compounds;
carbohydrates; lipoids; proteins; dyes and drugs.
Required in the home economics curriculum. Elective in other curricula,
but not open to chemistry majors. Prerequisite: Chemistry 130, 131.
212.

BIOCHEMISTRY. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A brief survey of the chemistry of biological and food materials, of nutrition and of physiological processes.
Recommended as an elective for students in home economics, pre-nursing,
pre-agriculture, pre-medical, pre-dental, botany, zoology, and chemistry curricula.
Elective in other curricula. Prerequisite: Chemistry 210, 211; or Chemistry
34-3,34-4-.
233.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The systematic analysis of metallic and non-metallic ions by semimicro methods, and the study of the principles involved in their separation
and identification. Emphasis is placed on an understanding of the chemistry
involved rather than on the techniques of analysis.
Required in the chemistry curriculum. Prerequisite: Chemistry 132;
Physics 130 or simultaneous registration therein.
234.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Experiments are selected to illustrate the general principles of volumetric
and gravimetric analysis, and the calibrations of balance weights and volu-
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metric apparatus. Class work, involving equilibrium processes, pH, indicators, calculations in acid-base titrations, etc., is coordinated with the
laboratory work.
Required in the chemistry and pre-medical curricula. Prerequisite: Chemistry 132, Mathematics 130, 131 and Physics 130 are strongly recommended but
not required.
235.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A continuation of 234. Oxidation-reduction reactions, electrometric
methods, more gravimetric determinations and a brief introduction to instrumental analysis.
Required in the chemistry curriculum. Prerequisite: Chemistry 234.
261.

INTERMEDIATE CHEMISTRY. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Topics for study include those generally omitted and those to which
very little attention is given in the general chemistry course. These include
radioactivity and isotopes, electro-chemistry, chemical bonding, complex ions,
silicon and fluorine chemistry, etc., which serve to round out one's general
chemistry background. Extensive use is made of library materials.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 132.
300.

PHOTOGRAPHY. Fall and summer. (4 q. hrs.)
The general theory and use of the camera, types of emulsion, latent
image, development, fixation, printing, enlarging, toning, filters, color photography, composition. Experiments are assigned in accordance with experience and ability.
Prerequisite: One year of college laboratory science and a camera.
The cost of sensitive materials used must be paid by the student.
Note: This course does not count toward a major or minor in chemistry.

340.

METHODS OF TEACHING CHEMISTRY.
Required in the chemistry curriculum.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

343, 344, 345. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Chemistry 343, Fall and winter;
Chemistry 344, winter and spring; Chemistry 345, spring.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)
Chemistry 343 and 344 is a study of the aliphatic and aromatic series
with an introduction to the theories of organic chemistry. Chemistry 345
is a continuation but with major emphasis placed upon identification of
organic compounds.
Required in the chemistry curriculum. Prerequisite: Chemistry 130, 131;
Chemistry 132 or simultaneous registration therein.
346.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY FOR PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS.
Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of gas laws, liquids, solutions, chemical equilibrium, oxidation
and reduction, colloidal substances, etc., as applied to the medical sciences.
Mathematical requirements are kept at a minimum.
This course is designed primarily for students in pre-medicine and predentistry. Prerequisite: Chemistry 234, 343.
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360.

CHEMISTRY OF COLLOIDAL SUBSTANCES. Winter.
(4 q. hrs.)
A study of the preparation, properties and uses of the major classes of
colloidal materials and their applications to the biological sciences, to medicine, and to industry.
Prerequisite: Two years of college chemistry.

446, 447, 448. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.
for each course.)
A study of the principles governing chemical change. Included are:
gas laws and the kinetic theory, crystals, liquids and solutions, thermochemistry and thermodynamics, chemical equilibria, colloidal phenomena, the
phase rule, electro-chemistry, atomic and nuclear structure, etc.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 235, 343 (or simultaneous registration therein);
Mathematics 235, 236.
450, 451, 452. ADVANCED CHEMISTRY. Any quarter. (4 q. hrs. for
each course.)
Laboratory technique, maintenance and repair of apparatus and use of
chemical literature are developed by means of a simple research problem.
The student is expected to help in choosing a problem in the chemistry field
which will be most valuable to him in rounding out his work after consultation with the head of the department.
Chemistry 450 is required of all chemistry majors unless Chemistry 446,
447, 448 are elected. Prerequisite: Senior standing in chemistry and consent
of the head of the department.
PHYSICS

Note: All courses except Physics 340 have two lecture periods and two
laboratory periods a week. Physics 340 meets four periods a week.
120,121,122. A ONE YEAR PHYSICS COURSE FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.
Fall. winter, spring. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
Physics 120, astronomy, mechanics, and heat; Physics 121, sound and
acoustics as applied to music; Physics 122, light, electricity, and modern
physics.
Required in the music curriculum. Fee $1.00 for each course.
130, 131, 132. FIRST YEAR OF COLLEGE PHYSICS. Fall, winter,
spring. (4 q. hrs. for each course.)
Physics 130, mechanics; 131, heat, sound, and light; 132, magnetism
and electricity and modern physics.
Required in the physics curriculum. Acceptable as a year of laboratory
science in any curriculum. Preferably these courses should be taken in the
order listed but may be taken in any order. Fee $1.00 for each course.
236.

LIGHT. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Photometry and illumination problems; prisms and lenses and their
uses in optical instruments; interference phenomena; spectra and color;
polarized light; ultra-violet and infrared.
Prerequisite: First year college physics. Fee $1.00.
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ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Circuit analysis for A. C. and D. C. circuits; distribution of electricity;
characteristics of transformers and motors; single and polyphase currents;
uses of inductance and capacitance in circuit controls; special uses of electricity in industry; magnetic circuit and properties of magnetic materials.
Prerequisite: First year college physics. Recommended for industrial
arts majors. Fee $1.00.

238.

SOUND.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

Physical principles of production and control of sound; the applications
of principles to music and musical instruments; hearing; a brief introduction
to architectural acoustics; summary of modern methods of analysis.
Prerequisite: First year college physics or music. Fee $1.00.

322.

HOUSEHOLD PHYSICS.

Omitted 1950-51.

(4 q. hrs.)

A required course for home economics students.
mechanics, electricity, and light as applied in the home.

335.

MECHANICS.

Spring.

Principles of heat,

(4 q. hrs.)

Dynamics and statics; basic laws of forces and motion; energy and its
transformation; properties of matter; conditions of equilibrium.
Required of physics majors. Recommended for mathematics majors.
Prerequisite: First year college physics and Mathematics 235, 236. Fee
$1.00.

339.

HEAT AND THERMODYNAMICS.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Thermometry; expansion; changes of state; colorimetry; heats of combustion; heat transfer; gas laws; mechanical relations and heat engines;
adiabatic transformations; entropy.
Required of physics majors. Prerequisite: First year college physics and
Mathematics 235, 236. Fee $1.00.

340.

METHODS OF TEACHING PHYSICS.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

Required in the physics curriculum.

343.

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS.

Fall.

(4 q. hrs.)

Principles of vacuum tubes; types of tubes and their special uses; power
supply; amplifier circuits; oscillators; tuned circuits; tube control circuits and
their uses. This course is intended to provide the background for understanding the principles and uses of electronic equipment and also as a basis
for Physics 345.
Prerequisite· First year college physics. Fee $1.00.

344.

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS.

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

The various uses of the oscilloscope as a calibrated instrument in electronics measurements and testing; testing of audio amplifiers with audio oscillator
and output meter; testing R. F. circuits with signal generator; capacitance and inductance measurements; frequency calibration of R. F. oscillators; "Q" and
"Z" measurements; vacuum tube voltmeters and multimeters.
Prerequisite: Physics 343. Fee $1.00.

345.

RADIO.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

Principles of radio communication; typical radio receiver circuits; properties and functions of major components of radio sets; characteristics of
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radio waves and their application in A.M., F.M. and television; amplifiers,
and public address systems; properties and uses of micro-waves.
Prerequisite: Physics 343. Fee $1.00.

350.

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Current and ballistic galvanometers; bridge and potentiometer circuits;
measurement of resistance, inductance, capacitance, and electromotive force:
thermo-electromotive force; calibration of electrical instruments; magnetic
measurements.
Prerequisite: First year college physics. Fee $1.00.

470.

ELECTRON PHYSICS. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Ionization; Einstein energy-radiation equation; photo-electricity; spectra;
X-rays; X-ray equipment; use of the electrometer and electroscope; Millikan
oil-drop experiment; effect of electric field.
Prerequisite: First year college physics and Mathematics 235 and 236.
Fee $1.00.
471.

NUCLEAR PHYSICS. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Isotopes and the mass spectrograph; radioactivity; positron; neutron;
cloud chamber; Geiger counter; e/m and effect of magnetic field.
Prerequisite: First year college physics and Mathematics 235 and 236.
Fee $1.00.

472.

PARTICLE ACCELERATORS AND NUCLEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Cyclotron; betatron; synchrotron; high voltage accelerators; electron
microscope; cosmic rays; artificial radioactivity and disintegrations; vacuum
technique.
Prerequisite: Physics 470 and 471. Fee $1.00.

480.

SPECIAL PHYSICS PROBLEMS. Any quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Selected problems based on the student's previous training and interests. Admission and assignment of problems by arrangement. Laboratory,
reading, and conference.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Fee $1.00.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE

100.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Basic concepts of physical science are presented through a rather thorough study of topics selected from physics and astronomy.
101.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course is the same type as 100. Topics selected cover the basic
concepts and principles of chemistry.

102.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A continuation of 100 and 101. Topics selected involve electricity,
electrochemistry, chemical oxidation and reduction, atomic structure and
chemical combinations, radioactivity and isotopes.
Prerequisite: Physical Science 100, 101.
These three courses are required in the elementary curriculum and fulfill the
laboratory science requirement in other curricula. They are not counted toward
a major or minor in chemistry or physics. Fee $1.00 for each course.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

Requirements for a major; Social Science 137, 138, 139; 233, 234, 235;
346, 347, 348; 361, 362, 365; 354, 355, 356 or 453, 454, 455; 340.
Requirements for a minor: Social Science 233, 234, 235 and any other
year's sequence in social science.

137.

GREEK HISTORY WITH ITS ORIENTAL BACKGROUNDS. Fall.
(4 q. hrs.)
This course inrludes a brief survey of Egypt and the Fertile Crescent
area, culminating in an optional trip to Chicago's Oriental Institute. The
main body of the course is devoted to Greek history, as follows: Aegean
backgrounds and early Greek life; the Formative Age; Hellenic history and
achievements; the Hellenistic world and its influence on the Roman Empire.
Required in the social science, foreign language, and elementary curricula.
138.

ROMAN HISTORY. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A survey course in the history of ancient Rome and of the Roman Empire, as follows: rise of the Roman Republic and conquest of the world; a
century of revolution; the Establishment and the two centuries of peace;
military rule and internal conflicts of the third century; the Autocracy and
the declining empire; the eve of the Middle Ages.
Required in the social science, foreign language, art, and elementary curricula.
139.

MEDIEVAL HISTORY, A.D. 500 to 1500. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
This course surveys the changing patterns of life in the Middle Ages.
Main topics include: continuing influence of the Roman Empire; the High
Middle Ages; the decline of medieval institutions and the emergence of
modern times. Late in the course there is an optional trip to St. Louis to
study exhibits which illustrate the art and ideas of the medieval period.
Required in the social science, art, and elementary curricula.
233.

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES TO 1840. Every quarter.
(4 q. hrs.)
Survey of colonial history. The independence movement. The framing and adoption of the Constitution. The growth of American nationality.
Western development and Jacksonian democracy.
Required in the two-year general, social science, and elementary curricula.
At least one quarter required of all candidates for graduation.
234.

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1841 TO 1898. Every
quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
Manifest Destiny and the slavery controversy. The Civil War and
Reconstruction. The new industrial society and the agrarian movement.
Required in the two-year general, social science, and elementary curricula.
At least one quarter required of all candidates for graduation.

235.

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1898. Every
quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
The War with Spain. The United States as a World Power. The
growth of industry and the progressive movement. The First World War.
Postwar problems. Depression and the New Deal. The Second World
War. Postwar problems, foreign and domestic.
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Required in the two-year general, social science, and elementary curricula.
At least one quarter required of all candidates for graduation.
254.

ELEMENTS OF ECONOMICS. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The nature of economics; factors in production; agricultural, indus·trial,
and business organization of production; capitalistic combinations; labor
organization and policies; industrial conflict and peace; the nature of money;
credit.
Freshmen may not take this course. Social science and business education
majors should take Social Science 354.
255.

ELEMENTS OF ECONOMICS, Continued. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
International trade and exchange; transportation; organized markets;
value and price; wages, interest, rent, profits; price changes and the business
cycle.
Freshmen may not take this course. Social science and business education
majors should take Social Science 355.
256.

ELEMENTS OF ECONOMICS, Continued. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Consumer problems, public expenditures, taxes and debt; capitalism
and its rivals.
Freshmen may not take this course. Social science and business education
majors should take Social Science 356.
257.

RURAL SOCIOLOGY. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
The rural environment; its people, institutions, and problems; governmental policy and the farmer.

280F (50). FIELD AND CLASS STUDY OF NORTH AMERICAN HISTORY. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
The required historical study in this course includes the settlement of
northern Illinois and Indiana, pioneer Kentucky, Arkansas, and Missouri.
Class work is supplemented by four week-end field trips to points of historical
interest in the Chicago area and northern Indiana, central Kentucky and
southern Indian.a (including places associated with the early life of Abraham
Lincoln), western Tennessee, Arkansas, and southeastern Missouri, and
central and northwestern Missouri (including the Mark Twain Country).
The plan of the course will aid students in developing techniques of field work
as well as an appreciation of the history of the Middle West.
281F (50) or 381F (50). FIELD STUDY OF THE REGIONAL HISTORY
OF NORTH AMERICA. Summer. (4 q. hrs.)
Three weeks of post-summer session historical field study in New England,
August 7 to August 27. Points of interest include the Connecticut River
towns, Cape Cod and Plymouth, the Boston area, Salem and Cape Ann,
southern New Hampshire and southwestern Maine. The return route to
Illinois is through the Adirondack Mountains and southern Ontario. Students enrolled in Social Science 381F (50) prepare a detailed unit of lesson
plans, based on their field study experiences, in addition to meeting the requirements of the course met by those enrolled in Social Science 281F (50).
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330.

AN INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
This one-quarter course presents the basic ideas of economics for industrial arts and home economics majors. This course may not be included
in any one year sequence in the field of economics.
Required of industrial arts and home economics majors.

340.

METHODS AND MATERIALS IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES IN
THE SECONDARY SCHOOL. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
To prepare students for work in the social studies classrooms. The
course is divided into three parts: aims or objectives of social studies teaching;
nature and scope of social studies materials; methods employed in teaching
the social studies. Attention is centered on the analysis, evaluation, and
application of methods. Techniques for appraising and selecting textbooks
and other teaching aids receive attention.
Required in the social science curriculum.
343.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND TO 1603. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Early settlement of the British Isles; Roman occupation, Anglo-Saxon
civilization; the early Church; the Norman Conquest and relations with
France; the development of the common law and Parliament; the development of the Church and the separation of the Anglican Church; English art
and literature.
Required in the English curriculum.
344.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND THE BRITISH EMPIRE, 1603
TO 1830. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Discovery and colonial expansion and the founding of the British Empire; the constitutional struggles and the supremacy of Parliament; the
commercial, agricultural, and industrial revolutions; the literature and
science of the period; the long struggle with France for colonial supremacy.
Required in the English curriculum.
345.

HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE SINCE 1830. Spring.
(4 q. hrs.)
The reformation of Parliament; the development of industry and commerce and trade rivalry; development of scientific thought; the first World
War and its consequence; the Empire's greatest test in the second World
War.
Required in the English curriculum.

346.

HISTORY OF EUROPE, 1500 TO 1789. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Renaissance and Reformation. Dominance of Spain and France.
Commercial Revolution. Second Hundred Years' War.
Required in the social science and French curricula.

347.

HISTORY OF EUROPE, 1789 TO 1914. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
French Revolution, Napoleonic Era, and Reconstruction by the Treaty
of Vienna. Industrial Revolution, Liberalism, and Nationalism. Unification of Germany and Italy. Europe before 1914.
Required in the social science and French curricula.
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348.

HISTORY OF EUROPE, 1914 TO THE PRESENT. Spring.
(4 q. hrs.)
Backgrounds of World War I. Treaty of Versailles. Origins of World
War II. United Nations and world recovery problems.
Required in the social science and French curricula.

349.

LATIN-AMERICAN HISTORY TO 1830. Omitted 1950-51.
(4 q. hrs.)
A survey of the period of exploration and settlement of the Spanish
and Portuguese empires in the western world. Colonial development. The
era of revolution and independence. The relationships between the LatinAmerican colonies and nations with the English colonies and the United
States.
350.

LATIN-AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1830. Omitted 1950-51.
(4 q. hrs.)
Political, economic, and cultural developments south of the Rio Grande.
The relationships between the Latin-American republics and the United
States. Emphasis on the Monroe Doctrine, the Pan-American Union, and
the "Good Neighbor" policy.
351.

HISTORY OF CANADA. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
The settlement of French Canada. French colonial development. The
conquest of French Canada by the British. The change from colonial Canada
to the Dominion. Political, economic and cultural growth of Canada as a
part of the British Empire. The relationships between Canada and the
United States. Emphasis on co-operation between the two countries.
354.

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The nature of economics; the free enterprise system; development of
modern industry; organization of business; labor organizations and industrial
conflict; money and banking; price movements.
Required of business education majors and recommended for social science
majors and minors.
355.

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
International trade and exchange; value and price, rent, wages, interest,
profit.
Required of all business education majors and recommended for social
science majors and minors.
356.

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Government spending, taxation, and debt; government regulation of
business; the business cycle; personal distribution of wealth and income;
social security; the economics of population; agricultural problems; the rivals
of capitalism.
Required of all business education majors and recommended for social
science majors and minors.
357.

LABOR ECONOMICS. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
An intensive study of labor as a factor in the productive system; the
background of the labor movement; the technique and objectives of labor
organization; the fundamental issues in labor-management disputes; labor
legislation.
Recommended as an elective for business education and social science majors.
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358.

MONEY AND BANKING. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
An intensive study of our money and banking systems; their importance
to the public welfare; government monetary and banking policy; international exchange problems.
Recommended as an elective for business education and social science majors.

359.

PUBLIC FINANCE. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
An intensive study of taxation, public spending, public debt, and their
importance to the general welfare.
Recommended as an elective for business education and social science majors.

361.

THE ELEMENTS OF DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT. Fall.
( 4 q. hrs.)
A consideration of the bases of democratic government. An examination
of the different forms which democratic government has taken, with particular attention to the United States, Great Britain, and Canada, and a consideration of the reasons for these differences. Democratic government and
totalitarian government compared. A study of those forces which strengthen
and those which weaken democratic government.
Required in the social science curriculum.

362.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the structure and functioning of the American state and its
political subdivisions, with particular attention paid to the state and local
government of Illinois.
Required in the social science curriculum.

363.

STATE GOVERNMENT. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
An intensive study of the structure and functions of the government of
the state with particular attention to the government of Illinois.

364.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
An intensive study of the structure and functions of the government of
the political subdivisions of the State. About one-half of the course is dedevoted to city government, and one-half to the government of the county,
township, and other local units.
365.

THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the structure and functions of the national government of
the United States. The Constitution of the United States is examined in
detail.
Required in the social science curriculum.

366.

POLITICAL PARTIES AND POLITICS. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the development, organization, functions, and significance of
political parties in the United States.

367.

FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES. Spring.
(4 q. hrs.)
A study of the place of the United States in the world community. The
conduct of diplomatic relations. The development of the machinery and
spirit of international co-operation.
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453.

THE COMMUNITY AND SOCIETY. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
The contemporary community as the unit of social study, the bases of
community life, types of communities, of activities, of organization, of government, and of maladjustments; community planning; relations of the community to society as a whole.
At least one quarter required in the home economics curriculum.

454.

PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Social relations and institutions, society as communication, competitive
co-operation and functional patterns, spatial structure of society, social
change, social disorganization, the person in relation to culture, and the
social organization, social control, and social reform.
At least one quarter required in the home economics curriculum.
455.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND SOCIAL TRENDS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The nature of social problems; the problem of adjustment to external
nature; population problems; problem of the distribution of wealth and inincome; health and physical welfare; control and care of defectives; the family
and child welfare; crime; the meaning and agencies of social control.
At least one quarter required in the economics curriculum.

SPEECH
Requirements for a minor:

Speech 130, 131, 132, 331, 433, 445.

130.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Content, language, voice, and action in student projects, including introductions, social conversations, telephone conversations, interviews, conferences, discussions, and extempore dramatics.
Required in the speech curriculum.
131.

SPEAKING IN PUBLIC. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
A consideration of the personality, subject matter, and rhetorical factors
essential in composing and delivering speeches. Practical application of
these principles in student speeches.
Required in the speech curriculum.
132.

VOICE AND PHONETICS. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Instruction and practice in breathing, relaxation, tone production,
rhythm, inflection, and enunciation. Study of the speech mechanism.
Analysis of vowels and consonants: their physical properties, means of production, and dependence on hearing.
Required in the speech curriculum.
244 (444). PLAY PRODUCTION (ACTING). Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
A study of the methods of learning and teaching techniques for the
actor, including definite exercises and a practical approach to the art of
acting.
Required in the speech curriculum.
246 (346). EVOLUTION OF ORATORY. Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
Analyses are made of various types of model speeches at different periods
with emphasis on the present. Practice in composing and delivering original
orations.
Required in the speech curriculum.
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248.

AUDIOMETRIC TESTING AND STRUCTURE OF THE EAR.
Spring. (4 q. hrs.)
The structure of the ear is studied. Training is given in audiometric
testing, and a careful study made of audiograms in relation to hearing and
speech problems. Each student is expected to give one hundred audiometric
tests and to assist with clinical training.
250.

RADIO SPEAKING. Fall and winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Consideration of the special problems involved in adapting the principle~
of effective speaking to the radio, in the composition and delivery of talks,
announcements, round-table discussions, features, newscasts, and interviews. Practice afforded in general production and speaking techniques.
Voice and program recordings.
Required in the speech ·curriculum. Prerequisite: Speech 130, 131, 132,
or permission of the instructor.
251.

RADIO WRITING. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Studies of the problems involved in writing various types of radio scripts.
Students are required to present original scripts and work on the adaptation
of literature to radio. Recording of final productions is practiced.
Prerequisite: Speech 250.
331.

DISCUSSION AND DEBATE. Winter. (4 q. hrs.)
Principles and participation in class discussions and debates on subjects
of current interest.
Required in the speech curriculum.

335.

ORAL READING. Fall. (4 q. hrs.)
Interpretation and oral reading of poetry and prose; includes composition analysis, kinds and levels of meaning, directness, communicativeness,
phrasing, inflection, emphasis, climax, melody, rhythm, meter, and bodily
respoiUJiveness.
337 (135). CHORIC SPEECH. Omittad 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
Choric recitation of verse and prose. Attention is given to the social
and artistic implications. The class engages in group speaking.
345.

PUBLIC SPEAKING. Every quarter. (4 q. hrs.)
This course gives actual practice in speaking before a group. The
problems of choosing subjects, gathering material, and composing speeches,
as well as delivering them effectively, are studied.
Required in all curricula except speech.

352.

RADIO PRODUCTION DIRECTING. Sp,!"ing. (4 q. hrs.)
Problems of casting, selecting sound effects and music, interpretations of
script, placing of microphones, timing and engineering of show, and making
of transcriptions. Students direct productions.
Prerequisite: Speech 250.
431 (131). CREATIVE DRAMATICS. Omitted 1950-51. (4 q. hrs.)
Dramatics as educational devices for children. The advantages of
dramatizing literature, history, and other subjects. Choice of plays is presented.

Speech
433.

SPEECH CORRECTION.
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(4 q. hrs.)

Recognition, prevention, and treatment of disorders of articulation,
voice, and rhythm. The individual psychology of the speech-handicapped
person is emphasized.
Required in the speech curriculum.

434, 435. ADVANCED SPEECH CORRECTION.
(4 q. hrs. for each course.)

Winter and spring.

Training in the use of clinical equipment; observation and supervision as
well as actual experience in testing, diagnosing, and giving corrective treatment for cases of speech defects. Students are given an opportunity to
work with speech defective cases in the Training Schools and the College.
Students are required to have two hundred clock hours of experience in these
combined courses.
Prerequisite: Speech 433.

445.

PLAY PRODUCTION (DIRECTING).

Spring.

(4 q. hrs.)

The study and actual production of the play. Central emphasis is
placed on directing, beginning with the script and including designing, cos··
turning, make-up, and lighting.
Required in the speech curriculum.

446.

THEATER ORGANIZATION.

Winter.

(4 q. hrs.)

A general survey of the field of dramatics. The study includes all
aspects of professional theater as well as amateur and semiprofessional theater.

IV. LISTS
SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE
Twelve Months Ending June 4, 1950
Men

Eight Weeks' Summer Term, 1949.
Extension Students, (Summer, 1949)
Campus Workshop (3 weeks)... . . . . . . . . . .
Shelbyville Workshop (3 weeks). . .
Lawrenceville Workshop (3 weeks).....
Effingham Workshop (3 weeks)....... .

Total

384

821

6
18
13

42
71
30
29

48
89
34
42

41

172

213

218
186
238
342
29

74
103
138
190
6

292
289
376
532
35

..... 1,013

Regular School Year-September 12, 1949 to
June 4, 1950
COLLEGE
Seniors.
Juniors.
Sophomores.
Freshmen ...
Unclassified.
Total in College ..

Women

437

EXTENSION STUDENTS (exclusive of duplicates)

4

511

1,524

158

614

772

3
17
16
12
16

24
17
20
14

3
41
33
32
30

Total

821

213

HIGH ScHOOL

Special. . . . . .
Twelfth Year. . . . . . .
Eleventh Year......
Tenth Year......
Ninth Year.
Total in High School. ......... .
Total above Eighth Grade.
ELEMENTARY TRAINING SCHOOL . . . . , •.

Total for the Regular Year ....... .

64

75

139

.. 1, 235
128
.1,363

1,200
134
1,334

2,435
262
2,697

254

83

337

Total for the twelve months ending
June 4, 1950 ................ .

2,697
.3, 731

Counted twice (College only)...... . . . . . . . .
Grand Total of Students and Pupils ...... .

337
. .... 3,394

YEAR 1949-50
ILLINOIS COUNTIES REPRESENTED
Bond
Bureau
Champaign
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Coles
Cook
Crawford
Cumberland
DeKalb
DeWitt
Douglas
DuPage

Edgar
Edwards
Effingham
Fayette
Ford
Fulton
Hamjlton
Iroquois
Jasper
Jefferson
Johnson
Kane
Kankakee
Lake
Lawrence

California
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Florida
Indiana

Iowa
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Michigan

Lee
Livingston
Logan
Macon
Macoupin
Madison
Marion
McHenry
McLean
Montgomery
Morgan
Moultrie
Piatt
Putnam

Richland

Rock Island
St. Clair
Sangamon
Shelby
Stephenson
Tazewell
Vermilion
Wabash
Wayne
White
Whiteside
Will
Williamson
Winnebago
Woodford

OTHER STATES REPRESENTED
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Dakota
Ohio
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Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas.
West Virginia
Wisconsin
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NATIONAL HONORARY FRATERNITIES
MEMBERSHIP
KAPPA DELTA PI
Jane Louise Baker. ......................... Junior.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Charleston
Rachel LaVerne Bayler....
. ... Senior..
...
Clay City
Eugene Ernest Del Barba. .
. Senior.
. ..... Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Vernon Vaughn Drake.
. ..... Senior.
. .. Charleston
Clara Fanakos......
. ... Junior.
. . Villa Grove
Shirley Jean Fisher.
.Junior.
. Charleston
J ahala Joan Foote. . .
. ... Senior.
. . Charleston
Verda Lucille Hoehn.
. ..... Senior.
. Irving
Betty Jean Kirkham.........
.Senior.
...........
. Kansas
Floyd Allen Land saw. . . . .
. ... Senior.
. .............. Paris
Gail La vern Lathrop. . .
. .. Senior. . . . .
. .... Sumner
Denver John Leturno. .
Senior. . . . . .
. . Wheeler
Patricia Ann Maurer. .
. ... Junior.
. . Marshall
Dean Ervin McMillan. . . .
. Senior. .
. Charleston
Hans Christian Olsen, Jr.. .
. Senior.
. Charleston
Marion Frances Railsback.
. . Junior
... Charleston
Harrison Read, Jr.. . . . . . . .
. .. Senior. .
. .. Calhoun
Norma Yvonne Redman...
. ... Senior.
. .... Olney
Marshall Leon Reid. . .
. Senior.
. Shelbyville
Richard Grant Riggins.
. . Junior.
. ..... Charleston
Nellie May Shepard......
.Senior.
. Robinson
James William Smith...
. ... Senior.
.Charleston
Leona Bertha Ulm.......
. . Senior.
. ............. Mt. Carmel

EPSILON PI TAU
Lloyd Lorraine Coad ............ .
. . Senior ........................... Rose Hill
Ernest Lloyd Copp. . .......... .
.... Senior.
. .......... Youngstown, Ohio
Ralph Leon Elliot ...
. . Senior. .
. . Jewett
Charles Nelson Grote ................. .
. . Senior.
. ... Oconee
...
Senior.
.
.
Charleston
Kenneth Mac Lanman ............. .
Clyde Oren McKinney.
. Senior.
. ... Calhoun
Robert Guy Ray .....
. Senior.
. . Jewett

THETA ALPHA PHI
Martha Irene Butler ........................ Senior ..... .
Janelle Nadine Ellen ........................ Senior .. .
Mary Evelyn Patton..................
. .Junior.
Donald Allen Rothschild, Jr..
. .Junior. .. .
Mary Belle Worrell.
. Junior .. .

. ........ St. Elmo
. ... Albion
Charleston
. ..... Charleston
. ....... Sycamore

PI DELTA EPSILON
Chester Edman Adams ...................... Junior. ................... . .. Charleston
Delores Marie Bell .......................... Senior ............. .
.St. Elmo
Virginia Ruth Bullard ....................... Senior ....... .
Hillsboro
Shirley Jean Fisher. . . . . . . . . . .
. . Junior ... .
. . Charleston
Betty Mae Frew. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... Senior.
Canton
Donald I van Griffin. . . . . . .
. .. Senior.
....... Charleston
Kenneth Eugene Hesler.
. Junior ......... .
. .Greenup
... Allerton
William Clark Hurt.
..
. Unclassified ... .
Vera Kathleen Hutchings.........
. .Junior .......... .
Effingham
. ... Calhoun
Harrison Read, Jr... . . . . . .
Senior
.. .
Arthur Wallace Sibley...
. . Unclassified ... .
. ... Detroit, Mich .
. . Newton
Ray Allen Weber.
. ... Senior ....

KAPPA MU EPSILON
James Lloyd Baldwin ...
Duane Orien Bruce.
Lloyd Lorraine Coad.
Jahala Joan Foote.
Donald Herbert Fraembs.
Robert Eugene Garner ..
Jesse Howard Hallowell.
Alan Lee Johnson ..... .

...........

Senior.
... Junior.
Senior
..... Senior.
. . Junior.
. Senior.
.. Senior.
.Junior.

. ................ Sumner
. Charleston
. .Rose Hill
. . Charleston
. Charleston
. ....... Shelbyville
. ................ Oakland
. ............... Robinson

National Honor Fratm·nities
Denver John Leturno.
Gerald Jack Newlin .. .
Marshall Leon Reid .. .
Billy Gene Wood. . ...... .
Nancy Watts Worner ..... .
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.... Senior .... .
.... Junior ..... .
... Senior.
.Senior.

.Junior.

.. Wheeler
Yale
. .Shelbyville
. ........ Casey
. . Lawrenceville

SIGMA TAU DELTA
Arthur Loren Aikman ......... .
.Senior.
. .. Mattoon
Louise Therese Biedenbach ..
.Junior.
.New Baden
Martha Irene Butler ..
. ... Senior..
. ... St. Elmo
Marilla Jean Carson ........ .
. .Junior.
. ........ .
. .. Olney
Laura June Strader England.
. ... Junior ........... .
. . Hindsboro
. ... Junior.
Mary Elizabeth Fisher.
. ............. Arcola
. ....... ] unior.
Shirley Jean Fisher ..
Charleston
. .. Senior.
. ... Charleston
Jahala Joan Foote ....
. ............. Senior ..
Verda Lucille Hoehn ..
. lrving

GAMMA THETA UPSILON
John Richard Adams ....
John Elda Gifford ...
Gail Lavern Lathrop.
George Louis J\.'lcDermott.
Martin Roscoe Tredway ..
Ray Allen Weber.

. .. Junior ........... .
. .. Junior.
. .Senior ..
.. Senior ....
. . Senior.
.Senior ....

. . Charleston
Redman
. ....... Sumner
. .. Newman
. .. Cuzco, Ind.
. .Newton

PI OMEGA PI
............. Senior ..... .
Vernon Vaughn Drake.
Janet Louise Finlayson.
. Junior. .... .
. Senior. ..... .
Peggy June Gharst. ............. .
.Senior.
Billy M. Green ....
.Junior ...... .
Owen Hal Guthrie.
.. Senior. ... .
Doris Siegel Hudson ..
. ... Senior ...... .
Betty Jean Kirkham.
. .Junior.
Eloise Lucille Knight ....
.Junior .. .
Joan Catherine Madden.
.... Junior ..... .
Patricia Ann 1\llaurer .... .
. .Senior .. .
Marilyn Jean Reed ....... .
. .Senior ... .
Nellie May Shepard ..... .
... Junior.
Shirley Louise Slingerland ........ .
.Junior .. .
William Frederick von Almen.
.. Senior .... .
Morris Edward Webb ....

.. Charleston
. ... Mattoon
. .Effingham
. Charleston
Cowden
. ... Carlinville
. .. Kansas
. .. Lerna
. ..... Olney
. .............. Marshall
..........
. Greenup
. ... Robinson
. Edwardsville
. ..... Olney
.. Effingham

PI KAPPA DELTA
Louise Therese Biedenbach .................. Junior ....................... New Baden
Jahala Joan Foote. . . . . . . . . . .
. Senior. . .
. ...... Charleston
Barbara Ann Heise...
. .. Senior. . . .
. Charleston
Paul William Koester.
. .. Junior.
. ... Palestine
Norma Louise I\Ietter.
. ....... Sophomore. . . . . .
. ......... Charleston
George Edward Pratt.
. . Junior.
..............
Paris
Richard Grant Riggins.
. .... Junior.
. . Charleston
James Frederick Rue. . .
. ..... Senior.
. ......... Casey

KAPPA PI
Louise Therese Biedenbach. . . . . . . . .
. Junior ........................ New Baden
Lovell Laverne Cox. . . . .
.
. Senior................ . . . . . . . ... Rockford
George John David. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Senior. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charleston
Wanda Beckett Foss. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Junior.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport
Kathleen Adele Hedges..
.Senior .......................... Kankakee
Ruth Harriet Hilderbrand.
. Senior ........................... Mattoon
Phillip Eugene Houts. . . .
. Junior. .......................... Mattoon
Anthony Louis Koss
.. Senior ........................... Westville
Patricia Elaine Ivlarlow.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Senior ....................... Lawrenceville
Mavis Rose ).1ueller.....
. ............. Senior ............................ Chicago
Norma Yvonne Redman..................
.Senior .............................. Olney
Phillip Mack Settle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Senior. . . . . . . .
..
. .... Stewardson
Patricia Jean Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Senior. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..... Arcola
Delores Shirley Storm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Senior. . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... Mattoon
Freeman Ludwell Storm ..................... Senior .............................. Gays
Martha Beatrice Waller ..................... Senior. ............................. Flora
Wilhelmina Jean Wetterow ................... Senior. ........................ Bridgeport
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Adams, Leona Paden ............. Hillsboro
Alexander, John Austin ....•........ Tol~do
Alexander, Shirley Jean ........ Edwardsville
Anderson, Charles David ........ Charleston
Anderson, Charles Eugene ... Hammond; fnd.
Arend, James Warren ............. Mattoon
Arney, Billie Bradford ............ Ashmore
Ashby, Wilma Jean ............. Charleston
Ayers, Phillip Edward ............... Cisna
Bagby, Marilyn Violet ......... Edwardsville
Bailey, James Cecil. ............ Willow Hill
Bailey, John Lloyd ............. Willow Hill
Barnes, Howard Eugene ............ Tuscola
Barnhart, Leslie Arlo ................ Olney
Barr, John Albert ................ Mattoon
Barrett, John ..................... Chicago
Bartimus, Charles Verlis ........... Mattoon
Bateman; Harold Bernard ...... Bible Grove
Beals, Freda Lou Roberts ......... Mattoon
Bennett, Robert Harold ........... Mattoon
Berninger, Sara Nelle ............. Mattoon
Biggs, Delllll!r Keith' ............ Charleston
Black, Robert William ........... Springfield
Bowman, Ariel Irene ... ........... Mattoon
Brandt, Albert Henry ............. Oakland
Brown, Charlie Lamar ........... Charleston
Buchanan, Lucille Baker ............ Neoga
Buesking, Bernice Baumgarten ... Shelbyvil.le
Bunten, Charles Albert. ........... Oakland
Burmei&ter, Virginia Elizabeth ..... Danville
Burrus; Lester Bernard .......... Charleston
Bushur, Fidelis John ................ Neoga
Byers, Billy Talbert. ... West Lebanon, In<).
Caldwell, John Robert ................ Kell
Campbell, Doris Hussong ........ Charleston
Campbell, William Wright. ........ Oakland
Carmichael, Donald Charles ....... Mattoon
Carter, Lowell Henry ............. Lnuisvil)e
Carter, Norma Jean ............... Windsor
Casteel, Mary Loutse ............. Marshall
Clark, Charles Samuel ............. Metcalf
Cohoon, Carl Wes}ey ................ Casey
Cohoon, Donald Eugene ............. Casey
Coil, John Robert. .................. Flora
Colwell, Calvin Randall ............ Tuscola
Compton, Ferne Eileen Tingley. Martinsville
Connell, Kenneth Hugh ............. Toledo
Cooley, Everette Harry ........... Mattoon
Cooper, William Edward ........... Clinton
Corbin, Norman Allan ............ Centralia
Cornett, Hicks .................... Metcalf
Crisp, Samuel Darrell ............... Hume
Crookshank, Robert Richard ....... Mattoon
Cunningham, Harold Dean ......... Fithian
Daniels, Altys Maynard .......... St. Jacob
Darigan, Jr., Rush .............. Charleston
Davis, Albert Max .............. Charleston
Davis, Harold David ............. Mattoon
Davis, Leland Eugene ............. Windsor
Dawson, Donald Lewis ........... Princeton
Des Pres, Louis Joseph .......... Effingham
Dietkus, Mary Barbara ......... Georgetown
Drake, Major .................... Newman
Drolet, Robert James ............ Kankakee
Evans, Dana Frances ..... ........ Robinson
Everson, Ralph Donald ......... Champaign
Fillipitch, Adolph John ............... Pana
Finkeldey, Thelma Cable ......... Effingham
Fiscus, Charles Albert .............. Sumner
Fitzgerald, Joseph William ......... Mattoon
Flaugher, Jr., Robert Harry .... Cerro Gordo
Fogleman, George Elmer .......... Greenup
Frazier, George Robert. ........ Georgetown
Gibson, Paul Jenkins ........... Mt. Carmel
Gilbert, Ruth Lacey .............. Mattoon
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Gilmer, Margaret Arilda Lilly .... Humboldt
Glad, Arthur Langdon ........... Kankakee
Goleman, Au bra Leo .............. Oakland
Goleman, Denzil Lyle ............. Oakland
Goleman, James Lowell ............ Oakland
Greene, Clement Dean .............. Arthur
Gregor, Albert ................ Edwardsville
Gressel, Marie Lucille ............. Greenup
Grinstead, Joyce May ......... Edwardsville
Gross, Charles Edward ............. Tuscola
Grubaugh, Robert Lee ............ Robinson
Guthridge, Lucile Kate ........... Hindsboro
Ha\1, Robert Donald ..... Pittsburgh, Penn.
Harshbarger, Helen Clara ........... Arcola
Hayes, Carter Edwin ................ Kemp
Heath, Charles Chester .............. Olney
Henry, William Levi. .............. Oblong
Hicks, Oscar Leon ................. A\lerton
Hilderbrand, Charles Elmo ....... Clay City
Hill, Carolyn Leah ................... Sigel
Hilligoss, Wesley Wayne ........... Tuscola
Hittmeier, Glenn Elmer ........... Mt. Olive
Holaday, James William .......... Louisville
Holaday, Peyton Wilburn .......... Oakland
Holley, Gerald Dean .............. Cowden
Howerton, Ollie Estel. ............ Westville
Howey, Patricia Ann ............... Arcola
Hubbard, Hal Robert .............. Newton
Hudson, Neal Edward ............... Olney
Idleman, Austin Elwood ......... Hindsboro
Ingrum, Vernon Rex .............. Newman
lnya_rt, Robert Martin .......... Charleston
Jeanguenat, Eugene Philip .. Youngst,own, 0.
Jeffers, Avanella Carmen Shew ........ Paris
Johns, Donald Ellsworth ...... Dewitt, Nebr.
Johnston, Arthur Allen .......... Hoopeston
Johnson, Bertha Nedra Seitzinger.Flat Rock
Johnson, Donald Max ........... Charleston
Johnson, Virginia Lee ............... Albion
Jones, James Edward ............. Altamont
Jones, Laverne Eileen . ............. Arthur
Jones, Shirley June, ............... Newton
Kelly, William Franc!!; .......... Charleston
Ketchie, Stephen Lorenzo .......... Cypress
Kibler, Rose Marie .................. Arcola
Klette, Kenneth Laverne ........ Charleston
Klette, Ina Ruth Miller ......... Charleston
Knott, Beulah Delores Krick ..... Montrose
Knott. James Francts ........... Charleston
Kreuter, Olin George ............ Livingston
Kruzich, Joseph .................... Catlin
Largent, Grace Lavonne ......... Shelbyville
LaRose, LeeRoy Sylvester .... East St. Lo•tis
LaRose, Lela Juanita Williams ..... Mattoon
Lentz, Grace Irene ............... Hillsboro
Lientz, Pauline .................. Kankakee
Lyons, Thursa Marie Richardson .... Toledo
Malinay, Edward Blaze ................... .
....................... Chestnut Ridge, Pa.
Marlow, Foster LeRoy ............. Opdyke
Maronto, Dorothy Maxine Cooley ...... .
............................ Charleston
Maron to, Leo Fred ................ Decatur
Marron, Margaret Mary ........... Danville
Mayer, Vera Mildred ........ St. Fran10isville
McCullough, John Robert. .......... Oblong
McCumber, Louise Elece ....... Villa Grove
McElroy, Halden Earl. .......... Tower Hill
Mcintyre, Robert James ......... Charleston
McMillan, Maurine Alice Jones .. Moweaqua
McNutt, John William .......... Charleston
Meeker, Gertrude Estalene ........ Robinson
Miller, Jack Eugene ............... Decatur
Mills, John Richard .................. Paris
Mitchell, Eleanor Marica ......... Chrisman

Graduates
NAME
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Mitchell, Jeanette .................. Kansas
Moberley, Elenore Rose .............. Gays
Monier, William Wayne ......... Charleston
Montgomery, Paul Brenton ........ Marshall
Morehead, Samuel Franklin .......... Irving
Moritz. George MacAdam ........ Effingham
Muir, George Cameron . ........... Chicago
Mullen, Charles Clifton ............. Toledo
Munsell, Lyman Wesley ...... McLeansboro
Musselman, Donald Earl. ........ LaGrange
Needham, Norma Jean Spaugh ..... Sullivan
Neikirk, Mary Ellen ........... West Salem
Nelson, Hope Brow~1. ........... Springfield
Noffke, Edward Harold ............ Windsor
Norviel, Wayne Dean ............... Lerna
Ohm, Bernard Maurice ............ Mattoon
Ohm, Ralph Edward .............. Mattoon
Olson, Robert Ellsworth ....•...... St. Elmo
Pachciarz, Pauline Agnes .......... Westville
Pankey, John Willard ............. St. Elmo
Perry, Richard Eldon ........... Charleston
Peticolas, Sam Catlin ...... Metuchen, N.J.
Pierson, Gerald Graydon ......... Flat Rock
Pilger, Jr., Fred Albert. ........... Ramsey
Popham, Monte Carlos .......... Charleston
Potter, Jean Marie ............... Mattoon
Potter, Jr., Thomas Willoughby .... Mattoon
Pottgen, Jr., Jacob Daniel. . Stamford, Conn.
Potts, Dale Everett ............ Villa Grove
Pyle, Donald Lee ................. Mattoon
Real, George Marion, ........... Charleston
Redicks, Harold Otho ............. Oakland
Rhodes, Marguerite ............... Chicago
Richards, Hesiin Leroy ............ Herrick
Richmond, John Kent ............. Fillmore
Ridgely, Ilene Ellen ........... Parkersburg
Rogers •. Frances Joan ............ Humboldt
Rosebraugh, Charleen ........... Charleston
Roytek, Frank James ............. Mattoon
St. John, Ruth Marcelyn ............ Toledo
St. John, Willard Herrick ............ Hume
Sayler, James L .................... Gilman
Scott, Barbara Lou Rennels ...... Charleston
Sechrest, John David ............ Flat Rock
Sellers, Edgar Wayne ............ Sycamore
Sensintaffar, Jack Lee ........... Charleston
Sharer, Albert Clay ............ Springerton
Sharrett, Mary Elizabeth ........... Sumner
Shellabarger, Rollin Tony ........ Charleston
Shutts, Elmer Edward ............ Mattoon
Sink, Robert Edwin .............. Mattoon
Slovikoski, Leon Anthony .......... Bradley

NAME
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Smith, Harriet Maurine ....•...... Danville
Smith, Jack Obid ............... Charleston
Smith. Verne Allen ................ Sullivan
Snearley, Marilyn Miller ........•.. Oakland
Sorenson, Charles Roger ....•...... Mattoon
Specht, Warren Alfred ......... Wood River
Spillers, Richard L ............. Brazil, Ind.
Sporleder, Lillis June ............ Shelbyville
Stanhope, Carroll Albert .....•...... Browns
Steen, Betty J ewe!. ............. Charleston
Steen, Lloyd Harlan ............ Charleston
Stivers, Jr., Louis ................... Olney
Sullivan, James William ......... Charleston
Swinford. Loie Max .......... Rosedale, Ind.
Tate, Will~am Harlan ............. Mattoon
Taylor, Robert Glenn .............. Oblong
Thoele, Arthur Leo .............. Effingham
Tillman, Dean Osborn ................ Paris
Tolch, Charles John .................. Sigel
Tooley, Nadine Rennels ......... Charleston
Trueblood, Carl Yates ............. Decatur
Unser, Loren Edward ......... Morrisonville
Urbancek, Louis A ................. Coffeen
VanNote, Robert Harold .......... Mattoon
Vickers. Robert Norman ............. Lerna
Walk, Argola Ives ................... Hunt
Walker, Virginia Rose ........... Ridgefarm
Walters, Frank Adam ............. Panama
Waltrip, Norman Donald .......... Mattoon
Waren, Ernest ...................... Hume
Watts, Jack J .................... Rollinson
Webb, Amelia Anne Wright. ...... Robinson
Werner, Ruth L ................... Mattoon
White, Nancy Jane ............. Charleston
Whitson, Perry Edward ..........• Westfield
Whitson, Rexford ................ Westfield
Wibking, Robert Kenton ........ Charleston
Williams. Jack Otis ............... Westville
Wilson, Barbara Faye ........... Charleston
Wilson, Earl Delbert .............. Wheeler
Winkler, Kenneth Ewing ........ Charleston
Winnett, David Richard ........... Greenup
Wiseman, Dolly Virginia ......... Charleston
Woodward, Donald Lynn ........ Charleston
Woods, Dorothy Ellen ........... Raymond
Wrenn, Robert Gene ............ Charleston
Wyatt, William Edward ............. Olney
Zachary, Iva Manila .............. Newman
Men ............. 175
Women .......... 73
Total. ......... 248
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Ashby, Harold M ................. Madison
Benham, Myron Edward .......... Westfield
Brown, Douglas Dean ............. Oakland
Clawson, Mary Virginia .............. Pana
Leonard, Margaret Jean ............ Tuscola
Lichtenwalter, David Albert. ........ Toledo
Martin, Millard Junior .............. Olney

NAME
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Popham, J. Elwood ............. Charleston
Sibley, Arthur Wallace ............. Metcalf
Stepping, Henry ..................... Parra
Men .............. 8
Women ..•........ 2
Total. .......... 10
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